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ABSTRACT 

 

Over the last forty years, nineteenth-century British art has undergone a process 

of recovery and reevaluation. For nineteenth-century women painters, significant 

reevaluation dates from the early 1980s. Concurrently, the growing field of interart 

studies demonstrates that developments in art history have significant repercussions for 

literary studies. However, interdisciplinary research in nineteenth-century painting and 

literature often focuses on the rich selection of works from the second half of the century. 

This study explores how transitions in English painting during the first half of the century 

influenced the work of British writers.   

The cultural authority of the writer was unstable during the early decades. The 

influence of realism and the social mobility of the painter led some authors to resist 

developments in English art by constructing the painter as a threat to social order or by 

feminizing the painter. For women writers, this strategy was valuable for it allowed them 

to displace perceptions about emotional or erotic aspects of artistic identity onto the 

painter. Connotations of youth, artistic high spirits, and unconventional morality are part 

of the literature of the nineteenth-century painter, but the history of English painting 

reveals that this image was a figure of difference upon which ideological issues of 

national identity, gender, and artistic hierarchy were constructed.  

Beginning with David Wilkie, and continuing with Margaret Carpenter, Richard 

Redgrave and Dante Gabriel Rossetti, I trace the emergence of social commitment and 

social realism in English painting. Considering art and artists from the early decades in 

relation to depictions of the painter in texts by Maria Edgeworth, Edward Bulwer Lytton, 
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Mary Shelley, Joseph Le Fanu, Felicia Hemans, Lady Sydney Morgan, and William 

Makepeace Thackeray, reveals patterns of representation that marginalized British artists. 

However, writers such as Letitia Elizabeth Landon and Robert Browning supported 

contemporary painting and rejected literary myths of the painter. 

Articulating disparities between the lived experience of painters and their 

representation calls for modern literary critics to reassess how nineteenth-century writers 

wrote the painter, and why. Texts that portray the painter as a figure of myth elide 

gradations of hierarchy in British culture and the important differentiations that exist 

within the category artist. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: THE PAINTER 

AS A FIGURE OF DIFFERENCE  

 

Painting was an essential component of nineteenth-century British culture. 

Viewers turned to painting for shared experiences of the beautiful, the sublime, national 

identity, and expressions of humanity‘s ideals. Yet, why, in a culture that placed a high 

value on the moral and spiritual qualities of painting did literature portray painters as 

weak and deformed, or social climbing seducers who engaged in debauchery and whose 

works of art might at anytime precipitate emotional collapse, failure, even death? Why 

does painter in the nineteenth century connote the abnormal?
1
 In his novel Vanity Fair 

(1848), William Makepeace Thackeray (1811-1863) first used the term bohemian in 

reference to behavior, as opposed to Bohemia, a country of origin.
2
 In 1851, the essay 

―The True Bohemians of Paris‖ by Charles Dickens (1812-1870) describes Bohemians as 

―a tribe of unfortunate artists of all kinds . . . They have been unsuccessful in their 

professions, and many deservedly so.‖
3
 Maurice Beebe writes ―[a]ccording to Bernard 

Shaw, ‗When Dickens introduced in his stories a character whom he intensely disliked he 

chose an artistic profession for him. Henry Gowan in Little Dorrit is a painter. Pecksniff 

                                                   
1
 Richard Shiff, "Art History and the Nineteenth Century: Realism and 

Resistance," The Art Bulletin 70, no. 1 (1988): 30.  
 
2
 William Makepeace Thackeray, Vanity Fair, ed. Peter L. Shillingsburg (New 

York: W.W. Norton, 1994), 645. (Orig. pub. in monthly parts 1847-1848.) 

 
3
 Charles Dickens, "The True Bohemians of Paris," Household Words 4, no. 86 

(1851): 190. 
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is an architect. Harold Skimpole is a musician. There is real hatred in his treatment of 

them.‖
4
 By 1862, bohemian referred exclusively to an artistic personality.

5
 In The Picture 

of Dorian Gray (1890), Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) refers to this construction of the painter 

when Basil Hallward remarks, ―we poor artists have to show ourselves in society from 

time to time, just to remind the public that we are not savages.‖
6
 Connotations of youth, 

artistic high spirits, and unconventional morality are part of the literature of the 

nineteenth-century painter, but the history of English painting reveals that this image was 

a figure of difference upon which ideological issues of national identity, gender, and 

artistic hierarchy were constructed.   

Contrasts between the world of British art and literary representations of painters 

are relatively unexamined. Exploring the history of British painting from 1800-1855 in 

relation to the painter portrayed in poems, novels, and criticism, raises questions about 

why certain representations appear, why they are repeated by some authors and 

reconstructed by other authors, and what this might tell us about nineteenth-century 

culture, the author, or the text. In defining representation, W. J. T. Mitchell writes, ―even 

the purely ‗aesthetic‘ representation of fictional persons and events, can never be 

completely divorced from political and ideological questions; one might argue, in fact, 

that representation is precisely the point where these questions are most likely to enter the 

                                                   
4
 George Bernard Shaw, ―Foreword,‖ in Great Expectations by Charles Dickens 

(London: Hamish Hamilton, 1947), xi, quoted in Maurice Beebe, Ivory Towers and 

Sacred Founts: The Artist as Hero in Fiction from Goethe to Joyce (New York: New 

York University Press, 1964), 88. 
 
5
 Oxford English Dictionary, Online Edition, 2009. s.v. ―Bohemian.‖   

 
6
 Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray (New York: Barnes and Noble, 2003), 

8. (orig. pub. in 1890, serialized in Lippincott‟s Monthly Magazine, Philadelphia. orig. 

pub. in volume 1891.) 
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literary work.‖
7
 Thus, as representations are not neutral, how the painter is written offers 

insights into literary history. In the same manner that manuscripts reveal authorial 

choices and decisions, so too do authors‘ decisions about source material. The choices 

authors make suggests what they value and what they hope to convey with their text. The 

literary myth of the painter that is still with us in the twenty-first century, what Roland 

Barthes calls in Mythologies the ―what-goes-without-saying,‖ entered nineteenth-century 

literature to serve a particular set of purposes.
8
   

Mary Poovey‘s paradigm of ―interdependent and mutually constructive relation‖ 

is central to the methodology of this project. In the first half of the nineteenth century, 

writers and painters defined themselves through a relationship of mutual influence and 

response. Poovey describes writers struggling to define their place in an ―increasingly 

secular, capitalist society.‖
9
 One way to define themselves and their work was by 

enlisting concepts of national identity and gender to show how they differed from 

painters. Painters, seeking to advance their position with the public, expanded their 

repertoire to include scenes from literature and contemporary life. In the early decades of 

the 1800s, both writer and painter were seeking wider spheres of influence and higher 

profits through increased professional status.
10

 Concern for self-creation is, as Marlon B. 

                                                   
7
 W. J. T. Mitchell, "Representation," in Critical Terms for Literary Study, ed. 

Frank Lentricchia and Thomas McLaughlin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1995), 15. 
 
8
 Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Hill and Wang, 

1985), 142. 
 
9
 Mary Poovey, Uneven Developments: The Ideological Work of Gender in Mid-

Victorian England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 102. 
 
10

 For painters, determining professional status was challenging. An author‘s 

education might connote a classical education with ties to the acknowledged professions 
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Ross observes, one of the central struggles of the Romantic writer, as is self-conscious 

reflection on the nature of creativity, but, Ross writes, ―the self can be established only in 

relation to other things on which it depends for its self-definition.‖
11

 Thus, it is not 

surprising to find that the impulse to define identity and assert authority appears in both 

literary and visual works of the era. Nor is it surprising to find that realism‘s detached 

stance, as opposed to the didactic stance of realistic art, elicited reactions from writers 

and reviewers.    

Barthes writes that myth gives ―historical intention a natural justification‖; it 

hides and distorts one set of narratives and produces other narratives.
12

 The narrative of 

the nineteenth-century painter has shifted in light of recent scholarship. Over the last 

forty years, art historians have recovered the work of nineteenth-century British artists 

and reconsidered their role in art history. In addition, they have reevaluated the role of 

writing in constructing the history of art.
13

 Nineteenth-century British art was neglected, 

                                                                                                                                                       

of medicine, law, the clergy, or the military. Painters, lacking this connection, sought 

alternative ways to establish professional status; they framed their work as a vocation 

rather than a trade, used art dealers to avoid the direct exchange of money for art, and 

established artistic societies and institutions. Julie Codell observes that the term 

professional was ―troubled and uncertain in its application to artists.‖ Julie F. Codell, The 

Victorian Artist (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 105.  
 
11

 Marlon B. Ross, "Romantic Quest and Conquest," in Romanticism and 

Feminisim, ed. Anne K. Mellor (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988), 27. I use 

the term Romantic to define the decades bordering the turn of the century and to 

reference writers categorized as Romantic in the twenty-first century. Duncan Wu 

delineates the era from 1770, the birth of William Wordsworth, to 1851, the death of 

Mary Shelley. Duncan Wu, ed., Romanticism, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006). 
 
12

 Barthes, Mythologies, 142.  
 
13

 Shiff, "Art History and the Nineteenth Century: Realism and Resistance." Also, 

see Michaela Giebelhausen and Tim Barringer, eds., Writing the Pre-Raphaelites 

(Burlington: Ashgate, 2009). 
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now it is restored, revised, the subject of critical studies and blockbuster exhibitions in 

England and America.
14

 Similarly, literary scholars have reevaluated Romantic era 

writers and reconsidered the marginalized role of women in literary histories. Recent 

work in these two fields informs this historical study. According to Marcia Werner 

British realism differs from French realism
15

; furthermore, as Nicholas Tromans argues, 

realism appears in British art at the beginning of the nineteenth century with the art of 

David Wilkie (1785-1841).
16

 Social realism appears in the late 1830s and in the 1840s 

with the art of Richard Redgrave (1804-88). This project traces how these developments 

correspond to the rise of the painter in literature and how they influenced the way the 

painter‘s myth came to be constructed, maintained, or resisted.   

Throughout the nineteenth-century, English painters faced one persistent 

dilemma. Paula Gillett describes this as the question of identity. Painters, she writes, ―had 

to respond to the basic uncertainty, [and] the continuing lack of consensus concerning the 

role of the artist in society.‖ This uncertainty was accompanied by questions regarding 

                                                   
14

 Recent exhibitions include ―John Everett Millais‖ shown in 2007-08 at the Tate 

Britain. ―J.M.W. Turner‖ shown in 2008 at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, 

Dallas Museum of Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. ―Paintings from the 

Reign of Victoria: The Royal Holloway Collection, London‖ shown from 2008 to 2010 at 

the Philbrook Museum of Art, Tulsa, OK; Delaware Art Museum, Wilmington, DE; Yale 

Center for British Art, New Haven, CN; Brigham Young University Museum of Art, 

Provo, UT; Huntsville Museum of Art, Huntsville, AL; Society of the Four Arts, Palm 

Beach, FL; Iris & Gerald B. Cantor Center for the Visual Arts, Stanford University, 

Stanford, CA.  
 
15

 Marcia Werner, Pre-Raphaelite Painting and Nineteenth-Century Realism 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
 
16

 Nicholas Tromans, David Wilkie: The People's Painter (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 

University Press, 2007). 
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―the legitimate functions served by the painter‘s work.‖
17

 The overriding perception in 

England was that nineteenth-century English painting was inferior to the art of other 

countries and other ages. Unlike the French literary tradition that aligned the painter with 

the aristocracy, fictional English painters were tradesmen, not gentlemen.
18

 English 

gentlemen were expected to admire painting and be familiar with art history, but they 

should not be able to produce art with any studied technical skill, for this might connote 

the labor of the artisan. 

There were benefits to a belief that ―great‖ English painting was non-existent. 

During the war years, it helped cement an English national identity separate from France 

and Italy, countries whose national identities became synonymous with the artistic 

temperament. This conviction supported the idea that artistic creation was foreign, and 

privileged a masculine English identity of commercial superiority and growing industrial 

power. For writers, portraying painters as foreign and ―feminine‖ allowed them to assert 

their cultural authority by aligning themselves with an idealized concept of English 

masculinity. These strategies reinforced the idea that writers represented the educated 

classes while painters were members of an illiterate artisan class. Artist, when used for a 

painter connoted foreign and ―feminine.‖ When applied to a poet, artist connoted English 

and masculine. These ideological constructions allowed men and women to write the 

painter subordinate to the English author. 

                                                   
17

 Paula Gillett, Worlds of Art: Painters in Victorian Society (New Brunswick, NJ: 

Rutgers University Press, 1990), 14. 
 
18

 Borowitz explains that in early nineteenth-century French literature the painter 

was usually ―a romantic hero of aristocratic background.‖ Helen Osterman Borowitz, The 

Impact of Art on French Literature (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1984), 22. 
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In addition to concerns about class and identity, ideas about the nature of poetry 

and painting were changing fundamentally. The idea of ut pictura poesis, a concept from 

Horace‘s ―Ars Poetica‖ that as is painting so is poetry, was no longer the predominant 

model. Gotthold Ephraim Lessing‘s Laocoön: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and 

Poetry (1766), argues that although the two forms produce similar effects, they were 

inherently different. Poetry encompasses narrative; poetry is heard and it progresses 

though time. Painting should not attempt narrative; it addresses the eye and should devote 

itself to the single moment, the static image. In The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic 

Theory and the Critical Tradition, M.H. Abrams writes that by the end of the eighteenth 

century, ―music came to be the art most immediately expressive of spirit and emotion,‖ 

not painting.
19

 The question of the general versus the particular, the ideal versus the real, 

demoted painting from its previous connection to poetry.  

Although painting was an uncertain profession, it could lead to rapid 

advancement.
20

 If admitted to the school of the Royal Academy, young men could aspire 

to a dramatically increased income, particularly if elected as either an Associate member 

or full Academician. The Royal Academy (1768), led from 1768-1792 by Sir Joshua 

Reynolds (1723-1792), bestowed professional legitimacy on painters similar to the 

                                                   
19

 M.H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical 

Tradition (New York: W.W. Norton, 1953), 50.  
 
20

 Upper-class young men were deterred from a serious study of painting, ―[s]o 

strong was the association of professional painting with low social status at this time that 

an aspiring artist of high social class found it difficult to escape being labeled a dilettante, 

which was considered the only proper role for a gentleman with a turn for art.‖ Gillett, 

Worlds of Art: Painters in Victorian Society, 21. 
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recognition accorded to scientists by the Royal Society.
21

 But opportunities were 

available outside the Royal Academy as well. As a drawing master, an illustrator for the 

growing periodical press, or a portraitist, a painter could earn enough to support a 

family.
22

 Rather than living the bohemian myth, the trajectory of the professional British 

painter embodied ideals and values central to nineteenth-century England.  

In contrast to literary representations of painters as beings who live aloof from the 

mundane concerns of the world, painters were deeply concerned about England‘s 

economy – it had a direct impact on the market for contemporary art. Paula Gillett 

explains that artist biographies written in the latter half of the century claim the painter as 

respectable, responsible, successful figures of Victorian society. Painter‘s lives, she 

writes, were ―remarkably congruent with the Victorian image of the self-made man, who 

by talent, strength of character, and unremitting effort made his contribution to society 

and was rewarded with wealth and honors.‖
23

 However, unlike businessmen who might 

earn or marry their way into the upper classes of society, Gillett‘s study shows how 

―painfully sensitive [painters were] to issues that were in any way linked with their own 

                                                   
21

 Academy membership was the most visible sign of professional status. Artist 

was not included as a profession in the Census until 1861. Codell, The Victorian Artist, 

108. 
 
22

 Professional painters might earn between ₤100-1500 per painting, but women 

painters would not earn as much. See Richard D. Altick, Paintings from Books: Art and 

Literature in Britain, 1760-1900 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1985), 76.  

However, prices continued to rise throughout the century. In 1860, William Powell Frith 

was paid ₤5250 for The Railway Station, and Elizabeth Thompson, Lady Butler, sold The 

28th Regiment at Quatre Bras (1875) with copyright for ₤1,126. Hubert von Herkomer 

earned over ₤250,000 from portraits. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Online 

edition, s.v. ―von Herkomer, Hubert.‖ 
 
23

 Gillett, Worlds of Art: Painters in Victorian Society, 26. 
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social status and with the standing of the profession in the eyes of contemporaries.‖
24

 At a 

time when painters were building elaborate homes and studios and amassing astonishing 

fortunes, Gillett shows that fame and wealth had little bearing on the painter‘s social 

status.  

The war years focused the public‘s attention on British art. Virtually continuous 

war with France between 1792 and 1815 helped spur developments in British art by 

limiting access to French and Italian painting. Out of necessity, and national spirit, public 

attention turned to British art and the British painter.
25

 Between 1806 and 1813, annual 

attendance at the Royal Academy exhibition ranged between 50-80,000 people. This 

audience was not limited to the upper classes but, as Nicholas Tromans describes, 

reached ―deeply into the ‗middling sorts.‘‖
26

  

During this time, painters turned away from classical subjects and techniques 

aligned with French schools of art in favor of realistic paintings portraying England, but 

suspicions about Romantic artistic imaginations triggered questions as well. As Martin 

Myrone explains, ―[t]he suffocating political paranoia of the era brought the faculty of 

imagination itself into question, as the potential source of rebellious tendencies, and 

artistic ambitions were materially curtailed.‖
27

 It was realism that opened avenues for 

painting to become a medium to examine the borders of class and national identity and 

question the society that maintained them. The combination of popular enthusiasm and 

                                                   
24

 Ibid., 12. 
 
25

 Martin Myrone, Gothic Nightmares: Fuseli, Blake and the Romantic 

Imagination (London: Tate Publishing, 2006), 177. 
 
26

 Tromans, David Wilkie: The People's Painter, xxii. 
  
27

 Myrone, Gothic Nightmares: Fuseli, Blake and the Romantic Imagination, 177. 
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critical resistance to paintings by David Wilkie (1785-1841), the focus of chapter 2, 

suggests that reviewers and writers regarded this new development in painting as 

something requiring attention and containment.  

Realism and realistic are not synonyms, and in the nineteenth century, critical 

response to the two styles of painting were not the same. English audiences liked realistic 

painting. Realistic paintings such as William Hogarth‘s (1697-1764) narratives or scenes 

from familiar books and poems were popular because viewers knew what the painting 

was about. Reviewers judged paintings by ascertaining whether the picture was an 

accurate portrayal and determining whether the painting appealed to their emotions. 

Nikolaus Pevsner observes that realistic painting supports an important unifying aspect of 

English painting: the ―tendency to preach and to reform by art.‖
28

 Eighteenth and 

nineteenth-century critics admired Hogarth because, although his subjects might be 

coarse, they were realistic and didactic. Paintings such as the six-part series Marriage à-

la-Mode (1742-43) controlled how the viewer should interpret the work, leaving no room 

for ambiguity (fig. 1.1).
29

 Hogarth‘s paintings of contemporary life were unique, as he 

well recognized. Of his contemporaries, Hogarth observed, ―painters and writers never 

mention, in the historical way, any intermediate species of subject between the sublime 

 

 

                                                   
28

 Nikolaus Pevsner, The Englishness of English Art (London: Architectural Press, 

1956), 24.  
 
29

 Although praised, Hogarth‘s work came to be viewed as coarse by nineteenth-

century reviewers. He was a relic of an earlier, looser, age. Marriage à-la-Mode is a 

series of six paintings, engraved and sold as prints, telling the story of an opportunistic 

marriage that destroys husband and wife.  
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Fig. 1.1  William Hogarth, Marriage à La Mode, Scene II. 1743, oil on canvas,  

27 ½ x 35 ¾ in. The National Gallery, London. 
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and the grotesque.‖
30

 Eighteenth-century art did not address the middle ground between 

neoclassical ideals and caricature. Although nineteenth-century audiences appreciated the 

clear didactic elements of Hogarth‘s paintings and prints, artists such as David Wilkie 

and the later realists admired Hogarth‘s attention to the everyday.  

Realism, as opposed to the realistic, was disturbing to some viewers.
 31

 Realism 

avoided didactic intention and transformed the everyday into Art. Modern art historians 

define realism by its mid-century appearance in French art and literature. The 

Stonebreakers (1850) by Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) (fig. 1.2) and Madame Bovary 

(1857) by Gustave Flaubert (1821-1880) are two classic examples. What differentiates 

them from realistic works is, as Stephen Eisenman writes, the idea that ―reverence for the 

ideal and honor of the Classic have no place.‖
32

 Realism avoids idealization and turns the 

viewer‘s focus on the means of representation – the work as a work of art. However, as 

Marcia Werner points out, there are inherent problems in assigning an ―inappropriately 

narrow application of a French paradigm to English art.‖
33

 Realism, she writes, is defined 

by a ―confluence of characteristic, although multifarious, features.‖
34

 These features are 

the result of two different histories and cultures, and as a result, they create marked 
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Fig. 1.2  Gustave Courbet, The Stonebreakers. 1849-1850, oil on canvas,  

74 ¾ x 118 ⅛ in.  Formerly Gemäldegalerie, Dresden (destroyed). 
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differences between French and English art, literature, and the definition and practices of 

realism.    

English realism appeared as a clear departure from the classical tradition and 

Hogarthian didacticism; it portrayed the world without heightened effect or deliberate 

point of view. Realism followed on the heels of the French Revolution (1789) and arrived 

during the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815). Charles Rosen and Henri Zerner describe 

realism as ―a transformation of the politics into aesthetics.‖
35

 In Romanticism and 

Realism: The Mythology of Nineteenth-Century Art, Rosen and Zerner explain that 

realism was disruptive because of its ―acceptance of trivial, banal material and the refusal 

to ennoble it, idealize it, or even make it picturesque.‖
36

 Overt social realism that sought 

to initiate change in society, such as The Governess (1845) by Richard Redgrave (1804-

1888) (fig. 1.3), Applicants for Admission to a Casual Ward (1874) by Luke Fildes 

(1843-1927) (fig. 1.4), and On Strike (1891) by Hubert von Herkomer (1849-1914) (fig. 

1.5) were many years away. However, David Wilke‘s Pitlessie Fair (1804) began the 

shift toward realism in British painting (fig. 1.6). His work drew the ire of art critics and 

Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851) who dismissed his work as trivial.
37

 Due to 
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Fig. 1.3  Richard Redgrave, The Governess. 1844, oil on canvas, 28 x 36 in.  

Victoria & Albert Picture Library. 
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Fig. 1.4  Luke Fildes. Applicants for Admission to a Casual Ward. 1874, oil on canvas, 

54 x 96 in. Royal Holloway College, University of London, Egham, Surrey. 
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Fig. 1.5  Sir Hubert von Herkomer, On Strike. 1891, oil on 

canvas, 49 ½ x 89 ¾ in. Royal Academy of Arts, London. 
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Fig. 1.6  David Wilkie, Pitlessie Fair. 1804, oil on canvas, 24 ¼ x 43 ¼ in.  

National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh. 
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different proprietary codes and ideas about the painter‘s class, British realism remained 

more picturesque than French realism; nevertheless, Wilkie reshaped British painting by 

turning painting‘s gaze to the everyday.  

Karl Bleibtrau‘s definition of realism in literature states, colloquially, that realism  

is ―that direction of art which renounces all cloud-cuckoo-lands and does its best to keep 

the ground of reality in its reflection of life.‖
38

 George Becker defines literary realism as 

―acceptance of all the phenomena of earth as fit subjects for literature.‖
39

 Realists in 

painting and literature used this approach to subject matter to formulate a conscious 

awareness that realism, as George Levine writes, was ultimately a means to respond to 

culture and question culture.
40

 Levine‘s foundational work on realism in nineteenth-

century literature, The Realistic Imagination, argues that authors used realism to ―make 

fiction more, not less, intense.‖
41

 Realism, he explains, appeared to offer a stronger 

technique, morally and rhetorically, because it reflected positivist ideas that valued direct 

observation and lived experience.
42

 Thus, realism moved literature away from the 

conventions of the romance and the fantastic and replaced them with the recognizable.  
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Nineteenth-century critics, such as John Eagles (1783-1855), were concerned 

about realism and what ideas the single image might convey. In his 1842 article ―The 

Natural in Art,‖ Eagles argues that imagination is the proper realm for painting, not the 

natural world. Words are better for addressing the difficulties of the world because they 

can ―hurry over the absurdities, but paint fixes them.‖
43

 Painting, he states, could not 

comment on itself because image presents itself as fact. This understanding connects with 

George Levine‘s description of realist literature that, like Lessing‘s definition of poetry, 

is fluid and shifting. Based in language, text has the ―disruptive energies and elusively 

nonverbal texture of the ‗real.‘‖
44

 Text can stretch time, comment on narrative, or 

circumnavigate its own fiction, but painting, restricted to the static image, lacked the 

reassuring narrative and distance of writing.  

Essays and reviews such as those by Eagles and Thackeray reveal certain 

concerns about painting. The fact that painting‘s images were presented to viewers fully 

formed initiated apprehension; images were not shaped by an author or created in the 

mind of a reader. Viewers could not alter or dim these pictures. Furthermore, painting‘s 

subjects and audiences were not regulated in ways that text was. Text required an editor, 

typesetter, printer, bookseller, and a literate audience.
45

 If painting remained unregulated 
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or unmonitored, painters might produce paintings that lacked upper-class or aristocratic 

guidance. Painting might reject received modes of thought. Even more disturbing, 

audiences who lacked an education might claim the right to interpret or judge a work of 

art.   

Literary criticism that investigates the myriad connections between literature and 

art is a recent field of criticism known as interart studies, a field interested in 

manifestations of visual, print, and media culture. Nineteenth-century interart criticism 

addresses the many ways word and image interact either through direct connections or 

referentially, and considers how word and image influenced or isolated one another. 

Recent work in nineteenth-century interart criticism has focused on the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood and texts and images from mid-century to the fin de siècle. For that reason, 

Simon Cooke commented in 2003 that there is little work investigating the representation 

of the painter in nineteenth-century literature, and virtually none examining the painter in 

literature from the first half of the century.
46

   

Important contributions to the field include Kate Flint‘s The Victorians and the 

Visual Imagination (2000) which explores questions of sight, vision, and the unseen, and 

―Shared Lines Pen and Pencil as Trace‖ by Gerard Curtis who observes tension between 

the pencil and the pen. Curtis asserts ―the textual, or written, line came to dominate while 

the drawn line diminished in value.‖
47

 Prior to 1857, for example, the cover of the 

Illustrated London News portrays Art and Literature ―hand in hand, surveying the world. . 
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. . After 1857 Art is shown as subordinate, behind Literature and looking over her 

shoulder, to the text, for guidance.‖
48

 There has also been a surge in works considering 

the role of illustration in the novel. Julia Thomas‘s Pictorial Victorians: The Inscription 

of Values in Word and Image (2004) claims, ―it is the relation between word and image 

that defines Victorian painting and illustration,‖ and Sophia Andres‘s Pre-Raphaelite Art 

of the Victorian Novel: Narrative Challenges to Visual Gendered Boundaries (2005) 

states that paintings by Pre-Raphaelite artists influenced the Victorian novel. In addition, 

there has been a steady stream of works on individual authors, artists, illustrators, and the 

role of art in British culture.
49

  

Two books devote their full attention to representations of the painter in 

nineteenth-century British literature. The first, The Artist in 19th Century English Fiction 

(1979) by Bo Jeffares, asserts that nineteenth-century writers had no larger interest in 

painting. When authors incorporated an artist into their text it was, ―because they were 

primarily interested in the fictional artist as a romantic hero, rather than as a means of 

discussing what was happening in contemporary art movements.‖
50

 The nineteenth-

century was a very long time and it included many, many authors, so Jeffares‘s statement 

certainly applies. However, Jeffares‘s analysis of the artist in literature makes no 
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distinctions between types of artists, no distinctions between authors, no distinctions 

between concerns at the beginning of the century and the end of the century, and does not 

consider that men and women writers might approach the figure of the man or the woman 

artist differently. Jeffares concludes by asserting that the myth of the artist declined at the 

end of the nineteenth century. The profound absence of work in this area is apparent 

when Julie Codell cites Jeffares in her discussion of ―The Degenerate Artist: A Biological 

Type‖ in The Victorian Artist.51
  

In contrast, The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature (2008) by Antonia Losano 

demonstrates what interart studies can offer. Losano draws on recent work in art history 

concerning nineteenth-century woman painters and offers a rigorous analysis of the 

woman painter in literature. Losano considers the figure of the woman painter from 1848 

through the fin de siècle and argues ―women novelists use the figure of the painter not 

only to engage with social and aesthetic debates about art in general, but also to consider 

the cultural position of their own medium.‖
52

 Her study considers some of the multiple 

approaches women writers took when writing the woman painter and illustrates the gaps 

of Jeffares‘s earlier work.   

By employing the methods of interart studies, I argue that in order to understand 

the painter in literature it is necessary to understand the British art world. Art historians 

who recognize the role of literary studies in their work have made this approach possible. 

Recent work in art history reevaluating nineteenth-century British art tells a new story 

that raises questions and suggests alternate readings of nineteenth-century texts. In The 
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Victorian Artist, Julie Codell points out that persistent representations of the artist as 

prelapsarian, a childlike being requiring protection from the world, contradicted the 

professionalism of successful painters. Nineteenth-century biographies and 

autobiographies reveal painters rejecting the myth of the impoverished, unstable artist. 

The myth of the artist did not connect to the reality of painters who engaged in social 

issues and sought professional authority, along with the comforts that came from well-

compensated efforts. Similarly, the work of Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Deborah Cherry, and 

Whitney Chadwick has uncovered a rich tradition of female painters whose art is integral 

to English painting rather than merely exceptions or curiosities.   

Furthermore, Writing the Pre-Raphaelites: Text, Context, Subtext, edited by 

Michaela Giebelhausen and Tim Barringer, considers how rhetoric defines art and the 

painter. Their work describes important changes in art history‘s approach to primary 

texts. Like literary scholars, they recognize that ―sources were not simply transparent, 

showing things as they had really happened.‖ Art historians, they write, ―have become 

more self-reflexive in [their] approach to and interpretation of, the sources.‖
53

 Art history 

recognizes what Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar argue in their classic study The 

Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary 

Imagination, that ―language doesn‘t merely describe identity but actually produces moral 

and perhaps even physical identity.‖
54

 Gilbert and Gubar explore how nineteenth-century 

women were defined by male representation, but their discussion is particularly relevant 
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as gender was intricately wound up in nineteenth-century representations of the painter. 

As Mary Poovey explains, ―almost all of the participants in the mid-nineteenth-century 

battles for social authority assumed and reinforced the binary model of difference 

articulated upon sex.‖
55

 Approaching the subject of the painter in literature through the 

lens of art history initiates my central question: why, in light of the vibrant developments 

in nineteenth-century British art and the social mobility of the painter did British writers, 

men and women, employ a rhetoric of myth to write the painter as Other and gender the 

painter ―feminine.‖
56

  

This project investigates how changes in English art reverberated in literary 

representations of the nineteenth-century painter. My methodology recalls Kathryn 

Hughes‘s approach in The Victorian Governess (2001). Hughes observes that although 

fictional representations of the governess ―may not exactly reproduce social reality, they 

do something just as important, by providing us with an insight into the imaginative 

impact of the governess upon her contemporaries.‖
57

 The ―imaginative impact‖ of the 

painter warrants investigation precisely because it diverges from the reality of nineteenth-

century British art. In the governess novel, the heroine often ends up married or with the 

promise of marriage. She enjoys the possibility of a happily-ever-after. The painter, as we 

shall see, has no such luck.   
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The myth of the tragic, dissolute, or unhappy painter is a construct that emerged 

during the nineteenth century. The older myth of the artist, one of the earliest human 

myths, incorporates certain consistent elements. The artist is always ―he,‖ unless 

specifically, and rarely, denoted ―she.‖ Born to a lowly family, his talent appears early in 

childhood and destines him to life as an artist. His work, so life-like, has deceptive 

powers. Once grown, the artist‘s skill is unmatched by mere mortals. His ability to create 

is god-like or is used in attempts to defy the gods. His innate, untaught superiority will 

manifest itself through trickery, deception, or humor. However, in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, the myth developed additional aspects. Unlike the artist/genius 

described by myth, or the respected and well-remunerated painters in Giorgio Vasari‘s 

(1511-1574) The Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects (1550, rev. 1568), 

nineteenth-century painters were expected to work immune to financial reward or public 

recognition. There was, and remains, as Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz point out, a deep 

―inability to reconcile the idea of creation under the auspices of divine inspiration with 

monetary reward for the work created.‖
58

 The ―true‖ painter creates art with no concern 

for remuneration or recognition and will continue to create in the face of rejection and 

poverty. This construction, criticized by Letitia Elizabeth Landon, known as L.E.L. 

(1802-1838), in Romance and Reality (1831), effectively leaves the painter out of the 
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system of values ascribed to men in texts by Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) such as On 

Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History (1841) or Past and Present (1843).
59

 

Furthermore, and in contrast to the Carlylean idea of the poet and the man of 

letters as heroes and social leaders who embody a higher, nobler understanding, Kris and 

Kurz observe that it was in the Romantic era that ―dissoluteness as well as sexual license 

became bywords for the artist.‖
60

 Artist, in this context, no longer meant poet. The 

Hephaestean elements of the older artist myth – physical frailty, or deformity – were 

attributed to the painter along with a sense of immorality, alienation, and failure. Of 

course there were painters who fulfilled the myth of the eccentric, hard living or 

emotionally unstable artist, but rapacious living and questionable sexual proclivities were 

not confined to members of the artist class.  

Giorgio Vasari‘s The Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects was perhaps 

the most important book about the artist to influence nineteenth-century imaginations. 

The influence of this text in England cannot be overemphasized; it was the model for 

thinking and writing about painting. Writers relied on it for information about Italian art 

and drew selectively from the work to develop their understanding of the painter. British 

intellectuals read Vasari in Italian and after an English translation appeared in 1850 

travelers used it as a popular guidebook.
61

 ―Vasari‖ was a shorthand description for any 
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research into the life of an artist. Paula Gillett comments that Horace Walpole (1717-

1797) ―collected so much information about the painter [Reynolds] that he spoke of being 

‗delighted in indulging his Vasarihood.‘‖
62

 Vasari‘s history was neither factually accurate 

nor objectively neutral, but nineteenth-century writers often regarded his first-person 

accounts and critical assessments as sources of information and critical interpretation. 

Vasari cataloged each artist‘s work, wrote a subjective biography, and pronounced where 

the artist fit in the history of Italian art.  

The art of the Italian Renaissance was at the core of larger questions surrounding 

the painter‘s identity and the ―inferiority‖ of British art. Some Victorians were 

enthusiastic about Renaissance art, for indeed, it was during the nineteenth century that 

there was ―a renaissance of the Renaissance.‖
63

 However, the Renaissance was not a 

delineated artistic period or a settled concept. J.B. Bullen explains that the term 

Renaissance ―was introduced into the language in the 1840s, probably by Augustus 

Welby Pugin‖ and it remained ―problematic.‖
64

 Unlike nineteenth-century 

understandings of the Medieval, the Renaissance contained difficult and contradictory 

meanings. The Medieval represented what was Christian, hierarchical, unified, and stoic. 

It offered a history connected to English identity. In contrast, the Renaissance represented 
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what was pagan, democratic, individualistic, and expressivistic, it appeared to be a 

celebration of sensuality and moral decline. In his discussion of Alexis François Rio‘s De 

la poesie chretienne (1836) and Pugin‘s Contrasts (1836, rev. 1842), J.B. Bullen argues 

that aesthetics and art history were central questions of the 1830s and 1840s because they 

were connected to the role of art in morality and religion, the Catholic revival, and the 

increasingly secular nature of English society. Ruskin‘s response in Modern Painters IV 

to Robert Browning‘s poem ―The Bishop Orders his Tomb at St. Praxed‘s Church‖ 

(1845) reveals one perspective on the Renaissance. Ruskin wrote, ―I know no other piece 

of modern English, prose or poetry, in which there is so much told, as in these lines, of 

the Renaissance spirit, -- its worldliness, inconsistency, pride, hypocrisy, ignorance of 

itself, love of art, of luxury, and of good Latin.‖
65

 In short, the Italian Renaissance 

presented a dilemma. Italian art connoted Catholicism and Renaissance art exhibited a 

suspect understanding of morality. Leonardo (1452-1519), Michelangelo (1475-1564), 

and Raphael (1483-1520) represented the pinnacle of artistic achievement, yet the 

Renaissance was perceived as an era of pagan decline and sensuousness. According to 

Vasari, Raphael‘s ―modesty and goodness‖ stood in contrast to other artists who had ―a 

certain element of savagery and madness,‖ yet even he kept a mistress, avoided marriage, 

and died young.
 66

 How then were English audiences to respond to great works of 

religious art and the painters who created them? If the Renaissance represented the height 
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of artistic achievement, what was the role of painting in society and what was the role of 

the nineteenth-century English painter?   

For painters, realism and social realism seemed to provide the solution to these 

questions. As long as their subjects remained idealized or classical, painters remained 

disconnected from urgent contemporary ideas and connected to marginalizing 

stereotypes. For writers, maintaining the myth of the painter and emphasizing the value 

of Italian art might attract readers and keep painters out of public debates. Maintaining 

myths about artists and contrasting the unquestioned superiority of Renaissance art and 

the Old Masters with contemporary artists were two strategies to present the English 

painter as not-English, disconnected from the real world and creating art that could never 

be equal to the Italian masters. In their art and their self-representation, painters had to 

negotiate two competing concepts, what Paula Gillett descibes as ―the painter-

professional and that of the painter-genius.‖
67

 Nineteenth-century reviews and essays 

show that this mix of ideas left British art and artists open to a range of criticism no 

matter what or how they painted.    

Codell and Gillett demonstrate that popular fame and financial success did not 

lead to cultural authority for the British painter. Despite their hard work, improved 

economic and social status, painters were not accepted as full members of society. 

Outside their circle of fellow artists and writers they might be included as an interesting 

dinner guest or as an addition to a weekend party, but their wives were not invited and 

their families were not recognized.
68

 Painters might be characters in a novel, but they 
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would be weak, flawed, a failure, a victim, perhaps of an untimely death. The myth of the 

painter as an unstable outsider was too attractive and served too many interests for writers 

to discard. Thinking back to Basil Hallward, the painter from Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture 

of Dorian Gray who began this chapter, we see that by the end of the century painters 

recognized the challenge of the myths that defined them.
69

 Unlike professions that gained 

cultural authority throughout the century such as the physician, the scientist, or the writer, 

the painter‘s identity and authority remained unstable. 

In the following four chapters I consider how writers responded to changes in 

British art, particularly realism, and investigate their use of myth. No single theory can 

apply to all authors writing during a timeframe covering fifty-five years that witnessed, 

among other events, the Industrial Revolution, The Napoleonic Wars, the abolition 

movement, the Reform Bill of 1832, the Poor Law Reform Act (1834), the introduction 

and spread of the railway, the Hungry Forties, and agitation for women‘s rights. 

Nevertheless, in the midst of social change and transformations in the landscape of 

British art and literature, patterns of representation appeared and were sustained by men 

and women authors over time and between genres.  

Chapter 2, ―Realism, David Wilkie, and the Painter‘s Myth‖ first examines 

literary representations of the painter prior to David Wilkie. In Belinda (1801) by Maria 

Edgeworth (1767-1849), the painter participates as a useful but unnamed, peripheral 
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entity. Then, in 1804, David Wilkie began to exhibit. His popular work used the 

emerging style of English realism to redirect British painting toward domestic and 

national issues. Wilkie‘s art used everyday events to question the idea of a single, 

monolithic English community, for unlike the neoclassic, realism does not sustain the 

ideologies of the upper and aristocratic classes. Following David Wilkie‘s success, the 

painter in literature began to change. Instead of the humble artisan, the painter was 

portrayed as unseemly, ambitious, even demonic. This pattern appears in novels by 

Edward Bulwer Lytton (1803-1873) and Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley (1797-1851), a 

short story by Joseph Thomas Sheridan Le Fanu (1814-1873), and poetry by Robert 

Southey (1774-1843). These representations suggest that men and women writers re-

envisioning the novel as a serious literary form, and in the process, establishing the 

cultural authority of the author, employed pejorative representations of difference to 

define themselves in relation to painters.    

The idea of cultural authority was a significant question for writers at the 

beginning of the century. Men might use anonymity to contend with the taint of engaging 

in trade, but as men, their right to speak was unquestioned. For women, authorship 

involved questions of identity, the propriety of entering the marketplace, and the right to 

speak on anything but domestic issues. Chapter 3, ―Ignoring the Woman Painter: British 

Women Writers, Art, and Italy,‖ examines these problems and how women writers 

negotiated them. Women writers and women painters formed close friendships, and many 

women writers supported advances in women‘s education and civil rights, yet literary 

representations of the painter by women writers tell another story paralleling the narrative 

of mutual support. In this chapter, I draw attention to the often-overlooked role of the 
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woman painter during the early decades of the century. After considering the painter 

Margaret Carpenter (1793-1872), I contrast her career with representations of the artist by 

Felicia Hemans (1793-1835), Lady Sydney Morgan (1783-1859), and Letitia Elizabeth 

Landon. I argue that although the figure of Corinne from Germaine de Staël‘s eponymous 

novel offered a valuable and inspiring model, it also offered a means for the rational 

British woman writer to define herself in opposition to the emotional Italian artist. 

Hemans and Morgan distanced themselves from ―feminine‖ characteristics perceived to 

be integral to artistic personality and assigned those emotional, unstable elements to the 

painter and the sculptor. In contrast, Landon used painting in her poetry and the novel 

Romance and Reality (1831) to expose the danger myth posed to artists and viewers, and 

to demystify England‘s fascination with Italy. 

Chapter 2 and chapter 3 investigate texts from 1801 through 1835. Chapter 4 and 

chapter 5 consider texts from 1840 through 1855. The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 

formed in 1848, and by 1850, subjects and styles in painting were part of a heated public 

debate. Men and woman painters appeared with greater frequency in Victorian novels 

and poems. Critics such as Thackeray and John Ruskin (1819-1900) sought to instruct 

painters and shape the public‘s expectations for art. Chapter 4, ―Third-Rate Painters and 

First-Rate Writers: Thackeray and Realism,‖ examines Thackeray‘s art criticism and his 

novel The Newcomes (1853-55) in relation to the changing world of English art. Paintings 

by Richard Redgrave during the 1840s mark the emergence of social realism, a style of 

art that addresses contemporary ills in society with the purpose of inciting viewers to take 

actions that will reduce inequality and promote justice. By portraying the weak, the poor, 

and the downtrodden, social realism asserts the painter as an authoritative public voice 
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with an equal stake in cultural production. Reading his art criticism and his novel The 

Newcomes, I argue that Thackeray rejected painting as a means of social commentary or 

reform. Thackeray employs gendered terms to separate the painter from the masculine, 

public territory of the author/gentleman and to diminish the role of the painter by creating 

a feminine, private, imaginative world for the painter/artisan. Unlike earlier 

representations that focus on the class aspirations of the painter, addressed in chapter 2, in 

Thackeray‘s texts, the painter is feminized. As either a charming young rascal or an 

unworldly innocent, the painter poses no threat to the English literary gentleman.   

In representations of the painter, the identity of the writer is often at stake. 

However, in contrast to Thackeray and other writers who define themselves via their 

differences with the painter, Robert Browning (1812-1889) writes the painter as the 

author‘s equal. Chapter 5, ―Appropriating Myth: Robert Browning, Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti and the Idea of the Painter,‖ investigates Browning‘s painter poems – the 

dramatic monologues ―Pictor Ignotus,‖ ―Fra Lippo Lippi‖ and ―Andrea del Sarto,‖ – in 

conjunction with Browning‘s friendship with Rossetti and the debate surrounding the 

Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. Scholars have traced Browning‘s extensive knowledge of 

Italian art and his friendship with Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882), but I argue that it 

was Browning‘s friendships with painters and his knowledge of early Italian painting that 

supports reading these poems as affirmations of the painter‘s subjectivity. Browning‘s 

form, the dramatic monologue, allows his speakers to assert a level of artistic energy and 

agency rarely found in nineteenth-century portrayals of the painter. For Browning, 

creativity stems from a shared experience of flawed humanity, not a mythical or divine 
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external source. As a result, Browning‘s poems operate in stark relief to the widespread 

influence of the painter‘s myth and portray the painter as the poets equal.  

In the nineteenth century, the term artist was contested space. The current trend in 

scholarship recognizes the deep levels of intertwining between art and literature in the 

nineteenth century and embraces the ramifications of these connections. However, 

modern literary critics often conflate poet and painter under the term artist, even though 

they connote different meanings, for in the nineteenth century, the poet and the painter 

were not equals. The assumption appears to be that what was true for the poet must be 

true for the painter, an erroneous view that art history dispels quickly.  

Victorian illustrated novels lose meanings when divorced from their images, and 

in the same manner, nineteenth-century texts about painters lose their significance when 

emptied of the cultural and aesthetic tensions they contain. From the distance of time, it is 

impossible to recapture the range of meanings an author evokes when he or she places a 

painter in his or her text, but it is possible to recognize that this choice signals a complex 

and ever shifting range of meanings that are dependent on when in the century the text 

was written. A rough comparison in the twenty-first century might be the range of 

connotations evoked by the terms stage actor, movie actor, television star, reality show 

personality. Each term connotes different ideas, and those meanings change depending 

on whether one is considering the idea of actor from the 1930s, the 1980s, or 2010. In the 

context of reading nineteenth-century British literature, to ignore the corresponding 

changes in British art is to comply unwittingly with negative myths about art and the 

artist. In Anatomy of Criticism, Northrup Frye comments on the connection between myth 

and literary representation. ―Moby Dick,‖ he writes, ―cannot remain in Melville‘s novel: 
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he is absorbed into our imaginative experience of leviathans and dragons of the deep 

from the Old Testament onwards.‖
70

 Vasari‘s Lives of the Painters was similarly 

absorbed into the imaginations of nineteenth-century writers and influenced their 

representations of painters and the written histories of art. Furthermore, although the 

English woman painter did not, could not, achieve the widespread exposure and popular 

support accorded to members of the Royal Academy, the fact of her presence and the 

now documented influence of her art argues that she must no longer be shunted to the 

periphery or relegated to minor amateur status. To continue to do so is to reinforce the 

ideology she resisted.  

Texts guide twenty-first century conversations about nineteenth-century 

aesthetics, but interart criticism argues that this method offers only a partial picture. The 

Victorian culture was a visual culture. Painting, art, the art exhibition, illustrations, and 

the artist all carried levels of meaning that are now foreign to our understanding. The 

Victorians looked to painting to reflect, define, and interpret what it meant to be English 

in the nineteenth century. As readers, we benefit from seeing the images they saw when 

they were reading and seeing what authors saw before they began writing. The few color 

plates that appear in anthologies and the occasional mention of a painting in a timeline of 

the period is not enough to convey the range, depth, and complexity of nineteenth-

century art. Our conversations about literature must include the evidence of paintings and 

texts by British artists, for as figures of difference, nineteenth-century painters 

contributed to constructions of British identity and gender in more ways than literary 

critics have acknowledged.  
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CHAPTER 2  

REALISM, DAVID WILKIE, AND THE PAINTER‘S MYTH 

 

In The Englishness of English Art, Nikolaus Pevsner slyly notes, ―[n]one of the 

other nations of Europe has so abject an inferiority complex about its own aesthetic 

capabilities as England.‖
1
 This sentiment is apparent in essays and art reviews of the 

early decades even though, as Roy Park observes in Hazlitt and the Spirit of the Age, 

British painting,  

so long the butt of continental speculation concerning the effect of 

climatic conditions on the vigour of the fine arts, underwent a 

transformation. The period from 1760 to 1820 embraces almost every 

great name in English art: Hogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, 

Raeburn, Crome, Girton, Cozens, Blake, Wilkie, Constable, Turner, and 

Bonington.
2
 

  

Despite regular lamentations about the state of English art, Park points out that as the 

nineteenth century began British painters were developing advanced techniques in light 

and perspective, exploring new styles in landscape, and expanding the range of subjects 

for oil painting. Genre painting became popular, as did scenes from literature. Painters 

used subjects from literature to establish their name, and novelists responded to the 

public‘s increasing interest in painting by incorporating art into their texts. Richard Altick 

comments on the significance of this development for painters, asserting that through ―its 

increasing reliance on English literature . . . a source of patriotic pride . . .  subject 

painting declared its independence of foreign models and acquired the prestige that would 

                                                   
1
Nikolaus Pevsner, The Englishness of English Art (London: Architectural Press, 

1956), 19.  

 
2
 Roy Park, Hazlitt and the Spirit of the Age (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), 

131-32.  
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sustain it through the next century.‖
3
 Exhibition reviewers would come to complain about 

repetitious scenes from The Vicar of Wakefield, but at this stage, public interest in 

painting was practical for the nineteenth-century writer. Painting and painters were 

useful, but they were not integral parts of the story.  

Authors used art appreciation to demarcate social status and the picture exhibition 

to bring male and female characters together. As a plot device, portraits were useful in 

that they could also reveal character traits.
4
 However, the reciprocal relationship between 

painting and literature did not remain convivial. Paintings from books were popular, but 

how they were to be painted and by whom were critical questions concerning cultural 

authority. After viewing eleven of the Milton Gallery paintings by Henry Fuseli (1741-

1825), Maria Edgeworth wrote to her aunt Mrs. Ruxton, ―I could not help feeling 

astonishment at not only the bad taste but at the infinite conceit and presumption of 

Fuseli! How could this man ever make himself a name?‖
5
 To Edgeworth, word and 

                                                   
3
 Richard D. Altick, Paintings from Books: Art and Literature in Britain, 1760-

1900 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1985), 36. Altick also notes that among 

Turner, Wilkie, the Pre-Raphaelites and other major painters, literary paintings ―figure 

only incidentally in their total oeuvres‖ (4-5).   

 
4
 Portraits allowed young painters to earn a living and established artists to 

supplement their income. The English portrait, as painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-

1792), Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788), and Sir Henry Raeburn (1756-1823), was 

admired for striking likeness and the ability to reveal character. Portraits by Sir Thomas 

Lawrence (1769-1830) and Henry Fuseli (1741-1825) were also recognized for 
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5
 Maria Edgeworth, Letters from England, 1813-1844, ed. Christina Colvin 
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series of forty paintings from texts by John Milton (1608-1674) in the Milton Gallery. 

William Roscoe (1753-1831) had eleven in his art collection, which Edgeworth saw 

during a visit in 1813. Rather than illustrating specific scenes from works such as 

Paradise Lost (1667), Fuseli painted images from Milton‘s similes. See Martin Myrone, 
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image were at odds, but terms such as ―infinite conceit‖ and ―presumption‖ suggest that 

questions of authority were involved and Fuseli had stepped out of bounds.  

In this chapter, I trace transitions in British literature by considering David 

Wilkie‘s use of realism and examine how representations of the painter between 1800 

and 1835 address issues of authority, class, and national identity. I argue that patterns of 

representation in works by Maria Edgeworth, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Mary Shelley, 

Joseph Thomas Sheridan Le Fanu, and Robert Southey disclose an increasing use of myth 

that resists changes in British painting and the painter‘s rising status in the culture.   

Despite advances and innovations in British art, critics remained unsatisfied. The 

1808 review of the Royal Academy exhibition at Somerset House in the Edinburgh 

Annual Register is typical. The reviewer regrets the general absence of the ―beau ideal, 

that perfection, at which we think it is the duty of every painter to aim.‖
6
  Fuseli is too 

extreme with his ―monstrosities,‖ Lawrence is ―wasted upon portrait-painting‖
7
 and ―Mr. 

West had several pieces of very little merit.‖
8
 David Wilkie‘s painting Card Players 

attracted crowds, and four dismissive pages from the reviewer (fig. 2.1). As the French 

Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars turned the attention of Romantic poets such as 

Wordsworth to democratic principles and ―incidents of common life,‖
 
so too did painters 
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Fig. 2.1  David Wilkie, Card Players. 1808, oil on panel, 21 x 29 ½ in. Private 

Collection. 
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turn to images of rural and working-class life.
9
 Thus, we see works such as The Press 

Gang (1790) by George Morland (1763-1804), and Ploughing up Turnips near Slough 

(c.1809) by J.M.W. Turner.
 
However, reviewers were hesitant to accept the laboring 

classes as fit subjects for art unless the image offered clear moral direction.  

There was critical resistance to Card Players. The Edinburgh Annual Register 

review protests that neither the subject nor Wilkie‘s realist style ―ennoble the soul, or 

exalt the understanding.‖
10

 The reviewer assumes that painting should elevate viewer‘s 

thoughts through contemplation of the beautiful and the moral, or, at the very least, 

uphold class distinctions and present an idealized image of cottage life.
11

 For this 

reviewer, Wilkie‘s work did neither. Laborers playing cards only served to display the 

painter‘s skill. The image depicts everyday objects and presents a novel point of view, for 

the painting manages to show the emotions of the losing player without revealing his 

face. To the reviewer, popular enthusiasm for such realistic portrayals of village life is 

evidence that subject and audience are common, for ―[t]he sublime and beautiful are 

unperceived by the vulgar; these higher excellencies are reserved for the enjoyment of 

higher minds. But every spectator can judge the accuracy with which a crying child, or a 

pair of fire-tongs, is delineated.‖
12

 Wilkie‘s work is ―one degree higher than the painting 
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of shells and flowers.‖
13

 Art appreciation was a sign of economic and social standing, and 

its members were anxious that painting did not blur that distinction. Realism in Card 

Players avoids coarseness and navigates the border of acceptable representation, but it 

does not make a didactic moral point or provide humor at the worker‘s expense.  

Exhibition reviews, works of history, art history, and philosophy were some 

outlets for considering the role of painting and questions of aesthetics, but the novel 

became a site for these questions as well. Belinda (1801),
14

 by Maria Edgeworth (1768-

1849), was published the same year as her novel Castle Rackrent, and five years before 

Wilkie‘s first appearance at the Royal Academy exhibition with Village Politicians 

(1806) (fig. 2.2). A society novel, Belinda considers the nature of authorship and presents 

the novel – like philosophy and history – as a literary form for generating knowledge. 

Edgeworth argues that the society novel did not have to be merely an escapist romance. 

Amidst sexual adventures, cross-dressing men, and dueling women wearing men‘s 

clothing, Belinda portrays ideal, flawed, and inter-racial marriages, and advocates female 

education.
15
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Fig. 2.2  David Wilkie, Village Politicians. 1806, oil on canvas, 22 ½ x 29 ½ in. 

The Earl of Mansfield, Scone Palace. 
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The Advertisement at the beginning of the book explicitly distances her text from the 

form of the novel:  

The following work is offered to the public as a Moral Tale – The author 

not wishing to acknowledge a Novel. Were all novels like those of 

madame de Crousaz, Mrs Inchbald, miss Burney [sic], or Dr Moore, she 

would adopt the name of novel with delight: But so much folly, errour, 

and vice are disseminated in books classed under this denomination, that it 

is hoped the wish to assume another title will be attributed to feelings that 

are laudable, and not fastidious. 

 

The story addresses reason versus emotion, independent thought versus custom. A brief 

conversation between Belinda and the scandalous Harriet Freke demonstrates 

Edgeworth‘s project:  

―Books only spoil the originality of genius. Very well for those 

who can‘t think for themselves – but when one has made up one‘s 

opinions, there is no use in reading.‖ 

―But to make them up,‖ replied Belinda, ―may it not be useful?‖  

―Of no use upon earth to minds of a certain class. You, who can 

think for yourself, should never read.‖  

―But I read that I may think for myself.‖ (227)   

 

Painting plays an important role in Belinda, and Edgeworth utilizes three strategies to 

valorize author over painter, reason over emotion, and literature over art.    

First, paintings were useful for authors. Paintings provide convenient turns in the 

narrative and decorate the upper-class setting. They are as common as supper parties, ball 

gowns, and carriages. Edgeworth offers no description of the painter‘s living conditions, 

his training, additional works, his name or his morals. Painters do not create works that 

address social issues; rather, the patrons who commission work control the painter‘s art 

and body.  

Second, by portraying paintings as powerful catalysts of feeling, Edgeworth 

employs myths about the dangers of art to contrast text with image and emphasize reason 
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over emotion. Paintings mislead the unaware and the easily manipulated. Throughout the 

novel, paintings create unexpected reactions and instigate uncontrollable emotions. The 

young ingénue Virginia‘s first look at Captain Sunderland‘s portrait affects her so 

completely she can love no other. Clarence, Belinda‘s love interest, sees only the image 

of Virginia he creates in his mind and replicates in her portrait. Virginia‘s portraits draw 

public attention to her beauty, help her long-lost father find her, and place her reputation 

in jeopardy. To the dissipated young rakes who believe she is Clarence‘s mistress, 

painting and person are the same; they feel free to disparage her portrait in the gallery and 

accost her in her garden. Readers, it appears, must learn to regulate their emotions in the 

presence of an image. Using the form of the novel and the guiding voice of the narrator, 

Edgeworth demonstrates how to overcome the influence of painting and reestablish order.   

Third, Edgeworth confirms the role of gender in determining who controls 

painting and what images are acceptable. Oil painting serves to reestablish Lord 

Delacour‘s masculinity. Lord Delacour‘s recovery begins once he stays sober long 

enough to view Belinda‘s amateur sketches and demonstrate his superior knowledge of 

art by finding fault with her perspective. Once he can again tell the story of Lord 

Studley‘s original Titian he reasserts control over his household, his wife, and regains his 

identity as an English gentleman (283-84). On the other hand, Belinda‘s ability to draw 

reassures the reader that she has the capacity for domesticity and the qualities of an 

eligible young woman despite her reason and emotional control. Belinda fashions a 

healthy concept of ideal marriage from Lady Anne, the model of well-regulated 

motherhood and domestic bliss, by ―intently copying Westal‘s sketch of lady Anne 

Percival and her family‖ (236). Although Belinda is admired because ―She judges and 
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acts for herself,‖ she avoids the artistic provenance of men – oil painting, 

experimentation, imagination – and draws a domestic subject from a sketch (110). She 

does not draw from her own observation or imagination, but diligently copies the work of 

Richard Westall, RA (1765-1836). Westall‘s paintings and illustrations of historical and 

literary subjects were representative of conservative tastes in eighteenth-century English 

art and avoided the fashion for costumed portraits of celebrated women, such as Sir 

Joshua Reynolds‘s Mrs. Billington as St Cecilia (1790) (fig. 2.3). Thus, Belinda‘s work is 

―much more interesting‖ the narrator comments, ―from our knowing that it is not a fancy-

piece; that the happiness is real, not imaginary‖ (236). In Edgeworth‘s novel, painters and 

works of art do not explore issues of creativity or aesthetics; instead, they mirror and 

reinforce established aspects of gender and class.   

However, once realism began to enter British art, received ideas about acceptable 

subjects for paintings and the role of the painter began to change.
16

 David Wilkie‘s 

oeuvre addressed English and Scottish identity through subtle, persistent observations of 

social relations. Unlike the work of Hogarth, whose narratives offered clear illustrations 

of right and wrong, Wilkie‘s paintings of laborers, village life, and interpersonal 

relationships were ambiguous. Wilkie‘s realistic and accessible work posed different 

questions. Whose position was the viewer supposed to take? Land owner? Laborer? 

Nicolas Tromans observes that Wilkie‘s art concerns people ―looking at one another in 

social contexts‖ and asks viewers to do the same.
17

 His paintings question the idea of a 
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Fig. 2.3  Joshua Reynolds, Mrs. Billington as St. Cecilia. 1789, oil on             

canvas, 94 ⅓ x 58 ¼ in. Beaverbrook Art Gallery, New Brunswick. 
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monolithic English community by allowing viewers to reach different conclusions. 

Richard Redgrave noted in 1866 that Wilkie‘s ―early art certainly made a great 

impression on the English school; showing how Dutch art might be nationalized, and 

story and sentiment added to scenes of common life treated with truth and 

individuality.‖
18

 Story and sentiment provided unity and identity in his art, but they did 

not supply point of view. This gap was disturbing for reviewers.  

Born in Fife, Scotland, Wilkie was one of five children of Reverend David Wilkie 

(1738-1812) and Isabella Lister (c.1762-1824), his third wife. His talent was apparent at 

an early age and he was educated at the Trustees‘ Academy in Edinburgh. Like other 

young artists, he painted portraits to support himself. Pitlessie Fair (1804-5), a portrait of 

his village, won him admittance to the school of the Royal Academy (fig. 1.6). In 1811, 

he was elected to the Royal Academy, a year younger than the prescribed age of twenty-

five and commissions soon followed, including two by the Prince Regent, later George 

IV (1762-1830).
19

 He never married. Following his father‘s death, he supported his 

mother and sister. Wilkie was the first British artist to mount an independent show. In 

contrast to stereotype, Wilkie sold his work profitably, managed his career prudently, and 

led a scandal-free life. Although subject to depression, he was a shrewd businessman who 

saw his talents recognized during his lifetime. He was knighted in 1836 and died at sea 

four years later while returning from the Middle East. 
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Wilkie was the most popular painter of his age and the first to require a rail in 

front of his painting to protect it from throngs of viewers.
20

 However, some contemporary 

critics, such as William Hazlitt (1778-1830), labeled his paintings ―insipid‖ and 

―prosaic,‖ and these assessments seem to have stuck.
21

 Nicholas Tromans notes that 

Wilkie‘s paintings are ―often referenced as a cultural event of the Regency period,‖
22

 a 

qualification suggesting they have no relevance before 1811 or after 1820. Desmond 

Shawe-Taylor observes that his ability to tell a story has ―been the undoing of his 

reputation.‖
23

 Nevertheless, some art historians have begun to reconsider Wilkie. 

Exhibitions such as Painting in Scotland (1986) at the University of Edinburgh and 

David Wilkie: Painter of Everyday Life (2002) at the Dulwich Picture Gallery draw 

attention to his work and prompt broader questions about how this astonishingly famous 

artist influenced painting and literature in the Romantic, Regency, and Victorian eras. To 

dismiss Wilkie‘s art as inconsequential genre painting is to ignore one of the most 

popular and significant artists of the early nineteenth century working in an era of 

rebellion, war, and reform. 

Wilkie‘s paintings are not paintings of daily activities. He paints what Tromans 

calls ―interruptions,‖ important events in the lives of unknown people portrayed without 
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idealization.
24

 The everyday, like realism, has a broader, more fluid meaning in English 

art. The everyday, as Tromans points out, ―remains a signifier still floating free of efforts 

definitively to tie its meaning down.‖
25

 Unlike Hogarth, to whom he was compared, 

Wilkie painted without caricature or cynicism. Instead, he turned a scientific or 

ethnographic eye on individuals and social relationships. In Wilkie‘s art, the painter 

becomes a transcriber of culture.
26

 Tromans notes that Wilkie‘s relationship with the 

anatomist Charles Bell ―encouraged him to consider their contested boundaries and to 

assert the right of his own discipline – painting – to continue to inform the broader visual 

culture to which scientists might feel they had the prerogative to dictate terms.‖
27

 

Tromans‘s analysis warrants close attention because it suggests that Wilke saw art as a 

process for responding to and questioning British culture with the attention and precision 

of the scientist. Painters could interrogate culture and history with the authority of the 

historian, or the poet.  

Pitlessie Fair (1804-5) avoids idyllic or satiric portrayals of village life and 

reveals Wilkie‘s close attention to social relationships. Wilkie described it as a ―portrait 

of a village with its people,‖ for it evokes the energy of a Scottish cattle market and its 
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human occupations: drinking, gambling, courting, and diapering babies.
28

 Tromans 

comments that ―[a] crucial aspect of the picture is the sense it gives us of people being 

tacitly observed, behaving, if not quite badly, then relatively uninhibited.‖
29

 The painting 

portrays a range of narratives and relationships: an exhausted mother scolds her children, 

a poor man comforts his young son, children play, and men talk. In contrast to 

eighteenth-century portrayals of a pastoral ideal or images that depict the property rights 

of landowners, views that try to conceal the realities of village life, Wilkie‘s realism is 

startling.
30

  

Viewers may not know where to place their focus or their sympathy in Pitlessie 

Fair for the various groups and individuals pull the eye in different directions, as they 

would in a crowded marketplace. A minister speaks to a parishioner while another man 

relieves himself against the barn wall. Military recruiters try to enlist Scottish soldiers, 

suggesting that both the village members and Scotland are subject to pressures from a 

wider, international community.
31

 The painting has humor, but it is not a humorous work; 

it considers relationships between individuals, relationships within a community, and the 

role of the nation in the wider world, yet point of view remains ambiguous. Wilkie did 

not submit Pitlessie Fair to Academy exhibitions, since as Tromans notes, ―its earthier 
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humour would perhaps have debarred it,‖
32

 but showed it at his private exhibition in 

1812. He renamed it The Country Fair to divert audience attention away from its setting 

and to try to hide the accuracy of individual portraits in the painting. 

The role of texts in disseminating and processing information was a recurring 

theme in Wilkie‘s paintings. For example, in Village Politicians (1806), farm laborers 

drink, read newspapers, and discuss politics in loud tones with aggressive gestures. The 

painting considers the threat of republican politics and how news was disseminated 

among the working class.
33

 Critics read the painting as a comic image that reassured 

viewers anxious about the threat of revolution. Like Card Players, it avoids the 

caricatures of Hogarth or the political cartoons of James Gillray (1757-1815), but only 

just.
34

 Certain members of the group are roused by the radical newspaper, but not all.
35

 

On seeing the painting, Henry Fuseli enigmatically warned Wilke, ―Young man, that is a 

dangerous work . . . .That picture will either prove the most happy or the most 

unfortunate work of your life.‖
36

 Village Politicians questions the reliability of 
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newspapers and texts, and demonstrates neatly, as Tromans notes, how closely ―history 

and the everyday were twinned.‖
 37

 

Questions of interpretation, authority, and historiography occur repeatedly in 

Wilkie‘s art. Over a period of thirty years, from Pitlessie Fair (1804-5) to Peep-o‟-Day 

Boys‟ Cabin (1836), Wilkie‘s body of work looked at the recent past, contemporary life, 

domestic concerns, and national issues. While authors such as Edgeworth were asserting 

the novelist‘s interpretative authority, his paintings questioned text and the process of 

interpretation. Tromans observes, 

From the Politicians onwards, documents abound in Wilkie‘s work – 

newspapers, dispatches and manuscripts – forming links between private 

spaces where texts are read and the public events they relate, and 

reflecting his age‘s anxiety over the excessive proliferation and 

communication of information, especially over that information‘s 

authority.
38

  

 

Wilkie‘s social commentary is often overlooked because he attended to human 

relationships with a ―viscerally physical representation of human feelings.‖
39

 Wilkie used 

emotion in the visual image to claim space in conversations about politics and culture. 

Unlike Edgeworth and, later, Thackeray, writers who marginalized painting because of its 

emotional qualities, Wilkie used emotion to appropriate authority. In his art, emotion was 

a beginning, not an end. Wilkie‘s approach challenged reviewers who, as John Charles 

Olmsted states, ―insisted on a single and immediate emotional experience in a painting, 
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and after identifying that emotion were content to move on.‖
40

 Wilkie‘s paintings require 

thought. Edgeworth claimed the novel was a form for generating knowledge and realism 

in painting makes similar claims – it too records history, informs its audiences about 

public issues, initiates conversations about British identity, but not necessarily in ways 

that were familiar or comfortable. This was ―dangerous work‖ indeed. 

Realism supplies the force behind Portrait of a Gamekeeper (1811), a study in 

dignity and hardship (fig. 2.4). Two psychological studies, The Letter of Introduction 

(1814) and The Refusal (1814) are concerned with interior emotions.
41

 The Letter of 

Introduction (fig. 2.5) portrays suspicion of the unknown and tension between the old and 

the young, while The Refusal (fig. 2.6) depicts multiple points of view surrounding a 

marriage proposal. In each painting emotions are aroused, sympathy is called for, but for 

whom? In Distraining for Rent (1815), it is difficult to make a clear determination (fig. 

2.7). Nicholas Tromans writes that although viewers‘ emotions are aroused by the plight 

of the family losing their belongings and their home, one is ―torn between instinctive 

sympathy and a desire to know whether that sympathy is appropriate.‖
 42

 Wilkie does not 

provide enough information to guide the viewer‘s response. 
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Fig. 2.4  David Wilkie, Portrait of a Gamekeeper. 1811, oil on panel, 10 x 8 in. Private 

Collection. 
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Fig. 2.5  David Wilkie, The Letter of Introduction. 1813, oil on panel 24 x 19 in. National 

Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh.  
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Fig. 2.6  David Wilkie, The Refusal from Burn‟s Song of „Duncan Gray.‟ 1814, oil on 

panel, 24 ¾ x 20 3/8 in. Victoria & Albert, London. 
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Fig. 2.7  David Wilkie, Distraining for Rent. 1815, oil on panel, 32 x 48 ¼ in. National 

Gallery of Scotland. 
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In Romanticism and Realism: The Mythology of Nineteenth-Century Art, Charles 

Rosen and Henri Zerner state bluntly, ―[s]imple acceptance, the Realist attitude, was hard 

to swallow.‖
43

 Realist painting from the early decades, during the war years, reflected the 

turmoil of the time but did not offer consolation. One of the difficulties of realist 

literature, as George Levine points out, is ―realism implies a fundamental uneasiness 

about self, society, and art.‖
44

 Like poetry and the novel, painting began to interrogate the 

issues of the day; painting began to ask difficult questions about how the individual 

constructed the self and how one conducted the self as a member of society.  

At issue was the question of class. William Hazlitt‘s essay ―On the Pleasure of 

Painting‖ reveals some of the class issues surrounding the painter, as well as the aesthetic 

complications that rose from realism.
45

 The foremost English art critic prior to John 

Ruskin, Hazlitt‘s texts, according to Norman Bryson, display a ―transition from the 

Augustan, neo-Platonic claims for painting urged by Reynolds, to Ruskin‘s conception 

that the greatest painting shows us a perceptual world so exalted as to be unrecognizable 

to most people.‖
46

 In his essay, Hazlitt espouses a very different conception of the painter 
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than Ruskin describes at mid-century.
47

 Hazlitt‘s painter is a masculine, vigorous fellow, 

a stark contrast to the myth of the weak or deformed Hephaestean painter, who, as this 

chapter illustrates, begins to enter English literature. Hazlitt‘s idea of the painter evokes 

an ideal of English masculinity: the painter as artist-genius who operates with an 

authority that frees him from rules. His description of the painter is a valuable starting 

place for this study because it demonstrates that at the beginning of the century 

alternative representations of the painter were available to British authors and readers.  

Hazlitt was an essayist, critic, journalist, and painter. He portrays painters as 

active, vital, happy men, ―The most sensible men I know (taken as a class), are painters; 

that is, they are the most lively observers of what passes in the world around them; and 

the closest observers of what passes in their own minds.‖
48

 The painter‘s adept study of 

the natural world and the internal workings of the mind align his art with scientists, not 

craftsmen. Though he may lack a classical education, he holds a vast store of knowledge 

and exercises superior judgment. He studies art and the world, for ―[t]he humblest painter 

is a true scholar; and the best of scholars – the scholar of Nature‖ (600). Rather than 

working in isolation, he is an active participant in society; painters ―in general mix more 

with the world than authors‖ (600).  
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Furthermore, the painter exhibits a quality increasingly valued in the nineteenth 

century: the habit of work. As England became an industrial and economic power, 

concentrated effort rather than aristocratic idleness was a source of respect, and painting, 

Hazlitt writes, required ―a continued and steady exertion of muscular power‖ (601). 

Paintings display the virtue of hard work through images ―inlaid in the body of the work‖ 

that suggest ―years of unremitting labour, and of delightful never-ending progress to 

perfection.‖ These images are better than ones whose ―colors seem breathed upon the 

canvas as if by magic, the work and the wonder of the moment‖ (601). Hazlitt envisions 

the nineteenth-century painter as a man who thinks and acts like a gentleman even if he 

was not born one, for he ―applies the same standard of truth and disinterested spirit of 

inquiry, that influence his daily practice, to other subjects. . . . He is a critic as well as a 

connoisseur.‖ An independent mind, a quality of the British gentleman, is found in the 

painter because he is able to make his own decisions, ―[t]he conclusions he draws are 

clear and convincing, because they are taken from the things themselves. He is not a 

fanatic, a dupe, or a slave; for the habit of seeing for himself, also disposes him to judge 

for himself‖ (600). As opposed to an artisan who fills orders or takes commissions, a 

painter has the ability to judge, discern, think, and act independently.  

Despite this glowing definition of the English painter, David Wilkie did not suit 

Hazlitt. Hazlitt found fault with neo-classical paintings that idealized nature and critics 

who privileged historical art and ancient subjects, but, as Bryson explains, Hazlitt also, 

like Reynolds, disliked ―the demeaning descent into specificity.‖
49

 Hazlitt found Wilkie 

―a serious prosaic, literal narrator of facts.‖ Hogarth, Hazlitt wrote, ―never looks at any 
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object but to find out a moral or a ludicrous effect. Wilkie never looks at any object but to 

see that it is there.‖
50

 Hazlitt found Wilkie trivial and attempted to separate any 

connection in viewers‘ minds between Hogarth, whom he admired, and Wilkie, whom he 

did not.
51

 Wilkie‘s subjects and style were not worthy of the idealized gentleman painter 

Hazlitt has in mind. If a painter wanted to address issues of society, he must do more than 

merely look at the world. He must offer a clear Hogarthian moral that upholds dominant 

ideals of English culture.  

The prospect of paintings lacking moral certainty was alarming to reviewers, so 

too was the idea that realist art might speak directly to viewers without the intervention of 

the critic. Realism was accessible and open to interpretation. Roy Park comments, ―[a]s 

an art of enactment rather than of statement, painting also taught a new generation of 

poets and critics to interpret all art as a revelation of reality. This, the least tangible of 

painting‘s wider influence, is perhaps the most significant.‖
52

 Painting was not an art of 

the past, limited to history or classical allusion. It was an art was enactment. Because 

realism does not insist on a specific interpretation, the viewer has to create one. Although 

the concept of ut pictura poesis was less prominent than it had been in the eighteenth 

century, it still influenced aesthetic thought. Roy Park observes that one of the 

consequences of ut pictura poesis, its connection to neo-Platonic ideals, was that it 
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―impress[ed] upon the world that painting – with its material medium – and art in general 

were yet expressive of the divinity within man. It was precisely this aspect which the 

dominant speculative philosophy was incapable of taking into account.‖
53

 Poetry had 

given painting authority, but now painters were moving away from neo-classicism into 

the real world and painting began to assert itself as an authority in cultural production.  

By the 1820s, painting was no longer limited to supporting the interests of the 

upper-class. British painting addressed material culture and commented on the role of the 

individual in all classes of society by explicitly connecting social interdependence with 

humanistic realism. The decade, an exciting one for British art, was marked by internal 

struggle as the English government sought to control voices of dissent.
54

 In 1822, Wilkie 

exhibited Chelsea Pensioners Receiving the London Gazette Extraordinary of Thursday, 

June 22 1815, Announcing the Battle of Waterloo!!! (fig. 2.8). The exuberant painting 

celebrates British victory but tempers it by acknowledging the terrible loss of 15,000 
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Fig. 2.8  David Wilkie, Chelsea Pensioners Receiving the London Gazette Extraordinary 

of Thursday, June 22d 1815,Announcing the Battle of Waterloo!!! 1818-1822, oil on 

panel, 38 ¼ x 62 ¼ in. Wellington Museum, Apsley House, London. 
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casualties through the central images of a woman desperately scanning the newspaper for 

her husband‘s name and an elderly soldier gazing toward the Royal Hospital‘s burial 

ground. Reviewers focused on the woman‘s image, exclaiming, ―This is the great 

situation of Wilkie‘s greatest picture: the most powerful concentration of his mind which 

has yet been transmitted to canvass.‖
55

 The painting aroused emotion, it was a statement 

of English pride and victory, but it also aroused thought and further contemplation about 

the cost of the war and current conditions in England.  

In the 1820s, paintings were becoming artifacts of England‘s cultural history. 

Painting‘s cultural capital increased with new institutions such as the National Gallery 

(1824), the subject of Frederick Mackenzie‘s The National Gallery when at Mr. J.J. 

Angerstein‟s House, Pall Mall (1824). Located in central London, it increased public 

access to paintings. Wilkie‘s The Blind Fiddler (1806) and The Village Holiday (The 

Alehouse Door) (1811) were the only works by a living painter included in the new 

gallery. John Constable‘s landscapes created a stir in France at the 1824 Paris Salon 

where he was awarded the Gold Medal. In 1829, Turner‘s brushwork, vivid color, and 

radical indeterminacy in Ulysses deriding Polyphemus upended concepts of what a 

painting was. Not content to repeat his earlier work, Wilkie continued to expand his 

technical skills and his subjects with Defense of Saragossa (1828). A further indication of 

the increased status of British painting was Allan Cunningham‘s six-volume work The 

Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters, Sculptors, and Architects (1829-33), modeled 

on Giorgio Vasari‘s text. Cunningham‘s comprehensive work reviews the history and 
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scope of British art from Hans Holbein (c.1497 – 1543) at the court of Henry VIII, to 

contemporary artists such as William Blake (1757-1827), Benjamin West (1738-1820), 

and Henry Fuseli. Cunningham also included the sculptor Anne Damer (1749-1828).  

It was a remarkable decade for painting, but for literature, beginning with Jane 

Austen in 1817, it was a decade of literary deaths: John Keats (1821), Percy Bysshe 

Shelley (1822), Lord Byron (1824), Ann Radcliffe (1823), Anna Letitia Barbauld (1825), 

and William Blake (1827). Between the deaths of poets, popular authors, and changes in 

English art, struggles for cultural authority became visible. Gillian Beer‘s comment that 

representations become powerful when they ―shift from being secondary to being 

primary in their truth-claims‖ seems particularly appropriate for this decade.
56

 The figure 

of the painter began to appear more often in literature and to possess attributes and 

characteristics that did not evoke ideals of English identity, despite the growing cultural 

and artistic authority of British painting. Following the emergence of realism, literary 

representations of the painter shifted from marginalized but harmless artisans, seen in 

Belinda, to ambitious, social-climbing egotists in novels by Edward Bulwer Lytton and 

Mary Shelley. Instead of drawing on the reality of the British art world, authors turned to 

myths that undermined the growing authority of painting.  

In 1829, the same year Allan Cunningham‘s Lives aligned British art with 

Renaissance art history, Edward George Earle Lytton Bulwer Lytton (1803-1873) 

published the semi-autobiographical novel The Disowned. Although now neglected by 

modern readers, and often the punch line to a joke, only Charles Dickens surpassed 
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Bulwer Lytton in sales.
57

 Popular, showered with accolades, intellectually inquisitive, 

Bulwer Lytton epitomized the best and the worst of the nineteenth century. Of Bulwer 

Lytton, G. K. Chesterton said, ―you could not have had the Victorian Age without him.‖
58

   

Set during the 1760s, an unnamed young man cast off from his wealthy family 

makes his way in the world with ₤1000. The young man assumes the name ―Clarence 

Linden‖ and heads to London. He befriends the young artist Warner, and makes the 

acquaintance of the wealthy and aged Mr. Talbot. Talbot takes a liking to Warner, despite 

his ―slender means, obscure birth, and struggling profession,‖ but in Clarence, he 

recognizes aristocratic breeding and provides him entry into society (78). After many 

struggles and disappointments due to his questionable family background, Clarence 

inherits Talbot‘s fortune, regains his name and rank, and wins the hand of the lovely 

Flora. A secondary plotline follows threats of social anarchy and criminal intent by the 

fanatic republican sympathizer Wolfe. The characters in The Disowned move from self-

absorption to social assimilation, from self-consciousness to social awareness, and 

throughout the novel, despite numerous external threats, members of the upper class 

maintain the established social order.  

Warner embodies Hephaestean aspects of the painter‘s myth. He is ―[p]ale, thin, 

undersized and slightly deformed . . . . Absent in manner, melancholy in air, and never 

conversing except upon subjects on which his imagination was excited, there was yet a 

gentleness about him‖ (83). It is evident that social class separates the young men. 
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Warner comes from an ―obscure‖ background with no family to speak of and an aged 

grandmother to support. In contrast to the aristocratic Clarence who is ―bold and frank,‖ 

Warner is ―close and timid‖ (84). Warner is ―awed by, the ease, boldness, fluent speech, 

and confident address of a man much younger than himself‖ (83-84). Clarence is ―too 

genial for the selfishness of ambition, but the very essence of Warner‘s nature was the 

feverish desire of fame: it poured through his veins like lava‖ (84). Warner‘s ambition is 

not as violent as the dangerous republican Wolfe, but it is equally destructive.  

Dreaming only of success and fame, he attempts to paint The Trial of Charles the 

First with ―the inexperience of an unregulated taste and an imperfect professional 

education‖ (88). The painting consumes his thoughts and energy and his audacity is 

portrayed as ridiculous – an uneducated painter attempting a history painting, the 

pinnacle of painting‘s hierarchy. The narrator reassures the reader that success and fame 

is ―a future he was fated never to enjoy‖ (84). Warner‘s unseemly ambition prevents him 

from being an appropriate companion for Clarence, as do his other faults: self-

centeredness and misanthropy. Warner complains, ―Who would not burn and sicken and 

parch with a delirious longing to divorce himself from so vile a herd?‖ (86) His lack of 

compassion is evident in his callous response to the invitation of a young prostitute. 

―‘Miserable wretch!‘‖ said Warner, loathingly, as he pushed her aside; but Clarence, with 

a kindlier feeling, noticed that her haggard cheek was wet with tears, and that her frame, 

weak and trembling, could scarcely support itself‖ (86). Clarence charitably gives her 

money and sends her on her way. Warner is unable to show love. His pride causes him to 

disdain all women since ―the mimic work is mightier than the original, for it outlasts it‖ 
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(87). As the story progresses, Warner‘s artistic ambitions are revealed to be as unfounded 

as the social pretensions of their landlady Mrs. Copperas, to whom he is related. 

One might dismiss this representation of a poor young artist as merely Bulwer 

Lytton‘s heavy-handed approach or a necessary exaggeration to define his characters; 

however, Bulwer Lytton‘s opinions on English painting, literature, and identity were 

clearly stated fours years later in England and the English (1833). In both The Disowned 

and England and the English, Bulwer Lytton‘s complaint against English painting is its 

emphasis on worldly subjects and material commodity culture.  

[N]othing raises, elevates, touches, or addresses the soul, in the vast 

majority of our artists. . . It is perfectly clear that Religion must, in 

painting and in sculpture, inspire the most ideal conceptions; for the artist 

seeking to represent the images of Heaven, must necessarily raise himself 

beyond the earth.
59

  

 

Painting, according to Bulwer Lytton, should not participate in the everyday. Art should 

address the realm of imagination and inform spiritual understanding. The problem with 

English painting is that artists and viewers perceive it as a commodity to be bought and 

sold, a decoration, like ―furniture.‖
60

 In marked contrast to the realistic, contemporary 

images painted during the 1820s, Bulwer Lytton singles out the work of John Martin 

(1789-1854). Martin represents ―the greatest, the most lofty, the most permanent, the 

most original genius of his age. I see in him, as I have before said, the presence of a spirit 

which is not of the world – the divine intoxication of a great soul lapped in majestic and 
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unearthly dreams.‖
61

 Bulwer Lytton‘s aesthetic judgment seeks a return to neoclassic 

ideals, removing the painter from worldly concerns, earthly ambitions, or even basic 

physical needs.
62

 This myth effectively removes the painter from participating in 

contemporary issues through works of social commitment. Bulwer Lytton does not 

suggest this to be a viable path for authors.   

As the novel continues, Warner becomes more reclusive, works obsessively, and 

stops eating. Talbot arranges to buy his ―overrated‖ picture secretly, even though it is an 

―ill-regulated, inexperienced‖ work (136). In a feverish, over-excited state, Warner begs 

Talbot to show the painting to Sir Joshua Reynolds while he observes hidden behind a 

curtain. The excruciating scene shifts between Sir Joshua and Talbot‘s frank conversation 

and Warner‘s deepening humiliation, and ends with Reynold‘s judgment: ―He had better 

burn it!‖(144) In despair, Warner burns the picture, falls into ―a delirious and raging 

fever‖ (147), and stops painting. Reynolds‘s aristocratic judgment and institutionalized 

authority effectively silence the working-class ambition of Warner. 

Talbot sends Warner to Rome where his health improves after ―humbling himself 

before the gods of the pictured world‖ (148); however, he soon dies with a pencil in his 

hand. Clarence is free to pursue appropriate companions, such as the suffering, exiled 
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Mordaunt. Bulwer Lytton contrasts Warner‘s upstart ambition with the detached 

generosity and compassion of the natural aristocrat. ―With Warner, ambition was a 

passionate desire to separate himself by fame from the herd of other men; with Mordaunt, 

to bind himself by charity yet closer to his kind; with the one, it produced a disgust to his 

species; with the other, a pity and a love‖ (90-91). Throughout the novel, Clarence and 

Mordaunt exhibit detached generosity of spirit in the face of adversity and success; their 

posture distinguishes the superior nature of true gentlemen. The narrator summarizes 

Warner‘s life with a warning to future painters, ―He had died, reconciled, perhaps to the 

loss of fame, in discovering that Art is to be loved for itself, and not for the rewards it 

may bestow upon the artist‖ (149). Bulwer Lytton makes certain that his audience does 

not miss the lesson of Warner‘s life: painters must be humble, patient, unmotivated by 

ambition or coarse concerns such as financial reward, and they are to be content with the 

aesthetic judgment of aristocratic patrons.  

 Bulwer Lytton‘s portrayal of Warner responds to innovations in British art and 

reinforces class boundaries that appeared to be in jeopardy from painters moving between 

economic classes, like David Wilkie. Warner fails because he does not show the proper 

humility of his profession or his class. Both The Disowned and England and the English 

contribute to the nineteenth-century myth that a true artist does not desire wealth or 

fame.
63

 England and the English attempts to bring a sense of order to a culture in 
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transition by describing English character, social habits, education, politics, art, and 

science.
64

 He cautiously assesses British painting as perhaps equal to that of other 

countries, but asserts that ―the more intellectual and immaterial sources of interest, are 

not those to which the English genius applies itself.‖
65

 England and its artists are not 

elevated because they remain too grounded in the ―material.‖ According to Bulwer 

Lytton, Wilkie‘s genre or subject painting, also called ―fancy-painting,‖ provides the best 

example of this prosaic aspect of English art. Wilkie‘s paintings provide gentle humor 

and pleasant emotions to create charming effects similar to texts by Miguel de Cervantes, 

Oliver Goldsmith, Tobias George Smollett, and the comedies of William Shakespeare. 

However, Bulwer Lytton only addresses the safe aspects of Wilkie‘s art. 

Who does not feel that the pathos and the humour of that most remarkable 

painter have left on him recollections as strong and enduring as the chef-

d‘oeuvres of literature itself; and that every new picture of Wilkie – in 

Wilkie‘s own vein – constitutes an era in enjoyment? More various, more 

extensive in his grasp than even Hogarth, his genius sweeps from the 

dignity of history to the verge of caricature itself.
66

 

   

Bulwer Lytton appears to praise Wilkie, but he attends to Wilkie‘s humor and sentiment 

and ignores poignant works such as The Rent Day (1807, exb 1809), (fig. 2.9) Distraining 

for Rent (fig. 2.7), or Village Politicians (fig. 2.2). His comments empty Wilkie‘s art of 
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Fig. 2.9  David Wilkie, The Rent Day. 1807, oil on panel, 23 x 35 in. Private Collection. 
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political commentary or contemporary relevance, and subsume painting to literature by 

praising its ability to create recollections ―as strong and enduring‖ as literature. He 

further limits Wilkie‘s work with the qualifier ―in Wilkie‘s own vein‖ to signify the limits 

of his range.
67

 Again, one might be tempted to dismiss The Disowned or England and the 

English as further evidence of Bulwer Lytton‘s ―flaws,‖ but by the 1830s, portrayals of 

the painter as ambitious, unworthy, or dangerous become reoccurring patterns in literary 

representation.  

The 1830s are notable for the migration of rural workers into the cities, the 

deleterious conditions of factory work on the laboring poor, and efforts to achieve wider 

representation in Parliament.
68

 In the midst of these events, British painters worked to 

define English identity and establish the painter‘s role in society. The Stonebreaker and 

his Daughter (1830) by Sir Edwin Landseer (1802-1873) portrayed one of the lowliest 

occupations with dignity.
69

 Transitions in British national identity were subjects in 
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Turner‘s The Burning of the Houses of Parliament (1835) and The Fighting Temeraire 

Tugged to her Last Berth to be Broken up (1838) (fig. 2.10). Two paintings by David 

Wilkie addressed growing religious tensions between Protestants and Catholics, The 

Preaching of Knox before the Lords of the Congregation, 10th June 1559 (1832) and 

Peep-o‟-Day Boys‟ Cabin, in the West of Ireland (The Sleeping Whiteboy) (1836).
70

 Both 

paintings show Wilkie moving from genre to historical work, his contemporary allusions 

blurring distinctions between history painting and genre painting.
71

   

Paintings from the 1830s convey a growing conviction in the art world that 

English identity embraced producing art as well as collecting art.
72

 William Mulready‘s 

An Interior Including a Portrait of John Sheepshanks at his Residence in Old Bond Street 

(1832) celebrates one of the foremost patrons of contemporary British artists. George 

Scharf‘s Interior of the Gallery of the New Society of Painters in Watercolours, Old Bond 
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Fig. 2.10  J.M.W. Turner, The Fighting Temeraire, Tugged to her Last Berth To Be 

Broken Up. 1838, oil on canvas, 35 x 48 in. The National Gallery, London.   
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Street (1834) draws attention to the latest institution founded to support painting and 

painters.
73

 John Scarlett Davies‘s The Library of Benjamin Godfrey Windus (1835) 

depicts a library of art, not books (Fig. 2.11). Last, but by no means least, the increasing 

presence of women painters put further pressure on the evolving identity of the English 

painter and the role of painting in English culture. In the 1830s, Margaret Carpenter, 

Rolinda Sharples, and other woman painters were working professionally and garnering 

favorable attention in the press. Chapter 3 addresses the woman painter and the woman 

artist in literature. In this chapter I argue that the British woman painter did not spring 

Athena-like from either Anne Brontë‘s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848) or Emily Mary 

Osborn‘s Nameless and Friendless (1857).  

In the 1830s, painters were using their art to show distinct ideas about whom the 

painter was and what British art could be. In contrast, N. N. Feltes observes that British 

literature in the 1830s was a period of ―feverish publishing activity.‖
74

 Lisa Vargo also 

describes the 1830s as a ―black hole‖ and notes that Michael Wheeler describes the 

thirties as a decade of ―inferior stuff . . . [with a] variety of sub-genres of fiction in vogue 

– historical, silver-fork, Newgate and social problem, marine, sporting, and Irish rogue 

novels.‖
75

 According to Bernard Richards, poetry of the 1830s came under attack as ―an 
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Fig. 2.11  John Scarlett Davies, The Library of Benjamin Godfrey Windus. 1835, 

watercolour, 11 ⅜ x 21 ¾ in. British Museum, London. 
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outmoded and merely entertaining genre.‖
76

 In an atmosphere that saw growth in image 

and struggle in text, positive aspects of the artist were siphoned away from painters and 

appropriated by writers.   

 Bulwer Lytton and Mary Shelley, two very different authors, share certain 

similarities in their representation of painters. After Frankenstein (1818), Mary Shelley 

had a prolific career as a professional writer. These texts, often neglected, are what 

scholars call the ―Other‖ Mary Shelley.
77

 In a recent edited version of Shelley‘s Lodore 

(completed 1833, published 1835), Lisa Vargo points out that Shelley‘s later work 

demonstrates her continued engagement with issues of female education and women‘s 

place in society. In Lodore, a society novel like Belinda and The Disowned, Shelley 

foregrounds the painter‘s class aspirations and moral flaws.
78

 Leaving England after a 

mysterious scandal, Lord Lodore moves to Illinois with his young daughter to live quietly 

under the name ―Fitzhenry.‖ A young Englishman named Whitelock, down on his luck, 

also moves to Illinois. On his arrival, Whitelock learns that the uncle he was to join no 

longer lives there and finds himself destitute. Whitelock goes to Lodore and asks for help, 

based on their shared nationality. Lodore recognizes his claim and secures him a position 

teaching school. Whitelock is an English painter who functions as the catalyst that will 

send Lodore and his daughter Ethel back to England. Even though Shelley could have 

attributed Whitelock‘s personal faults and social position to any number of professions,  
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received anxiety about the artist‘s fluid economic position, together with the level of 

access painters enjoyed in upper-class homes, make the painter an appropriate choice for 

her narrative.  

 Shelley employs Hephaestean aspects of the painter to show how unsuitable a 

companion Whitelock is for Lodore. Lord Lodore has a ―tall, manly figure‖ (8), carves 

out a beautiful home on untamed American soil, and fills it with ―comforts of so civilized 

a description‖ yet ―regulated by . . . plainness and simplicity‖ (13). In contrast, 

―Whitelock was short and ill made. His face was not of an agreeable cast: it was 

impossible to see him without being impressed that he was a man of talent; but he was 

otherwise decidedly ugly‖ (57). Lodore‘s pseudonym exposes him to the attention of one 

whose ―innate vulgarity  . . . and an unlicensed familiarity . . . jarred painfully with the 

refined habits of his sensitive nature . . . [H]e bore Whitelock‘s intrusions as well as he 

could‖ (52). Whitelock is not a ―true‖ artist, ―he wanted that intense love of his art – that 

enthusiastic perseverance in his labour that distinguishes a man of genius from the man of 

talent merely. He regarded it as a means, not an end‖ (50). Ambitious, with a tendency 

toward sensual pleasure, Whitelock harbored  

a taste also for social pleasures and vulgar indulgencies, incompatible with 

industry and with that refinement of mind which is so necessary an adjunct 

to the cultivation of the imaginative arts. . . . [H]e was quick, clever, and 

was looked on among his associates as a spirited, agreeable fellow. . . .He 

dissipated the two or three hundred pounds which formed his inheritance: 

debt, difficulties, with consequent abstraction from his profession, 

completed his ruin. (51) 

  

Whitelock lacks any of the attributes of ideal English masculinity such as muscularity, 

fortitude, the capacity to exert his will, or adapt his mind. He has skills, but lacks the 
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perseverance to put them to good use. His class, his ―vulgar indulgencies,‖ and 

unattractive form signal his unsuitability.   

Whitelock presents a real danger to Ethel. Ethel, naturally, wants to learn to draw 

and Lodore readily agrees. For, as the narrator explains, Lodore thought 

of all occupations, that of the pencil, if pursued earnestly and with real 

taste, most conduced to the student‘s happiness. Its scope is not personal 

display, as is the case most usually with music, and yet it has a visible 

result which satisfies the mind that something has been done. It does not 

fatigue the attention like the study of languages, yet it suffices to call forth 

the powers, and to fill the mind with pleasurable sensations. It is a most 

feminine occupation, well replacing, on a more liberal and rational scale 

the tapestry of our grandmothers. (53) 

   

In these few lines, Shelley relegates drawing to a trivial feminine occupation that will 

―fill the mind‖ but not ―fatigue the attention.‖ As in Belinda, drawing is marked as a 

suitable occupation for a young girl not expected to learn languages.
79

 Since there are no 

painting supplies in the Illinois settlement, Whitelock offers to bring his supplies to 

Lodore‘s house. This offer is rejected. Instead, Ethel takes her drawing lessons, three to 

four times a week, at the school house in ―a little room, built apart especial for her use‖ 

(54). Ethel avoids mixing with undesirable local students, but she is alone, away from 

home, and in the company of a young, unmarried drawing master. Lodore‘s mistake is 

quickly apparent. Whitelock sees the possibility of wooing Ethel, ingratiating himself 

with Lodore, and inheriting their obvious wealth. When Whitelock makes his attentions 

known to Ethel, she innocently tells her father. Horrified, Lodore immediately makes 

plans to return to England. His function complete, Whitelock disappears from the text.  

On a very practical level, Shelley‘s narrative required an event that would compel 

her exiled nobleman back to England to confront his past. She accomplishes this with the 
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threat of a poor, young, unattractive English painter. The original title, Lodore: a Tale of 

the Present Time, signals her intention to portray realistic experiences and issues of 

England in the 1830s. Lodore was well received; readers, it appears, did not question the 

danger her painter presented to Ethel and Lodore.
80

  

Socially and professionally, painters occupied a peculiar position. Socially, they 

had access to upper-class women as pupils or models. They also associated with women 

who posed for them in the nude. Portraiture could blur this line uncomfortably. 

Gentlemen wanted their young ladies to learn to draw, but they did not want painters 

getting comfortable in their houses or making love to their wives and daughters. 

Professionally, painters could attain remarkable levels of wealth, but not social position. 

During the thirties and into the forties, the economic rise of the merchant class spurred 

interest in contemporary artists and allowed painters to charge more for their work. As a 

result, the painter‘s economic status (painter as independent artisan) became more fluid 

and less dependent on the patron/artist relationship. However, despite institutions of 

professional authority, increasing wealth, and titles, the painter‘s social position remained 

unstable.  

Hazlitt‘s idea of the painter was that of a gentleman and a scholar, one who 

supports traditional ideas, maintains class distinctions through his art, and remains aloof 

from social and political issues. Wilkie represented the new class of painter. His art did 

not sustain the ideology of the upper-class and he did not remain bound to his patrons. 

Shelley‘s novel evokes the fears inherent in these two actions. Whitelock might be poor, 
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but with some success, he could rise, financially and, in America, socially. He might 

legitimately ask for Ethel‘s hand. Without the clear boundaries of English society to 

prevent a painter from asking for the hand of an aristocrat‘s daughter, Lodore is unable to 

protect Ethel from the attentions of Whitelock. For her sake, he must return to England.   

Whitelock‘s unattractive appearance and economic ambition make his romantic 

attentions appalling, but two years after Lodore the painter becomes even worse than a 

scheming, money-grubbing upstart. Texts by Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (1814-1873) and 

Robert Southey (1774-1843) connect the painter with the demonic. 

Le Fanu‘s contributions to the Dublin University Magazine from 1838-1840 were 

collected and published as The Purcell Papers (1880), so named because they are the 

―true‖ stories of Le Fanu‘s literary persona, a Catholic priest named Father Francis 

Purcell.
81

 The short story ―Strange Event in the Life of Schalken the Painter‖ is a 

fictionalized account of an event in the life of two seventeenth-century Dutch genre 

painters: Gerard Douw (1613-1675) and Godfrey Schalken (1653-1706). The narrator 

explains that Schalken, while still a student, worked on a drawing of ―extremely roguish-

looking and grotesque imps and demons, who were inflicting various ingenious torments 

upon a perspiring and pot-bellied St. Anthony, who reclined in the midst of them, 

apparently in the last stage of drunkenness‖ (195). In frustration, he exclaims, ―would 

that picture, devils, saint, and all, were where they should be – in hell!‖ (196) His 

blasphemous drawing and language summon the mysterious Mynher Vanderhausen who 

asks the greedy painter Douw for his lovely niece and ward Rose (the beloved of 
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Schalken). Despite mysterious signs and behaviors, Douw agrees. Unfortunately, as it 

turns out, Vanderhausen is a demon. A few months later, Rose escapes her husband and 

returns home. In desperation and terror, she asks for food, drink, the minister, and to not 

be left alone. Douw and Schalken manage the first three requests, but they leave her 

alone for a moment and Rose disappears forever.  

Assumptions about the painter‘s greed, morals, and the mysterious effects of 

realistic paintings underpin the success of Le Fanu‘s tale.
82

 First, Le Fanu relies on 

English bias against seventeenth-century Dutch paintings belittled by English critics for 

their scenes of peasant life and crude humor.
83

 Dutch artists were said to be little better. 

The narrator describes Schalken as ―the uncouth and clownish Schalken – the Dutch boor 

– the rude and dogged, but most cunning worker in oils . . . so slovenly, I had almost said 

so savage, in mien and manner‖ (189). Schalken is so greedy he will marry his daughter 

to a demon. Second, Le Fanu creates an authoritative narrator, ―Father Purcell,‖ who, like 

Vasari and Cunningham, is a historian who may be trusted to tell the truth about the life 

of the painter in his ―biography of a famous artist‖ (254). Third, the story draws on the 

genuine mystery viewers feel when confronted by paintings so real, so lifelike that the 

figures look as if they might breathe. Douw and Schalken were renowned for their 

portrayal of interiors and use of candlelight and shadows, realistic effects that function as 

evidence and assure the narrator that the painting he saw was ―the representation of a 

reality‖ (187). Anxiety about the influence of realistic painting informs the suspense of 
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the tale, supports the appearance of a demon, and reinforces the potential threat of 

immorality in painters who might fool audiences with their images. 

Realistic images also attract the devil in an entertaining poem by Robert Southey. 

The quick-moving, lighthearted, five-line stanzas of ―The Pious Painter‖ (1838) seem to 

belie any serious intention; however, certain tropes and assumptions suggest otherwise.
84

 

Appointed poet laureate in 1813, Southey is described as a poet ―who took his duties as a 

bulwark of good order very seriously.‖
85

 He was an outspoken opponent to Catholicism 

and to any weakening of the rules of exclusion. Despite its playful tone, the poem 

connects painters to Catholicism and Satan and effectively removes any association 

between painters and piety.    

In Part I of the poem, a painter creates an image of the devil so accurate that Satan 

appears and demands to be painted in a more flattering light. The painter defies him and 

threatens to create an even more exact likeness now that he has seen the devil‘s face. The 

devil appears again, furious about his portrait. He breaks the scaffold, and the painter 

plunges to certain death. A nearby painting of the Virgin Mary comes to life, reaches out 

her hand, and saves the painter. All rejoice at the painter‘s skill and courage. In Part II, 

the now successful Pious Painter begins a portrait of an old husband‘s lovely young wife. 

The lady quickly succumbs to his charms. To get even, the devil betrays their assignation 
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and the painter ends up in jail. Satan appears and bargains with the painter: ―Make a 

handsomer portrait, your chains I‘ll remove, / And you shall this instant be free.‖ The 

painter agrees to ―alter the picture above the church door‖ and ―give the Devil his due.‖ 

Underneath its humor, light touch, and apparent harmlessness lies apprehension about the 

painted image and the unregulated painter‘s body.  

Painting and its painters appear to present hazards to religious belief and domestic 

health through unmediated images, uncontrolled evil, and eroticism. Le Fanu‘s stories 

appeared in the Dublin University Magazine, a periodical representing the interests and 

views of Anglo-Irish Protestants under pressure from the Catholic reforms. Southey‘s use 

of Catholic iconography in the 1830s connects Catholicism with defiant painters whose 

public presence might incite lustful appetites and avaricious natures.
86

   

Individually, the characters created by Bulwer Lytton, Shelley, Le Fanu and 

Southey are minor; they are secondary characters, plot devices, or sources of ribald 

humor. Taken together, however, and read in light of the changes in English painting, 

they suggest that by the end of the 1830s representations of the painter in literature had 

moved away from Edgeworth‘s unnamed, but respectable, artisan. As English painters 

became more successful and more prominent, the painter appeared with greater frequency 

in English fiction and began to connote what was dangerous, demonic, and erotic.  
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Curiously, fiction and poetry were not the only literary forms in which painters 

faced resistance. By 1838, Richard Henry Horne (1802-1884) could review an extensive 

list of works on art written by British painters for the British and Foreign Review. His 

forty-eight page article ―British Artists and Writers on Art‖ covers texts by Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, Benjamin West, and William Hogarth, among many others.
87

 Horne considers 

his topic a matter of urgency for those who ―wish to see painting and sculpture in 

England progress‖ (620). He acknowledges that there may be differences between what 

the ―literary intellectual man of high endowments‖ is able to discern about painting and 

what the professional artist has to say, but his argument is clear: authority rests with the 

literary man, not with the artist (611).  

Horne‘s article resists painters‘ attempts to take control of the discourse of 

painting and aesthetics. His article follows a certain pattern: initial praise followed by 

hearty disparagement. Haydon is full of ―energetic arrogance‖ (627), Blake was blind to 

his artistic faults, West‘s writings are ―of no use whatever‖ (627). Fuseli‘s theories ―were 

the obedient creatures of his ungoverned imagination and gigantic impulses‖ (648) while 

Northcote was equally ―without order‖ (649). Horne‘s approach to Reynolds is 

emblematic of the essay and the class issues surrounding painters. Horne writes that the 

reader should not take his comments in any way to suggest ―the least depreciation of the 

real merits of Sir Joshua as a painter or writer,‖ he intends none. He then asserts that 

Reynolds ―was deficient in invention . . . in characters and expression he continually fell 
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short . . . . He could not invent or conceive a striking original beauty,‖ and although there 

was ―never anything vulgar or mean in his pictures,‖ Reynolds ―only produces a nobly 

vague generality‖ (614-15). Reynolds‘s most serious flaw is his assertion, ―If you have 

great talents, industry will improve them: if you have but moderate abilities, industry will 

supply their deficiency‖ since ―Nothing is denied to well-directed labour‖ (616). 

Reynolds, the son of a schoolmaster, undermines one of the central myths of the artist 

with this statement, the myth of innate untaught talent. Reynolds appears to open painting 

and art criticism up to anyone willing to undertake the labor required. Horne 

recommends, ―that one of the first steps towards an advance of Art upon sound principles 

in this country, is to destroy the Discourses of Sir Joshua Reynolds as an authority‖ 

(621).   

In contrast, Horne finds the lectures of John Opie (1761-1801) the ―Cornish 

Wonder‖ more to his taste, ―They are equally characterized by manly feeling and 

enthusiasm for Art, tempered with sound judgment and knowledge derived from practical 

experience. They are thoroughly English, in the best sense of the term‖ (622). To Horne, 

Opie presents idealized masculinity together with a biography that conforms to the myth 

of the painter: working class with no formal education. Furthermore, Opie argues for neo-

classical ideas and rejects realism. Opie‘s work urges the painter to ―divest himself of the 

prejudices of his own age and country, and, disregarding temporary fashions and local 

taste, learn to see nature and beauty in the abstract, and rise to general and transcendental 

truth, which will always be the same‖ (623). Horne agrees; these are indeed ―the 

fundamental principles of Art‖ (623). Horne is shocked however to find that Opie is 

―absurd enough‖ to agree with Reynolds‘s idea that ―Nothing is denied to persevering 
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and well-directed industry!‖ Horne attributes this slip to Opie ―acting apparently under an 

unconscious impulse‖ (624). Since he is a painter, he must be unable to control his text.  

The principles Horne endorses in his article isolate the painter from social issues, 

reject the tenets of realism, and place the ability to judge in the hands of writers. Horne 

acknowledges that art critics must learn about painting, for the ―intellectual amateur must 

confess and endeavor to repair his ignorance of the means of attainment‖ (653). 

However, in contrast with Hazlitt‘s 1820 essay, Horne asserts unequivocally that painters 

are not to be consulted about questions of judgment or the aims of Art. Artists and 

audiences must look to the author, the critic, the man of letters for guidance and 

explanation. He writes, ―The artist must lend a serious ear to those who are competent to 

discourse of the highest aim and end of Art‖ (653).   

Horne was not alone. During the 1840s, numerous articles about art were 

published, collectors bought contemporary art, and historians wrote histories of art that 

would define the role of painting in the nineteenth century. Writers such as Horne and 

Bulwer Lytton reinforced the painter‘s artisan status and described the dangers of avarice. 

They espoused a rhetoric of purity for painters, similar to arguments advanced about 

women in the marketplace. Other writers made connections between the painter and 

immorality. Triggering this interest was the popularity of David Wilkie‘s realism, which 

asserted an unprecedented level of independence and ambiguity in British painting. As 

Nicolas Tromans observes, Wilkie‘s art reveals an ―idea of painting having its own 

unique role in visual culture, of it having no duty to submit to the dictates of the genii of 

abutting disciplines such as Wordsworth or Charles Bell.‖
88

 Thus, as realism fueled 

                                                   
88

 Tromans, David Wilkie: The People's Painter, 266. 
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painting‘s increasing popularity, British art and artists were met by textual attempts to 

contain and destabilize the painter and assert the authority of the author. Through myth, 

and through a consistent pattern of pejorative representation, men and women writers 

used the painter in literature to assert the author‘s cultural authority by constructing the 

painter as a figure of difference.
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CHAPTER 3 

IGNORING THE WOMAN PAINTER:  

BRITISH WOMEN WRITERS, ART, AND ITALY 

 

Despite significant scholarship in art history over the last thirty years 

demonstrating that nineteenth-century women who wanted to paint professionally found 

the means to do so, a persistent narrative about the woman artist continues. In A Gallery 

of Her Own: An Annotated Bibliography of Women in Victorian Painting, Elree I. Harris 

and Shirley R. Scott respond to this story, with added hyperbole. The story is that 

―Victorian women were shamelessly, relentlessly victimized and oppressed by a rigid, 

prudish social system, held virtual hostages from infancy to old age, and, in short, that 

they never had any fun.‖
1
 Harris and Scott observe that talented women of the middle and 

upper classes with the support of their families or their husbands enjoyed considerable 

freedom to study, paint, sculpt, exhibit, and sell their art. Working together, women 

painters and writers resisted a powerful domestic ideology and were the vanguard of the 

nineteenth-century women‘s rights movement. However, despite the success of women 

painters who, slowly, won access to art education and critical recognition, the nineteenth-

century woman painter was overlooked in fiction and poetry.   

Art was a frequent subject for women writers of the Romantic era, but modern 

scholars have not fully addressed discrepancies between the lived experience of women 

                                                   
1 Elree I. Harris and Shirley R. Scott, A Gallery of Her Own: An Annotated 

Bibliography of Women in Victorian Painting (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 

1997), 3. 
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painters and their literary representations.
2
 These discrepancies reveal the imaginative 

choices women writers made and uncover assumptions at work in their texts. This chapter 

examines how three British women writers approached art and the painter in works of 

poetry, biography, and the novel: Felicia Hemans, née Browne, Lady Sydney Morgan, 

née Owenson, and Letitia Elizabeth Landon. Hemans and Morgan use the myth of Italy 

and the Italian artist to represent art and artists as ―feminine‖ – a strategy that allows 

them to occupy a space of rational understanding and establish the British woman writer 

as an authoritative, public, moral voice. Landon did not. Landon acknowledged and 

exposed myths that surround all artists: writers and painters.  

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, men were engaged in establishing 

the writer as a legitimate professional. Women writers were establishing their literary 

presence and branching out into genres from which they had been, if not barred, 

discouraged. Linda H. Peterson argues that in the 1830s the idea of ―literary 

professionalism‖ was still uncertain.
3
 As a result, women‘s texts employ strategies that 

create space for themselves as authors and attract audiences to their work. Recognizing 

these strategies in texts about art and artists is necessary for, as Elizabeth A. Bohls 

reminds us, ―A woman writing the language of aesthetics is already caught in a 

contradiction . . . . Entitled by her class, excluded by her gender, she is predisposed to 

                                                   
2 Losano points out in The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature that her study is 

the first of its kind to consider the ―discursive connections between women painters and 

women writers in the nineteenth century.‖ Antonia Losano, The Woman Painter in 

Victorian Literature (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2008), 2. 

 
3 Linda H. Peterson, Becoming a Woman of Letters: Myths of Authorship and 

Facts of the Victorian Market (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), 19. Peterson 

writes that professional was distinguished as a vocation; trade simply produced and sold 

a commodity. Authorship was a profession, but publishing was a trade (2).  
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produce a deeply divided text.‖
4
 Hemans, Morgan, and Landon demonstrate how women 

writers employed the painter to grapple with issues of gender, identity, and authority. 

Anne Mellor writes, ―women Romantic writers tended to celebrate, not the 

achievements of the imagination nor the overflow of powerful feelings, but rather the 

working of the rational mind, a mind relocated—in a gesture of revolutionary gender 

implications—in the female as well as the male body.‖
5
 Romantic women writers 

rejected ―society‘s gender definition of the female as innately emotional, intuitive, 

illogical, capable of moral sentiment but not of rational understanding.‖
6
 However, to 

counter the dominant gender ideology that defined them as inferior, women writers tried 

to shed certain, but not all, aspects of ―feminine‖ identity. To accomplish this task, 

women writers employed a number of strategies to present themselves as rational beings 

and position their work as worthy of serious, i.e. male, readers. Publishing anonymously 

or under a male pseudonym were two possibilities for hiding gender, and aesthetics 

offered a third.
7
 Amateur drawing and painting in watercolors were desirable pastimes for 

young women; therefore, writing about aesthetics appeared to be a fitting outlet for 

women writers as well. Elizabeth Bohls explores how travel writing offered a form for 

                                                   
4 Elizabeth A. Bohls, Women Travel Writers and the Language of Aesthetics, 

1716-1818 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 21.  

 
5 Anne K. Mellor, Romanticism and Gender (New York: Routledge, 1993), 2. 

 
6 Ibid., 33.  

 
7 Like Marcia Werner, who expands the definition of realism, Elizabeth Bohls 

does not restrict her definition of aesthetics to ―a narrow, prestigious genre of academic 

or theoretical writing,‖ one that excludes women of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century. Bohls defines aesthetics as ―a discourse, or a closely related set of discourses, 

encompassing a set of characteristic topics or preoccupations as well as a vocabulary for 

talking about these‖; furthermore, such a discourse deals with the experience of the visual 

(5). 
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women to engage questions of aesthetics, but aesthetics also allowed women writers to 

reinforce received myths about Italy and frame the artist as emotional or erotic.    

Adriana Craciun poses a question for feminist critics in the process of recovering 

and reconsidering the work of Romantic women writers. Craciun asks, ―Is it possible to 

stop seeking the untainted, prepatriarchal feminine, which we imagine as benevolent and 

just, in our rediscovery of women‘s writings?‖
8
 Craciun‘s question has ramifications for 

how we read women writers‘ portrayals of the artist. Modern critics recognize the 

importance of Helen Graham in Anne Brontë‘s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848), but 

recent discoveries and reevaluations in art history compel further questions of women‘s 

texts. For example, if we consider the number of Romantic women writers modern 

scholars have recovered and their visibility in terms of publication and popularity 

together with the number of professional women painters exhibiting in the early decades, 

why did it take until 1848 for the first representation of a professional English woman 

painter to appear?
9
 Furthermore, despite the success of women painters in the 1860s and 

1870s, why does the professional woman painter in literature remain a figure of suffering 

or failure? This chapter begins to address these questions.  

                                                   
8 Adriana Craciun, "The Subject of Violence: Mary Lamb, Femme Fatale," in 

Romanticism and Women Poets, ed. Harriet Kramer Linkin and Stephen C. Behrendt 

(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1999), 67. 

 
9 In The Victorian Artist, Julie Codell observes, ―professional identity [was] 

constantly policed, and its economic and social parameters were drawn and redrawn‖ 

(105-6). Under the accepted definitions of ―professional,‖ no nineteenth-century woman 

painter could be considered ―professional.‖ Women were excluded from legitimizing 

training at the Royal Academy and strictures against engaging in trade were even 

stronger for them then for men. Thus, like Bohls, I prefer a definition that does not 

immediately exclude, one that recognizes as professional women painters who could 

support themselves by their painting or who received critical notice, whether favorable or 

unfavorable.  
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I argue that expressions of solidarity between women writers and painters in 

literature were more complex than modern scholars have recognized. We cannot assume 

that the figure of the painter, whether a man or a woman, will be a figure representing the 

author. Despite the close friendships women writers and painters exhibited during mid-

century political agitation, and their unity of purpose, texts by women writers did not 

always assist the ambitions of women painters. Both women writers and painters had to 

resist social attitudes about their ability to create art and work for money, but women 

painters had the added burden of literary representation. Stated bluntly, in the literature of 

the early decades the professional British woman painter was ignored; mid-century she 

suffered; and at the end of the century, she gave up.   

Current scholarship in nineteenth-century British painting and interart studies 

offers numerous projects of recovery and reevaluation. Over the last thirty years, 

attention has focused on the mid-century through the fin de siècle, but the 1800s through 

the 1830s continues to be a gap. This period is perceived as a ―vacuum‖
10

 or, through 

cursory treatment, portrayed as an inferior period in the story of nineteenth-century art.
11

 

Here the silence surrounding women painters is conspicuous. Despite the work of 

decades of feminist art historians, general works of art history continue to imply that 

between the eighteenth-century painters Angelica Kaufmann (1741-1807) and Mary 

                                                   
10 Richard J. Smith, "Margaret Carpenter (1793-1872): A Salisbury Artist 

Restored," The Hatcher Review 4, no. 36 (1993): 29.  

 
11 However, recent exhibitions focusing on individual painters such as Turner, 

Blake, Constable, and Fuseli have drawn attention to the early decades. For example, 

―Gothic Nightmares, Fuseli, Blake and the Romantic Imagination,‖ shown in 2006 at the 

Tate Britain; ―Constable‘s Great Landscapes: the Six-Foot Paintings‖ shown in 2006-07 

at the National Gallery of Art, Washington; ―J.M.W. Turner‖ shown in 2008 at the 

National Gallery of Art, Washington, Dallas Museum of Art, The Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, New York. 
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Moser (1744-1819) and nineteenth-century painters such as Emily Mary Osborn (1828-

1925) and Lady Elizabeth Butler (1846-1933), there were no British woman painters. The 

few who exhibited were exceptions, minor, and not worthy of critical notice.
12

 Yet, 

women painters exhibited regularly and worked professionally, supported by wealthy 

patrons or small, steady commissions. Furthermore, women painters received positive 

support from reviewers. Harris and Scott observe that despite societal pressures, by mid-

century women painters ―were doing what they wanted to do, sometimes against custom 

and opportunity, whether the rest of the world approved or not.‖
13

   

Changes in British art occurring between 1800 and 1830 (as outlined in chapter 1) 

were beneficial to women painters. The English art world was vibrant, relying on its own 

resources during the war years, incorporating the influence of French war émigrés, and 

quickly taking advantage of post-war travel. Although women painters were discouraged 

from attempting classical or historical works, realism and landscape were available to 

them. These subjects were popular with viewers, thanks to painters such as David Wilkie 

and John Constable. For some art critics, interest in genre painting and works of social 

commitment were reasons to view English painting with anxiety and dismay precisely 

because they opened professional painting to women. Nevertheless, the growing status of 

                                                   
12 A current college textbook devotes twenty-three pages to this period without 

mentioning women artists. See Stephen F. Eisenman et. al., Nineteenth Century Art: A 

Critical History, 3rd ed. (London: Thames and Hudson, 2007). In another comprehensive 

and informative work, Luke Herrman does not devote a single chapter to any women 

painters. See Luke Herrmann, Nineteenth Century British Painting (London: Giles de la 

Mare Publishers Ltd, 2000).  

 
13 Harris and Scott, A Gallery of Her Own: An Annotated Bibliography of Women 

in Victorian Painting, 7. Middle and upper-class women could receive an advanced 

education at home, including art instruction. Drawing and painting in watercolors were 

attractive pursuits, and although painting in oil was perceived as ―masculine,‖ art 

exhibitions were open to women painters to display and sell their art.  
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English portraiture and the growing market for English art helped women painters earn a 

living wage, as I explain in my discussion of Margaret Sarah Carpenter, née Geddes 

(1793-1872). 

Pamela Gerrish Nunn observed in 1987 that works by early nineteenth-century 

women painters were difficult to trace.
14

 However, as lost paintings surface and 

attributions become more accurate, it appears that during the early decades women 

painters were neither absent nor inferior. In order for women painters to exhibit in 

recognizable numbers in the 1830s and 1840s, attend the Female School of Art (founded 

in 1842), elicit anxious articles in periodicals, turn up as characters in novels from the 

1850s on, and found the Society of Female Artists in1857, there must have been 

sufficient numbers of women painting at a superior level. And there were. A short list 

includes Rolinda Sharples (1793-1838), Margaret Carpenter, Anne Charlotte 

Bartholomew, née Fayermann (1800-1862), and Margaret Gillies (1803-1887). Rolinda 

Sharples came from a family of artists. A member of the Bristol school, she painted 

portraits and views of contemporary life such as The Market (1820), The Stoppage of the 

Bank (1827), and The Trial of Colonel Brereton (1832-4). Anne Charlotte Bartholomew 

was a painter and author. She exhibited at the British Institution and the Royal Academy 

from 1829-1844. Currently, her work hangs in the British Museum and the Victoria and 

Albert Museum. Margaret Gillies chose to be a professional painter, remained unmarried, 

and supported herself with her art. Gillies exhibited over 461 works in watercolor and oil 

                                                   
14 Pamela Gerrish  Nunn, Victorian Women Artists (London: The Women's Press, 

1987), 71. Nunn also provides a tantalizing list of women exhibiting during the early 

decades: Harriet Gouldsmith, Fanny Corbaux (from 1829) and the Sharpe sisters 

Charlotte (from 1817), Louisa (from 1817), Eliza (from 1817) and Mary (from 1819) 

(119n1). 
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from 1846-1887 and contributed drawings for the 1842 report investigating child labor in 

mines and collieries. In addition, the sculptor Anne Damer (1749-1828) belongs on any 

list of professional women artists. Between 1784 and 1818 she exhibited thirty-two 

pieces at the Royal Academy. 

  Margaret Carpenter is an example of the gap that exists in the history of the 

British woman painter. Carpenter‘s 1873 obituary in the Art Journal concludes, ―Had the 

Royal Academy abrogated the law which denies a female admission to its ranks, Mrs. 

Carpenter would most assuredly have gained, as she merited, a place in them.‖
15

 While a 

young woman, her skill came to the attention of the Earl and Countess of Radnor. They 

saw to her education as a painter in oil and helped her establish residence in London.
16

 

By 1812, she was in demand as a portraitist and helped support her family. Carpenter 

won medals for her work as early as 1813, and began exhibiting regularly in 1814 at both 

the Royal Academy and the British Institution.
17

 Her artistic circle included David 

Wilkie, R.A., William John Thomas Collins (1788-1847), R.A., and John Constable.
18

 

Carpenter‘s position as a portraitist was such that the art world viewed her as Sir Thomas 

                                                   
15 "Obituary for Margaret Carpenter," Art Journal 12 (1873): 6. 

 
16 Smith, "Margaret Carpenter (1793-1872): A Salisbury Artist Restored." 

 
17 Carpenter‘s exhibition record is impressive. Between 1814 and 1817, as Miss 

Geddes, she sent nine pieces to the Royal Academy and eleven to the British Institution. 

Between 1818 and 1866, as Margaret Carpenter, she sent 147 paintings to the Royal 

Academy. Between 1819 and 1853 she sent fifty paintings to the British Institution, and 

between 1831 and 1836 she exhibited nineteen paintings at the Society of British Artists. 

Ibid. 

 
18 Carpenter‘s sister Harriet married the painter William Collins. Their son was 

the author Wilkie Collins (1824-1889). 
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Lawrence‘s successor.
19

 Oral tradition places her as a pupil of Lawrence, but no written 

record exists.
20

 Following her marriage in 1817 to William Hookham Carpenter (1792-

1866) a bookseller, engraver, and in 1845 the keeper of prints and drawings at the British 

Museum, she continued painting and was the higher wage earner. By 1837, her annual 

earnings had climbed to ₤1286.
21 

In addition to the 156 paintings she exhibited at the 

Royal Academy, Carpenter sent work to the Paris Salon of 1827 and the Exposition 

Universelles of 1855, as well as numerous exhibitions in England. In 1844 and in 1845, 

her name was submitted for membership in the Royal Academy.
22

 She bore eight 

children. Five survived infancy and three, William Jr., Percy, and Henrietta, went on to 

become recognized artists.  

Carpenter is still overlooked. Her professional status, the ease with which she 

entered the profession and established herself as a prominent artist, the fees she 

commanded, and the regular and steady recognition accorded to her work disrupt the 

narrative of the struggling or purely amateur woman painter. The fact that Carpenter 

achieved artistic and economic success in a field dominated by the most important male 

portraitists of the day, Sir Martin Archer Shee (1769-1850), Sir Thomas Lawrence, and 

                                                   
19 Following Sir Thomas Lawrence‘s death in 1830, Carpenter finished one of his 

portraits, Mrs. Branding (1832), and one of her portraits was attributed to Lawrence, 

Major-General John Fremantle, exhibited as The Portrait Surveyed (1980). See Ronald 

Parkinson, Catalogue of British Oil Paintings 1820-1860, Victoria and Albert Museum 

(London: HMSO, 1990), 23. See commentary on the painting Alexander Boyd (c.1845) 

by Margaret Sarah Carpenter, Victoria and Albert Museum bibliographic references, 

Online. http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O125555/oil-painting-alexander-boyd/ 

 
20 Smith, "Margaret Carpenter (1793-1872): A Salisbury Artist Restored," 31n15.  

 
21 Ibid.: 25. 
 
22 Ibid.: 27.    
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Sir William Beechey (1753-1839), speaks to her skill and says much about the 

willingness of English art purchasers to commission the professional woman painter. 

What critics wrote and what art purchasers did were, in fact, not the same. Her biography 

reveals hierarchical value judgments still in play about works of art by women. A life and 

body of work that should have led to recognition as a central figure in British art history 

and an example of the nineteenth-century English woman painter, seems instead to have 

led to marginalized status, if any, in modern histories of British art.   

Richard J. Smith, the only author to offer sustained information regarding 

Carpenter‘s life, notes,  

Almost every year throughout the period 1830 to 1860, there were 

complimentary reviews of Margaret‘s exhibited portraits in the artistic 

press. There were constant references to her technical prowess and the 

vigour of her execution; the integrity of form and colour; the natural, 

unaffected, true portrayals of female beauty; above all, the simplicity of 

her portraiture, and the fact that she did not need ‗extraneous aids‘ in her 

pictures. In no less than seven of the years between 1833 and 1849, her 

portraits, especially of women, were described as the best in the 

exhibition. But the highest praise went to her pictures of children, and over 

and over again the reviewers asked why she was not a member of the 

Royal Academy.
23

 

 

Carpenter‘s career peaked during the 1830s and 1840s, but despite a body of work that 

exceeded 1000 paintings, her work remains difficult to trace and thus has not been the 

subject of extended investigation. She has yet to be the subject of a full-length 

biography.
24

 The few reproductions of her art available in books and online suggest an 

artist of immense talent deftly navigating and expanding the expectations of her culture. 

                                                   
23 Ibid.: 26-7.  

 
24 Smith writes that he is working on Carpenter‘s biography.  
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Three pieces reveal the value of Carpenter‘s work, An Old Woman Spinning Silk (1816) 

(fig. 3.1), The Sisters (1839) (fig. 3.2), and The Love Letter (c.1840) (fig. 3.3). An Old 

Woman Spinning Silk is one of her earliest known works. A work of realism, the piece 

portrays an elderly woman at her spinning wheel whose face and hands reveal a lifetime 

of work. Her gaze wanders easily to the right while she continues spinning. Like David 

Wilkie‘s Portrait of a Gamekeeper (1810) (fig. 2.4), close proximity asks viewers to 

consider the reality of one woman‘s lifetime of work. The Victoria and Albert Museum 

identifies the two young women in The Sisters as Carpenter‘s daughters, Henrietta and 

Jane. This small painting appears to be a loving portrait, a display of the painter‘s skill, 

and a statement about womanly affection. An open window with an interior scene shows 

Carpenter‘s handling of natural light as well as the young women‘s connection to the 

natural world. Her brushwork moves from the precise detail of the interior chair to the 

suggestive indeterminacy of the open window and the wider world. Occupied by their 

devotions, the two women are not concerned with domestic duties. Color, light, and 

texture portray them calm, comfortable in one another‘s presence. The diminutive size of 

the painting and the simplicity of hair, dress, and furniture signify their middle-class 

status, but also suggest that the image was not painted for the male gaze. This is a 

painting by a woman for other women.  

Contrasts between The Sisters and The Love Letter suggest Carpenter‘s range. 

Unlike the serious, private tone of The Sisters, The Love Letter is a charming work in 

watercolor geared toward a popular audience. A vision of white blossoms, sunlight, and 

shade surrounds a lovely young girl holding a letter. Carpenter uses white in the trees, the 

dress, the flowers, and the sunlight to produce a vision of brightness, light, and   
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Fig. 3.1  Margaret Sarah Carpenter, An Old Woman Spinning Silk. 1816, oil on canvas,  

40 x 37 in. Victoria & Albert, London. 
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Fig. 3.2  Margaret Sarah Carpenter, The Sisters. 1839, Oil on panel, 12 x 14 in. Victoria 

& Albert, London. 
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Fig. 3.3  Margaret Sarah Carpenter, The Love Letter. 1840, watercolor, Private 

Collection. 
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innocence. The title of the painting is curious; the girl appears more stunned than pleased 

and does not register or acknowledge a beloved. No hint of a smile appears in her mouth 

or eyes. Furthermore, the girl is no more than a child, with hair worn long and no 

suggestion of a woman‘s figure.
25

 Carpenter‘s extensive body of work includes portraits 

of Byron‘s daughter Ada, Lady King, countess of Lovelace (1835-36), the painter 

Richard Bonington (1833), and over 100 commissions for ―leaving portraits‖ of boys 

from Eton College. The evidence of her work, admired for psychological and emotional 

qualities, demonstrates a professional‘s deliberate choices in determining composition 

and execution.  

Outnumbered and overshadowed by men who received comprehensive instruction 

in drawing and painting, women painters were nevertheless frequent exhibitors who 

earned critical praise. The Athenaeum‟s 1832 review of the Society of British Artists 

commended the quality of pictures on exhibition, drawing particular attention to women 

painters in the opening paragraph.   

It would be doing great injustice if we impute this ascent entirely to the 

male members of the Society; no one can look along the walls of the 

galleries without perceiving that to female hands they owe much that is 

natural in colour, and beautiful in conception – nor do we think that we go 

too far when we say that some of the fairest works in exhibition are from 

the easels of ladies.
26

  

 

In 1838, the newly formed Art Union (later the Art-Journal) reviewed the Royal 

Academy exhibition with the following comment,  

                                                   
25 Hadfield‘s condescending response to The Love Letter reveals that Carpenter‘s 

art has yet to receive critical attention from art historians beyond that of identification. 

John Hadfield, Every Picture Tells a Story (London: The Herbert Press Limited, 1985), 

45.    

 
26 "Fine Arts," Athenaeum, 24 March 1832, 195. 
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Now that women are maintaining their intellectual rank, and affording 

daily proofs that ‗the soul is of no sex,‘ the Academy might give a fine 

example to the nation and to the world – by distinguishing such a painter 

as Mrs. Carpenter and such a sculptor as Mary Francis from among the 

thousand competitors for fame.
27

 

 

This brief snapshot demonstrates that by the 1830s, the professional woman painter was 

not the anomaly fiction suggests. The British woman painter was not a suffering 

―Corinne.‖   

As constructed by Germaine de Staël‘s influential novel Corinne, or Italy (1807), 

the woman artist became a vital and liberating character for Romantic era women. A poet 

and a painter, Corinne is a financially independent woman whose talents are recognized 

and applauded. She loves and is loved by whom she chooses and is not forced to sell the 

creative work that fills her days. The allegorical novel of national identity drew on the 

story of Sappho and La Motte-Fouqué‘s Die Saalnixie (The Saal River Nymph).
28

 

However, Staël was a controversial figure who presented problems for British women 

writers who might align themselves too closely with either her or Corinne.
29

 As popular 

as the novel and the character of Corinne proved to be, with women, the novel‘s vision of 

the arts as the domain of women operates, ultimately, from a position of weakness – 

woman at the mercy of her emotions. Joseph Luzzi‘s essay ―Italy without Italians: 

                                                   
27 "The Royal Academy," Art Union June (1839): 86. 

 
28 John Isbell, ―Introduction,‖ in Corinne, or Italy, trans. and ed. Sylvia Raphael 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), vii.  

 
29 Due to de Staël‘s controversial reputation, the novel‘s unflattering portrayal of 

Lord Nelvil and British society, and its feminist ideas, Riess observes ―it was dangerous 

for a woman poet to write about Corinne.‖ Daniel Riess, "Laetitia Landon and the Dawn 

of English Post-Romanticism," Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 36, no. 4 (1996): 

816.  
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Literary Origins of a Romantic Myth‖ argues convincingly that the novel implies, ―If art 

is the last recourse of a nation stripped bare by its oppressors . . . then art is also the last 

refuge of a woman.‖
30

 Corinne‘s poetry is connected to her emotional vulnerability and 

her capacity to love. These qualities make her desirable, but they are also responsible for 

her demise. 

Corinne rejects her English heritage in favor of her Italian heritage, cementing the 

idea that a feminized Italy was the true home of the arts. Corinne personifies the 

emotional, feminine Italy, and Lord Nelvil personifies a rational, masculine England. A 

central argument of the text is that fame and love are incompatible goals for women such 

as Corinne, a position that leaves the woman writer at a loss. How could British women 

writers embrace the independent artistry of Corinne but maintain their cultural authority? 

By yoking the visual arts to Italy as ―feminine‖ and the poet and writer to England as 

―masculine,‖ women writers were able to utilize the freedom the figure of the artist 

offered, yet uphold clear lines of demarcation between the artist and the British woman 

writer. Through notions of difference and contrast, Italy became a framework for 

examining English culture.
31

 Isobel Armstrong finds nineteenth-century women poets‘ 

                                                   
30 Joseph Luzzi, "Italy without Italians: Literary Origins of a Romantic Myth," 

MLN 117, no. 1 Italian Issue (2002): 72. 

 
31

 Italy was a disjointed country, weak and oppressed under European rule, its 

various provinces held by a collection of more powerful nations: the Spanish Bourbons, 

the Austrian Hapsburgs, and France. Following Napoleon‘s defeat, the Congress of 

Vienna divided Italy again, with Austria holding the most territory. Italy was not unified 

until 1861, with the exceptions of Venetia and Rome. Part of Corinne‘s effect on Europe 

and England was that it ―provided a philosophy of ruins,‖ a constant comparison between 

the past and the present. See Timothy Webb, "'City of the Soul': English Romantic 

Travellers in Rome," in Imagining Rome: British Artists and Rome in the Nineteenth 

Century, ed. Michael Liversidge and Catherine Edwards (London: Merrell Holberton, 

1996), 31. 
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interest in non-English settings an ―attempt to discover ways of testing out the account of 

the feminine experience in western culture by going outside its prescriptions.‖
32

 Lacking 

a man‘s assumption of authority to speak and write, a weak, feminine Italy steeped in the 

past offered British women a modicum of authority from which they might assert, and 

maintain, the right to speak.  

Landon made no pretence of understanding England‘s Italy. Italy was, as the 

narrator of her novel Romance and Reality (1831) comments, constructed by writers, 

artists, and engravers: ―One great reason why we believe so devoutly in the beauty of 

Italy, is that we chiefly know it from plates.‖
33

 The idea of Italy created by nineteenth-

century British writers and painters and consumed through books and periodicals was a 

traveler‘s destination, an ideal of classical and Renaissance art relics, ideas that continue 

to this day.
34

 Even though, as Fraser and Bullen both point out, these images, 

assumptions, and assertions are not neutral, they continue to inform modern readings of 

nineteenth-century literature. 

By 1810, Felicia Hemans had learned four languages, published two volumes of 

poetry, Poems (1808) and England and Spain; or, Valour and Patriotism (1808), and was 

living with her family in Wales. In 1812, her father died, she published Domestic 

                                                   
32 Isobel Armstrong, Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics (London: 

Routledge, 1993), 325.  

 
33 Letitia Elizabeth Landon, Romance and Reality, ed. Cynthia Lawford, Vol. 2 of 

Silver Fork Novels, 1826-1841, 6 vols., ed. Harriet Devine Jump (London: Pickering and 

Chatto), 268.     

 
34 Hilary Fraser traces British interest in Italy and the nineteenth-century‘s 

acquisition of the Renaissance. She argues ―our inherited idea of Renaissance Italy is, 

ideologically, politically and culturally, quintessentially a nineteenth-century one.‖ Hilary 

Fraser, The Victorians and Renaissance Italy (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), 2.   
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Affections, and married Captain Alfred Hemans, whom she had met the year before. The 

birth of four boys followed in quick succession. Her first literary success came at the age 

of 23 with ―The Restoration of the Works of Art to Italy: A Poem‖ (1816). Biographers 

point to the fact that Hemans quickly came under financial pressure to sell her poetry. In 

1818, after Captain Hemans left for Italy, effectively abandoning his family, and 

following the birth of her fifth son, Hemans became the sole support for her large family.  

Hemans‘s early poems reveal an author positioning herself within established 

literary tradition. Writing about art and Italy in ―The Statue of the Dying Gladiator‖ 

(1812) and ―The Restoration of the Works of Art to Italy: A Poem,‖ helped establish her 

reputation as a poet of national ideas as opposed to domestic concerns. Stephen Behrendt 

notes that her early publication ―indicates a level of public social commitment that has 

often been overlooked in criticism that views Hemans reductively in terms of 

conservative moral and sociopolitical orthodoxy.‖
35

 Social commitment is evident in 

Hemans‘s expressions of English identity, she reveals solidarity between writer and artist; 

however, her poetry also demonstrates how writers appropriated the artist to establish 

aesthetic and cultural authority. Hemans‘s poems use established hierarchal distinctions 

between poetry and the visual arts, as well as differences of gender and value between 

classical Greek sculpture and Italian Renaissance painting, to establish her authority as a 

public voice. In addition, the emotional, uncontrolled aspects of the Italian woman artist 

served to contrast the British woman poet‘s rational authoritative control of language.  

In 1812, sculpture was a topic of interest. The Elgin Marbles were in England, Napoleon 

Bonaparte had plundered Italy and installed numerous masterpieces in the Louvre, and 

                                                   
35 Stephen C. Behrendt, British Women Poets and the Romantic Writing 
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poems about ancient sculptures were regular subjects for prize poems at Cambridge and 

Oxford. Art was a genuine source of interest and inspiration to Hemans. Her knowledge 

helped establish her poetic authority with ―The Statue of the Dying Gladiator,‖ a poem in 

which she employs subjects valued by the masculine poetic tradition: national events, 

war, and empire (fig. 3.4). The speaker admires the work‘s image of fortitude in the face 

of immanent death and sees heroic triumph in art that turns the death of a slave into a 

symbol that outlasts his oppressors, ―Unhurt by all the sacrilege of time‖ (46).
36

 The 

speaker critiques fighting and bloodshed as entertainment, and urges its use solely for a 

nation‘s defense: ―Oh! Had that arm, which grac‘d thy deathful show, / With many a 

daring feat and nervous blow, / Wav‘d the keen sword and rear‘d the patriot-shield, / 

Firm in thy cause, on Glory‘s laureate field‖ (21-24). Through her choice of subject, 

form, and theme of national pride, Hemans joins her voice to poetic tradition. 

 Hemans worked to improve her drawing, read the memoirs and Discourses of Sir 

Joshua Reynolds,
37

 and eventually wrote thirty-eight ekphrastic poems.
38

 Her poems  

  

 

 

 

                                                   
36 Felicia Hemans, Felicia Hemans: Selected Poems, Letters, Reception Materials, 

ed. Susan J. Wolfson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). Poetry citations are 

from this edition. 

 
37 Hemans to Matthew Nicholson, 17 July 1811 in Ibid., 476. 

 
38 Grant F. Scott, "The Fragile Image: Felicia Hemans and Romantic Ekphrasis," 

in Felicia Hemans: Reimagining Poetry in the Nineteenth Century, ed. Nanora Sweet and 

Julie Melnyk (Houndsmill: Palgrave, 2001), 36. 
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Fig. 3.4  Unknown, The Dying Gladiator. c. 220 - 230 BCE, marble. Vatican, Rome. 
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celebrate aspects of art and creativity, but she rarely presents either the painter or the 

work of art as English.
39

 Instead, her poems connect art production with Italy. Hemans‘s 

prudent caution is evident in the first edition of ―Restoration of the Works of Art to Italy: 

A Poem‖ (1816), which is signed ―By a Lady.‖ Following favorable reviews, the poem, 

written in heroic couplets, was expanded significantly for a second edition published later 

that same year. This version carried her name. 

The poem personifies Italy as a beautiful, fragile, but fallen woman unable to 

defend herself from the rapacious French. The poem‘s epigraph laments Italy‘s beauty as 

the source of her difficulties.
 40

    

Italia! Thou, by lavish Nature graced 

With Ill-starr‘d beauty, which to thee hath been 

A fatal dowry, whose effects are traced 

In the deep sorrows graven on thy mien; 

Oh! That more strength, or fewer charms were thine. 

  

Drawing on the chapter ―Corinne at the Capital‖ from Staël‘s novel, the speaker urges 

Italy to ―Seize with bold hands the harp, forgot so long, / And hail, with wonted pride, 

those works rever‘d, / Hallow‘d by time, by absence more endear‘d‖ (26-28). The 

speaker calls on the cities of Florence, Venice, and Rome to remember their past glories 

and recall the Greek Venus de‘ Medici, the Belvedere Torso, the Statue of Hercules and 

the Laocoön. The speaker also references Renaissance art and praises Italian painting for 

                                                   
39 Hemans‘s poem ―The Painter‘s Last Work,‖ based on Allan Cunningham‘s 

description of William Blake‘s death, shifts the speakers and the setting to an Italian 

cottage. See Felicia Hemans, "The Painter's Last Work," Blackwood's Edinburgh 

Magazine 31 (1832): 220-21.    

 
40 The poem‘s epigraph is in Italian. The English translation is by Hemans from 

her translation of ―Sonetto I‖ from ―All‘Italia‖ by Count Vincenzo da Filicaja in 

Translations (1818). See Hemans, Felicia Hemans: Selected Poems, Letters, Reception 

Materials, 31n1.  
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its capacity to portray the divine and inspire religious feelings. The poem articulates the 

idea that Art is Italy‘s identity, history, and its sole cultural destiny. In contrast, the poem 

revels in qualities that determine England‘s identity and cultural destiny, its military 

power and history of successful conquest.   

Heroic couplets situate the piece as a formal work of English poetry by evoking 

the form used by Alexander Pope (1688-1744). In addition, the original opening and 

closing sonnets plus two embedded sonnets suggest a deliberate flourish of her poetic 

skill. Hemans uses descriptions of ancient Greek, Roman, and Renaissance art to display 

her classical knowledge and employs allusions to contemporary commanders and battles 

to signal her understanding of current events. Form and subject align the poem with 

masculine poetic tradition but her signature, ―By a Lady,‖ signals her class and gender. 

Stephen Behrendt notes that while ―the poem participates in a larger conversation 

about art and society that considers within the context of nationhood in its broadest terms 

the relation of modern artists both to their contemporaries and to their predecessors,‖ 

these issues ―are as much political as they are aesthetic.‖
41

 And indeed it does, but not 

exactly as Behrendt argues, urging England to embrace the visual arts as ―part of a 

program of national achievement,‖
42

 or as Grant F. Scott describes, as an ―educative‖ or 

―empowering‖ call to modern artists.
43

 Two points set the poem at odds with the British 
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42 Ibid., 163. As early as 1806 British painters were asserting that art was a part of 

England‘s cultural heritage. See Martin Archer Shee, Rhymes on Art: Or, the 

Remonstrance of a Painter: In Two Parts, with Notes, and a Preface, Including Strictures 
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art world in 1816. First, the poem appears to praise Italy and its glorious history of art, 

but the poem values England‘s position in the world. England is the spirit of the age; 

Italy‘s role is over, and art cannot save it. Second, during a period of artistic 

experimentation and advances in English painting, the poem urges contemporary painters 

to emulate works of the ancient past. Young painters are urged to ―burn with emulative 

zeal, / Buoyant with loftier hopes, his soul shall rise, / Imbued at once with nobler 

energies; / O‘er life‘s dim scenes on rapid pinion soar, / And worlds of visionary grace 

explore‖ (206-10). Hemans‘s call to ―Young Genius‖ came at the moment English 

painters were turning their attention to realistic subjects not ―visionary grace.‖ It came at 

the moment David Wilkie was introducing the British art world to realism. As outlined in 

chapter 2, English painters during the teens and 1820s were using works of social 

commitment to create a stronger public role. Emulating the Italian Renaissance was not a 

popular option. Some English painters, including John Constable, declared that England 

was their subject and saw no reason to travel to Italy.
44

   

Comparing the two editions of the poems reveals how Hemans‘s second edition 

emphasizes the juxtaposition between England‘s military power and Italy‘s artistic but 

helpless condition. A sonnet from the original poem calls on Italy to reclaim its former 

power and glory:  

Souls of the lofty! Whose undying names,  

Rouse the young bosom still to noblest aims; 

Oh! With your images could fate restore,  

Your own high spirit to your sons once more;  

Patriots and Heroes! Could those flames return,  

                                                                                                                                                       

 
44 Nikolaus Pevsner, The Englishness of English Art (London: Architectural Press, 

1956), 147. Even Turner, who painted images of Italy quite often, had no interest in 

recreating the work of the past.  
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That bade your hearts with freedom‘s ardours burn;  

Then from the sacred ashes of the first,  

Might a new Rome in phoenix-grandeur burst! 

With one bright glance dispel th‘horizon‘s gloom, 

With one loud call wake Empire from the tomb;  

Bind round her brows her own triumphal crown,  

Lift her dread Aegis, with majestic frown,  

Unchain her Eagle‘s wing, and guide his flight,  

To bathe its plumage in the fount of Light. (295-308). 

  

This section urges Italy to arm and ―wake Empire from the tomb.‖ The revised edition 

promptly alters this call by continuing ―Vain dream! Degraded Rome! Thy noon is o‘er, / 

Once lost, thy spirit shall revive no more‖ (309-10). There will be no masculine, warrior 

Italy. Italy remains ―Revered in ruin, sovereign in decay!‖ (318) Art, for all its expressive 

and emotional pleasure is, ultimately, no defense or assurance of power. To have art as its 

identity relegates Italy to the status of an object, a spoil of war. The fact that art can be 

taken from a country and returned following battle by the superior military power 

genders art as well. In this masculine narrative, art becomes the passive woman. That 

England values great works of art is one aspect of the poem, but the primary idea is that 

England has the power to assert its will in the world and restore order and justice. 

England acquires and distributes great art; it does not create great art.  

In an 1820 review of ―The Sceptic,‖ a new poem by Hemans, the reviewer reflects 

on her earlier work and recognizes the qualities of ―Restoration,‖ praising it as a work 

that ―hailed with fine and deep enthusiasm the rescue of the immortal monuments of 

Italian art from the den of Gallic plunder.‖
45

 Nevertheless, despite feminizing Italy and 

emphasizing the emotional and the devotional aspects of art, Hemans aligned herself too 

closely with masculine subjects, forms, and traditions for the Quarterly Review. This 
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reviewer finds the poem ―decidedly inferior to all that follows it. We do not think the 

subject, indeed, very happily chosen, except for a very short and spirited sketch.‖ The 

reviewer concludes his assessment of the poem by observing with a sense of relief that 

Hemans‘s work will be ―harmless, and leave no sting behind.‖
 46

  

Representing Italy as weak and Italian art as feminine and helpless is a strategy 

Hemans uses in ―Properzia Rossi.‖ ―Properzia Rossi‖ is one poem from a larger work, 

Records of Women (1828), a series of poems devoted to the lives of historic and fictional 

women. Records indicts man‘s mistreatment of woman and celebrates woman‘s capacity 

to love and endure. The work grew out of Hemans‘s personal experiences. In an 1828 

letter to Mary Russell Mitford (1787-1855), Hemans wrote, ―I have put my heart and 

individual feelings into it more than any thing else I have written.‖
47

   

Grant F. Scott reads ―Properzia Rossi,‖ as a powerful reworking of the ekphrastic 

tradition of the Romantic male gaze and the silenced female art object.
48

 Michele 

Martinez reads a ―sister arts kinship between an English poetess and an Italian woman 

artist.‖
49

 These interpretations are satisfying approaches to the poem. They allow the 

reader to read the poem as a declaration of frustration, anger, and sorrow from the 

silenced woman artist‘s voice and enjoy the speaker‘s emotional pain, vivid through 

exclamation marks, broken lines, and disjointed thoughts. Yet Isobel Armstrong‘s 
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valuable warning about the accessibility of nineteenth-century women‘s poetry warrants 

repeating, ―[t]he simpler the surface of the poem, the more likely it is that a second and 

more difficult poem will exist beneath it.‖
50

 In this case, the poem‘s sources reveal that in 

order for Hemans to create her version of the Italian sculptor it was necessary to alter 

Vasari‘s narrative and weaken the assertiveness that was the hallmark of Properzia 

Rossi‘s art.  

Hemans‘s sources for the poem were Giorgio Vasari‘s history of Properzia Rossi 

and the painting Properzia de‟Rossi and her Last Bas-relief by Louis Ducis (1775-1847), 

part of a series shown between 1812 and 1814 at the Paris Salon.
51

 The series of paintings 

portrays women as allegories of poetry, music, painting, and sculpture, with Rossi 

representing sculpture. However, Hemans made significant alterations to Vasari‘s text 

and ignores the sculpture Rossi actually made. These alterations influence the meaning of 

the poem because rather than providing a ―record,‖ Hemans creates myth. Extreme 

emotions of suffering are located in the body of an Italian woman artist, not the British 

writer. Reading the poem as a biographical cry of Hemans‘s frustration, and critics do, 

still leaves the question of why she chose an Italian sculptor.
52

 I suggest this is myth at 

work, Barthes‘s idea of ―what-goes-without-saying,‖ which accepts silently the idea of 

the unruly in the sculptor or the painter.  
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Vasari‘s chapter on Properzia Rossi acknowledges the histories of famous 

women. In the past, women were heroic in battle and created great works of poetry and 

philosophy, but none, he writes, were so great as the women of his age. Vasari asserts ―in 

no other age, for certain, has it been possible to see this better than in our own, wherein 

women have won the highest fame not only in the study of letters . . . but also in every 

other faculty.‖
53

 Vasari‘s history is as much a narrative as Hemans‘s poem, but he depicts 

a different woman than Hemans.  

According to Vasari, Rossi was married at the time she became enamored of a 

young man. In order to ―quench the raging fire of her passion‖ she depicts ―the wife of 

Pharaoh‘s Chamberlain, who, burning with love for Joseph, and almost in despair after so 

much persuasion, finally strips his garment from him with a womanly grace that defies 

description. This work was esteemed by all to be most beautiful‖ (858). The relief work 

portrays a powerful woman in action, not the passive, abandoned Ariadne of Ducis‘s 

painting or Hemans‘s poem (fig. 3.5). Vasari‘s artist is a potential adulterer who controls 

her emotions and turns her desire into a commissioned work of art that will decorate the 

façade of a church. Upon completion of the work she felt ―a great satisfaction . . . 

thinking that with this illustration from the Old Testament she had partly quenched the 

raging fire of her own passion‖ (858). She does not die because of her love but continues 

working at a more subdued level as a sculptor and engraver. Vasari refers to her amour 

fou as a waste of talent rather than a grand passion, ―the poor love-stricken young woman 

came to succeed most perfectly in everything, save in her unhappy passion‖ (858). 
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Fig. 3.5  Properzia de‘ Rossi, Joseph and the Potipher‟s Wife. c. 1520, marble bas-relief, 

21 ½ x 23 ⅛ in. Museo di San Petronio, Bologna. 
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Rossi‘s death was mourned by the Pope and ―fellow-citizens, who regarded her during 

her lifetime as one of the greatest miracles produced by nature in our days‖ (858). 

Vasari‘s chapter does not end with Rossi. He also describes three women painters 

who flourished and were recognized in their lifetime: Sister Plautilla, Prioress in the 

Convent of St. Caterina da Siena in Florence (1523-1588), Madonna Lucrezia, the wife of 

Count Clemente Pietra,
54

 and Sofonisba Anguissola (c.1532-1625 ), sent for by King 

Phillip of Spain who ―caused her to be escorted in great honour to Spain, where he keeps 

her with a rich allowance about the person of the Queen, to the admiration of all that 

Court‖ (860). In creating her poem, Hemans had to ignore this history of successful 

Renaissance women artists and pass over Rossi‘s history and her art. Hemans also had to 

overlook the examples of British woman painters such as Carpenter, Sharples, and the 

noted English sculptor Anne Damer.
55

 English women artists did not provide the 

necessary distinctions of difference between Hemans and her subject, nor did they offer 

narratives of loss. Instead, Hemans, together with Ducis, silences a woman artist by 

turning her, and her sculpture, into figures of abandoned women, victims of emotion 

subservient to the male gaze. 

Unquestioned assumptions about the artist and Italy make the poem plausible. 

Italy, as constructed by English writers, is a region of hot temperatures and hot 
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temperaments, allowing for passionate grief erotic in its intensity. The Renaissance was 

also suspect for its decadence and sensuality. A woman sculptor was a mix of art form 

and gender that transgressed nineteenth-century ideas regarding women, art, and 

propriety.
 
These elements contribute to her failure in love and the verbal violence of her 

grief. In the poem, Rossi desires to pierce the beloved and bring him such pain that his 

cries will reach her even beyond death. 

To send the passion of its melody  

Thro‘ his pierc‘d bosom—on its tones to bear 

My life‘s deep feeling, as the southern air 

Wafts the faint myrtle‘s breath, --to rise, to swell,  

To sink away in accents of farewell,  

Winning but one, one gush of tears, whose flow 

Surely my parted spirit yet might know,  

If love be strong as death! (52-68) 

 

If we read ―Properzia Rossi‖ as a poem engaged in mythmaking, it supports Hemans‘s 

larger project of establishing herself as a national poet who reinforces gendered ideas of 

feminine and artistic identity. Myth allows readers to enjoy the emotional pain, gender 

transgressions, and pleasures of language enacted by the poem without fear that it might 

incite social or ideological rebellion. In myth, the outcome is known; this reassures 

readers that both poem and character will conform to familiar expectations. Rossi‘s 

emotions conform to notions of the feminine and empty the sculptor of the disruptive 

possibilities of Vasari‘s Properzia Rossi.  

When contrasted with ―The Grave of a Poetess,‖ also from Records of Women, 

the artist‘s myth at work in ―Properzia Rossi‖ is even more pronounced. Unlike the 

emotional display of the visual artist, ―The Grave of a Poetess‖ portrays female creativity 

with restraint and dignity. A simple, contained poem in ballad form with an ABAB 
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rhyme, ―Grave‖ is the only poem that addresses a contemporary English woman poet.
56

 

The woman poet is connected to Nature rather than works of artifice. The poem grants 

speaker and poet a sober dignity and sense of maturity and strength entirely absent from 

the emotionally distraught Rossi. Contemplating the poet‘s grave evokes in the speaker 

larger, higher ideas beyond the earthly or physical realm, ―a nobler thought/ O‘er my vain 

sadness came; / Th‘ immortal spirit woke, and wrought/ Within my thrilling frame.‖ The 

poet‘s thoughts, when given in ―A voice not loud, but deep!‖ were too profound for 

common human life. Unlike Rossi, the poet after death is now removed from thoughts of 

desire, since only ―vain love‖ is possible on earth. Instead, the poet has moved to 

hallowed ground where she will find ―joy.‖ The poet is no longer connected to the 

physical realm, for ―mortal ground‖ could not hold her thoughts, both ―tender‖ and 

―high.‖   

Gendering art and Italy was not the only way myth was useful to the woman 

writer. For Lady Sydney Morgan, née Owenson, art and Italy offered strategies to 

appropriate and rewrite history. The daughter of an actor, Sydney Owenson first worked 

as a governess before marrying the physician Sir Thomas Charles Morgan (1780-1843) in 

1812. Interested in politics, education, women‘s rights, and the rights of Ireland, Morgan 

became a celebrated and vilified writer. Her novels of historical fiction sought to educate 

English audiences about Irish culture and her first-hand assessments of post-war France 

and Italy championed Bonaparte and criticized the English government. The British 

conservative press attacked her and Italy banned her and her books from the country.    
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France (1817) was a post-war work co-written with her husband.
57

 The book 

sought to explain the character and the continued internal political struggles of the French 

following the Bourbon restoration (1814-1830). The book generated a storm of 

controversy. Morgan‘s Memoirs note, ―critics treated her opinions as synonymous with 

all that was irreligious, unwomanly and detestable.‖
58

 Undeterred, the couple traveled 

throughout Italy from May 1819 to May 1820 gathering material for another 

contemporary study, Italy (1821). Italy is a first-hand account of her travels, explicitly 

political in tone and subject. Donatella Badin describes it as a mixture of genres that 

served as a transition to later guidebooks, a ―literary outpouring . . . a personal diary or 

frivolous account of entertainments and encounters with people . . . . it is political 

reportage, a ‗country-paper‘ by a reporter ante-litteram, an ideological text and patriotic 

manifesto.‖
59

 However, Morgan‘s emotional and pointed critiques of English imperialism 

and Italy‘s subjection to foreign rule are framed and protected within the conventions of 

travel writing as a personal literary form.
60

 The book was both popular and thoroughly 

condemned.  

                                                   
57 Morgan received ₤1000 for France. See H. Colburn to Lady Morgan in Sydney 
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Lady Morgan‘s memoirs describe the book as ―still the best description of the 

state of Italy, moral and political, as it was at the period of the restoration of the 

Bourbons.‖
61

 In 1821, Byron (1788-1824) wrote admiringly of the work in a letter to 

John Samuel Murray (1778-1843) saying, ―Her work is fearless and excellent on the 

subject of Italy. Pray tell her so; and I know the country.‖
62

 During her sojourn in Italy, 

Morgan became interested in the painter Salvator Rosa (1615-1673). The resulting work, 

The Life and Times of Salvator Rosa (1824), was a departure from Morgan‘s earlier work 

as a novelist and travel-writer.
63

 These forms were acceptable literary outlets for women 

authors, but Rosa moves into history and biography. She does not select a politician, 

military hero, ancient ruler, or even a fellow writer; she selects a painter.   

By 1824, Morgan was an established, wealthy writer moving in artistic and 

literary circles, which helps account for her decision to commence a work of history. She 

wrote that her purpose for The Life and Times of Salvator Rosa was to reclaim the artist 

from slanders that diminished his art and dismissed him as a miscreant. Her preface states 

he was an interesting subject due to the ―peculiar character of the man, [rather] than the 

extraordinary merits of the artist.‖ She admired his paintings, but ―estimated still more 

highly the qualities of the Italian patriot‖ (iii). Morgan draws attention to her objectivity 

as a historian and to the original nature of her project.   

                                                                                                                                                       

Aesthetics, 1716-1818, 241. The personal nature of their work separates women writers 
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As I found, so I have represented him, and if (led by a natural sympathy to 

make common cause with all who suffer by misrepresentation) I have 

been the first (my only merit) to light a taper at the long neglected shrine, 

and to raise the veil of calumny from the splendid image of slandered 

genius, I trust it is still reserved for some compatriot hand to restore the 

memory of Salvator Rosa to all its ‗original brightness.‘‖ (vi-vii) 

 

However, ―natural sympathy‖ also allows her to open her focus from the life of the artist 

to political topics. In preparation for the project, Morgan expanded her already extensive 

readings on Italy and the Italian language to include works on Rosa and art history. She 

diligently researched Rosa‘s paintings throughout England and Europe.   

The life of an emotional, libertine Italian painter allowed Morgan to continue her 

recognized style, a narrative voice that was spirited, given to extremes, digressions, and 

anecdotes that her readers found attractive. Ostensibly, the book is a biography of a 

painter, but Morgan considers him more a man of letters than a painter, reproducing his 

poetry and referring to him as ―a scholar and a patriot‖ (258). Rosa‘s paintings are not her 

primary interest. She marginalizes his art in order to focus on his role as a national 

patriot, a role she links to Ireland and the political themes of her earlier works.
64

 

Appropriating Rosa as a writer increases his cultural status, and by association, hers as 

well. Configuring Rosa as a patriot raises him to a level of international importance. 

Thus, Morgan uses the biography of an Italian painter to produce a work of history about 

an Italian political rebel with critical connections to Ireland and England.   

Not surprisingly, Lady Morgan was attacked for addressing subject matter 

inappropriate for a woman. The Edinburgh Review was upset with Morgan because 

                                                   
64 Morgan‘s detailed narration of the 1647 uprising in Naples led by Masaniello 
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Ibid., 388-405. 
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―Lady Morgan will be found not to have written biography‖
65

 she does not write in ―a 

more ordinary style‖ but ―insist[s] continually on playing the diplomatist in petticoats, 

and strutting the little Gibbon of her age!‖
66

 The gendered nature of the attack is familiar, 

but the reviewer‘s attitude toward painters is revealing. The thirty-three page review 

begins, ―We are not among the devoted admirers of Lady Morgan. She is a clever and 

lively writer—but not very judicious, and not very natural.‖
67

 The reviewer is William 

Hazlitt who, as noted in chapter 2, was a painter and had much to say about the admirable 

qualities of painters. He now finds little to enjoy in contemplating the life of this, or any, 

celebrated painter. 

The great secret of our curiosity respecting the lives of painters is, that they seem 

to be a different race of being, and to speak a different language from ourselves. . 

. . We have a stronger desire to see the autographs of artists than of authors or 

emperors; for we somehow cannot imagine in what manner they would form their 

tottering letters, or sign their untaught name. We in fact exercise a sort of mental 

superiority and imaginary patronage over them. . . . This is as it should be, and 

flatters our self-love. . . . We may peep and pry into the ordinary life of painters, 

but it will not do to strip them stark naked. A speaking portrait of them—an 

anecdote or two—an expressive saying dropped by chance—an incident marking 

the bent of their genius, or its fate, are delicious; but here we should draw the 

curtain, or we shall profane this sort of image-worship.
68

  

 

Hazlitt asserts that it is not necessary to know who the painter is or how, or why, he 

creates his work. Painters, so different, so uncivilized, unable even to sign their names, 

are not topics of interest. Hazlitt employs the myth that the uneducated lower-class 
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painter is irrelevant in order to ignore Rosa‘s political and literary contributions and 

discredit Morgan‘s work of history and biography.  

In contrast to writers such as Hemans and Morgan who subordinate the visual 

artist in order to shore up their position as poet and historian, Letitia Elizabeth Landon 

reveals the myth of the painter as a construct perpetuated by writers and emphasizes the 

danger myth poses to women.  

Landon‘s biography at times consumes her poetry. Supporting her family 

following her father‘s insolvency and subsequent death in 1824, Landon rose from 

anonymous young poetess to popular poet and reviewer. In the 1820s, her work boosted 

sales of the Literary Gazette. A novelist, and editor of  Fisher‟s Drawing-Room 

Scrapbook, Landon enjoyed the company of London‘s vibrant artistic and literary circles, 

but as an unmarried woman, her name became linked, truthfully as it turns out, to 

William Jerdan (1782-1869) the editor of the Literary Gazette, and by rumor to writer 

and poet William Maginn (1794-1842), painter Daniel Maclise (bap. 1806-1870), and 

Edward Bulwer-Lytton. Scandals and rumors surrounded her during her life, and her 

mysterious death continues to excite speculation. Landon is a subject of recovery and 

reassessment by scholars such as Glennis Stephenson and Cynthia Lawford who 

recognize the ways her work employs irony and foregrounds the artificiality of art.  

Landon‘s contemporaries observed a double nature in her personality. The writer 

William Howitt (1792-1879) commented, ―you had the feeling she was playing an 

assumed part.‖
69

 Modern critics notice the doubled meanings and ironies that abound in 
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her work and observe the difficulties these layers present to readers. A particular 

challenge arises from self-reflexivity, for ―[a]rt that is about art, or poetry that makes its 

own artifice into a theme, will not gratify the expectations of . . . readers unless they 

mistake its second-order ironies for more innocent pretense of true (personal) feeling.‖
70

 

However, the question of ―true‖ feeling or emotion in poetry was an idea Landon used for 

her own purposes. As Jill Rappoport argues, ―L.E.L. does not deal in beauty, love, or self, 

but in power.‖
71

  

The absence of Landon‘s painter poems from modern anthologies and critical 

assessments suggests that these poems have been undervalued because they are not read 

in connection to the art world of the 1820s and 1830s. Felicia Hemans used classical 

sculpture to align her work with an established masculine poetic tradition, but L.E.L. 

turned her attention to modern paintings and works by new artists. As a result, her poems 

were considered trifles, or hackwork.
72

 Writing about classical art was noteworthy, but 

writing about modern artists or contributing to popular forms of literary entertainment 

was an inversion of poetic authority. In the annuals, it was ―eminent poets who had to 

write for the plates, and not the painters who illustrated the poems.‖
73

 According to 
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Stephenson, ―Landon soon seems to have learned that [in the annuals] she could be far 

more overt in her flouting convention . . . than she ever could be in the poems published 

in her own collections.‖
74

 I would extend Stephenson‘s argument and say that writing 

about painting allowed Landon to undermine myth and flout convention.  

Landon‘s poems about art and artists include the series of twelve poems in 

―Poetical Sketches of Modern Pictures,‖ as well as ―The Painter,‖ and ―The Painter‘s 

Love.‖
75

 Her poems about paintings, together with the novel Romance and Reality, 

demonstrate Landon‘s attention to representation, illusion, and the business of 

imagination. Unlike Hemans and Morgan who ascribe certainty to aspects of the artist‘s 

myth to establish their authorial voices, Landon‘s poetry draws on myths of Italy, the 

artist, and unhappy love so popular with audiences and simultaneously draws attention to 

their illusory nature.  

To modern audiences, the poems in ―Poetical Sketches of Modern Pictures‖ may 

appear empty or ungrounded separated from the images they reflect. They do not evoke 

the instant recognition of works such as The Dying Gladiator or Raphael‘s 

Transfiguration. However, when read in connection to their accompanying works of art, 

they reveal Landon‘s critique of myth. Two examples demonstrate that Landon‘s series is 

much more than a lighthearted walk through an art gallery: ―Portrait of a Lady,‖ based on 
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a portrait by Sir Thomas Lawrence (fig. 3.6) and ―The Combat,‖ based on The Combat: 

Woman Pleading for the Vanquished (1825) by William Etty (fig.3.7).
76

   

―Portrait of a Lady,‖ the first poem in the series, employs the traditional conceit of the 

love poem by cataloging the lady‘s parts, ―And thy lip is like the rose, / Closing round the 

bee‘s repose; / And thine eye is like a star,/ but blue as the sapphires‘ are‖ (3-6). 

Lawrence‘s unnamed Lady embodies wealth and power through her rich dress, costly 

jewels, and overt sexuality. She is no simpering girlish beauty but a magnificent, proud 

woman who casually wears ―pearl and gem/ as thou hadst forgotten them‖ (17-18). 

However, the illusion of woman‘s power is the poem‘s theme, not praise for her beauty. 

Her value is her display, as both painting and poem make clear. Lawrence averts the 

Lady‘s glance to allow viewers to enjoy her as an image of wealth: rich jewels spread 

across an attractive woman‘s expanse of skin and barely concealed breasts. In response, 

Landon casts doubt on the woman‘s appearance of power by asking ―Who is there could  

look on thee / and doubt thy nobility? (11-12)‖ Clearly, doubt is possible. She ends the 

poem ―One whom nature only meant / To be queen of the tournament, -- / Courtly fete, 

and lighted hall, -- / Grace and ornament of all!‖ (25-28) The lower case n in nature 

suggest that the Lady is meant to preside only as an ―ornament‖ in a social world, a 

masculine world that limits women to token forms of power. 

 There are differences between how Landon and Hemans use paintings and statues 

to assert poetic authority. Hemans used the classical work The Dying Gladiator to evoke 

heroism in the face of defeat and uphold idealized visions of military power. Landon used    

                                                   
76 Lawrence exhibited numerous portraits each year, but the majority of his 

subjects are named. This is one of the few unnamed images. I base my identification of 

the painting on comparisons between Lawrence‘s portraits and Landon‘s description of 

the Lady, her pearls and gems, and her countenance.  
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Fig 3.6 Sir Thomas Lawrence, Unknown Sitter. c. 1800, oil on canvas, 29 ⅞ x 24 ¾ in. 

The Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham. 
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Fig. 3.7  William Etty, The Combat: Women Pleading for the Vanquished. 1825, oil on 

canvas, 119 ¾ x 157 in. National Galleries of Scotland.    
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a painting by the contemporary, and controversial, William Etty to question these same 

ideals. Etty was a challenge for nineteenth-century art critics. His vivid, sensual female 

nudes were upsetting, but critics could not deny his skill or his astonishing use of color. A 

huge painting, modern art historians view The Combat as an expression of the value of 

mercy, but in Landon‘s poem, it becomes the prelude to butchery. The violence in the 

poem is unlike ―typical‖ L.E.L. poems that evoke female longing, such as ―Juliet after the 

Masquerade‖ after Thompson, or ―Enchanted Island,‖ after Danby. ―The Combat‖ takes 

Etty‘s powerful idealized figures into a real world of flesh and blood: ―the warm tide / 

Burst in red gushes from his side, / And hung the drops on brow and cheek, / And his 

gasp‘d breath came thick and weak‖ (25-28). The poem evokes the timelessness of battle 

and the myth that either honor or mercy can exist in the midst of violence, ―He strikes, - 

the work of death is done!‖ (52). Landon turns the painting‘s idealized representation into 

a personal experience, exposing how painting turns violence into an erotic performance 

with a woman‘s, literally, naked pain as the central image.   

Glennis Stephenson observes, ―use of the dramatic monologue does not appear to 

be ‗a protection against self-exposure and the exposure of feminine subjectivity.‘ Rather, 

the adoption of a mask ‗appears to involve a displacement of feminine subjectivity, 

almost a travestying of femininity, in order that it can be made an object of 

investigation.‘‖
77

 Irony and travesty surface in the poems ―The Painter‖ and ―The 

Painter‘s Love.‖ ―The Painter‖ tells the story of young Guido, sent to a religious order 

due to his listless, melancholy, pale ways where a famous painter discovers and 

encourages his talents. The poem is set in the Italian Renaissance. A young woman 
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wasting away from unrequited love dies after Guido‘s initial sketch, but he continues 

with the commission, eventually falling in love with the image. Consumed by love, he 

dies kissing the finished work. Underneath the solemnity of blank verse, the overload of 

melancholy parodies subject and readers who find pleasure in the pale cheek of a painter 

whose genius ―was sorrow‖ (81) and whose talent was the ability to portray ―melancholy 

beauty‖ (79). Readers who enjoy the sensual yet fatal erotic joining of painter and model, 

or lines such as ―what has love e‘er been/ but misery to a woman (93-94)‖ are taken in by 

empty myth and empty poetry. Similarly, in ―The Painter‘s Love,‖ Landon combines 

myths like puzzle pieces. She combines the myth of emotional young Italian women with 

the myth of libertine painters to provide readers with thrills of erotic desire. ―I only felt 

his burning sighs, / I only looked within his eyes, / I saw no dooming star above, / There 

is such happiness in love! (82-85). Landon‘s speaker heedlessly runs off with a painter 

who promptly abandons her in a cold northern country. The form of the dramatic 

monologue, in swift moving tetrameter couplets, creates a miniature Corinne, but without 

the intellectual framework or political commentary. Landon knew what would sell.     

Landon‘s skepticism about myth and her distaste for illusion appear in her aptly 

titled novel Romance and Reality. In contrast to the previous authors considered so far in 

this project, Landon dismisses myths that describe the painter as saintly innocent or 

rapacious seducer, or that portray painting as a threat to emotional control and rational 

thought. Significantly, she addresses the powerful myth that creating art is incompatible 

with financial gain. 

As the primary reviewer for the Literary Gazette, Landon witnessed the growing 

significance of the novel as a literary form. Cynthia Lawford notes that it was not long 
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before Landon moved away from weeping lovers to ―step down from idealism and 

sentimentality . . . to muddy her skirts brazenly in opinion-laden prose.‖
78

 After her debut 

as a novelist, Landon promptly wrote an article emphasizing the form‘s literary value and 

cultural importance.
79

 Her silver fork novel contrasts the formulas of a genre known for 

its vicarious enjoyment of the privileged and elegant world of the aristocracy. Landon 

comments cynically on the values of England‘s upper class and, as Lawford notes, she 

offers ―no decent escape to an amusing and somewhat ridiculous aristocratic heaven.‖
80

 

Years before Thackeray‘s Vanity Fair (1847-48), Landon provides neither hero nor 

heroine. Her ingénue, Emily Arundel, dies unloved and unmarried at the age of twenty-

one.   

The novel contains numerous references to contemporary art and artists. 

Characters admire paintings that suggest genuine emotions and praise artists like Daniel 

Maclise who depict their subjects realistically. Landon includes a footnote begging her 

readers to excuse her ―attention‖ to contemporary art, ―I have here taken what, I trust, 

will not exceed an author‘s allowed, poetical license. . . . My excuse is, that I could think 

of something to say about the moderns; while I had nothing to remark touching the 

ancients.‖
81

 Landon‘s concentration on contemporary English painters is telling, for if the 
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novel is a representation of modern London life, then painters and painting are integral 

components of that world.  

The novel‘s close attention to painting dispels myth with sharp criticism. 

Morland, the alleged expert on painting, tells a charming story about how Benjamin 

West‘s early talent came into conflict with his membership in the Society of Friends. The 

Friends make an exception for this talented painter and give him ―their blessing and 

sanction.‖ 

―‘What a beautiful story!‘ exclaimed Emily. 

‗It has only one fault,‘ answered Mr. Morland, ‗that, like many other beautiful 

stories, it is not true.‘‖ (260) 

 

The tacit implication of the exchange is that stories about artists, whether by Vasari or 

others of his ilk, are not to be trusted.  

Interspersed among Landon‘s social satire are astute observations concerning the 

real work of painters and writers, genuine art criticism, and thoughtful commentary on 

the realities of creativity. At one moment the handsome Edward Lorraine exclaims,   

How strange and how strong is the feeling which urges on the painter or 

the author! We, who are neither, ought to marvel less at the works 

produced than at the efforts made. . . . Alas! we talk of their vanity; we 

forget that, in doling forth the careless commendation, or as careless sneer, 

we are bestowing but the passing thought of a moment to that which has 

been the work of an existence. Truly genius, like virtue, ought to be its 

own reward; but it cannot. (259) 

  

Landon promptly undercuts this fine understanding of the artist‘s dilemma with a 

philosophy that justifies neglect of the artist. Morland argues that the best way to help an 

artist is to make his life as difficult as possible.  

[E]arly encouragement is bad for any of the imaginative pursuits. No—

place difficulties before them; let the impediments be many in number. If 

the true spirit be in the possessor, he will overcome them all. Genius is the 

Hannibal of the mind. . . . The imagination is to work with its own 
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resources; the more it is thrown on them, the better . . . . [otherwise, it is] 

opening a road to inferior artists and common-place poets. (259-60) 

 

Ultimately, the novel advises its readers to leave imagination in the hands of professional 

artists. Artists may attend to imagination, it is their business, how they make money; 

therefore, for them, it connects to reality. Imagination does not put them at risk or place 

them in danger of believing illusions. The narrator states,  

I do not think imagination an indulgence at all to be permitted in our 

present state of society: very well for poets and painters—it is their 

business, the thing of all others not to be neglected; but in the common 

construction of characters and circumstances it is an illusion quite at 

variance with the realities on which we are to act, and among which we 

are to live. (215-16) 

  

Emily is an example of the dangers of imagination and illusion. Emily‘s life is portrayed 

as a waste and a failure because she is unable to discern between reality and romance. 

The man she thinks she loves does not marry her, the English beauty; instead, he marries 

the passionate dark-eyed Spanish girl and goes on to a happy marriage and a successful 

career in politics. Emily is remembered by a small memorial in the village church that 

bears the inscription ―Emily Arundel, The Last Survivor Of Her Family, Aged 21,‖ and a 

single portrait ―which bears not the name, and claims no affinity‖ with the spectacular 

pictures that surround it in Lady Mandeville‘s castle (449).   

As we see from this chapter, all three women used painting and the artist to 

navigate expectations or restrictions facing the woman writer. Writing about art and 

aesthetics was without doubt attractive to women writers, but how they went about it has 

not been fully considered. Critics have framed this discussion in terms of how art 

increased the writer‘s ability to express intangibles, thus the painter serves as a figure for 

the author. What I suggest is that along with this view, but not instead of, we also 
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consider the practical aspects of myth, particularly for women authors. Similar to their 

male colleagues, some women writers, like Hemans and Morgan, preferred their painters 

Italian, feminized, and shrouded in myth. Few, like Landon, drew attention to 

contemporary art and artists. However, absent from the work of both men and women 

writers are the realities of English women painters, such as Margaret Carpenter.  

Studying the Romantic era used to mean reading Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, 

Byron, Shelley, and Keats. Now there is a long list of men and women writers. Art 

history has also expanded its scope to include a wider range of painters than Lawrence, 

Fuseli, Turner, and Constable. Thus, the figure of the Romantic artist is becoming more 

complex. Artist is itself not a stable term. The term does not apply uniformly to writer, 

painter, or poet; instead, these terms carry nuanced meanings connoting class, gender, 

artistic hierarchy, and myth. At certain times, they functioned in unison, at others, in 

opposition. The challenge of myth and representation in texts by British women writers is 

that although women writers and women painters shared bonds of friendship and worked 

together to effect important changes in women‘s rights, this camaraderie did not 

necessarily carry over into their texts. Realist author and Victorian sage George Eliot 

(1819-1880) did not write the experience of her dear friend and companion, the happily 

married feminist and successful painter Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon (1827-1891). For 

these reasons, a more complete picture of the age, its authors and its texts, begins to 

emerge when we consider painting in conjunction with literature. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THIRD-RATE PAINTERS AND FIRST-RATE WRITERS: 

 THACKERAY AND REALISM  

 

William Makepeace Thackeray (1811-1863) drew clear distinctions between the 

writer and the painter. Writers were hardworking, respectable, socially aware, and a 

benefit to society. Painters were disreputable men or harmless eccentrics; either way, they 

were disconnected from social, economic, and political issues. He (and for Thackeray the 

painter was always ―he‖) was subject to personal whims and the shifting taste of the 

public. Thackeray was quite versant in classical and modern art. He lived in Paris 

between 1833 and 1835 as an art student, and wrote art reviews for Fraser‟s Magazine 

beginning in 1838. However, Thackeray valued idealized, sentimental, ―pretty third-rate 

pictures,‖ even though the landscape of British art was changing.
1
 Thackeray admired art 

that would console viewers and confirm dominant ideas, not agitate viewers or disrupt 

conventions of art. In contrast to his realist texts that engaged issues of contemporary life 

and explored the limits of reliability and interpretation, Thackeray‘s art reviews and his 

novel The Newcomes (1853-55) reinforce received boundaries of class and gender 

between the writer and the painter. These borders serve to distinguish between the 

writer‘s intellectual cultural authority and superior social position, and the painter‘s 

inferior cultural authority, which stems from his lower, and feminized, social position.  

Placing Thackeray‘s art reviews in the context of British art illuminates 

underlying cultural references between nineteenth-century writers and their audiences. 

                                                   
1
 William Makepeace Thackeray, "On the French School of Painting," Fraser's 

Magazine 20 (1839): 688. 
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Patricia Ingham writes that the Industrial Revolution changed the language of social 

structure in England. Rank was displaced by class, and ―hierarchical significance g[a]ve 

way to an evaluative one.‖
2
 Due to the volatile state of class relations in the 1830s and 

1840s, the language of political economy became the dominant discourse for writing and 

thinking about society.
3
 The social changes of the 1830 and 1840s, outlined earlier in the 

introduction and chapter 1, had repercussions for the arts. Competition increased, for as 

Ingham observes, ―[a] class-based society was visibly competitive.‖
4
 Traditional artistic 

hierarchies were challenged, usurped, or renegotiated as the culture changed. History 

painting and poetry lost some of their preeminence, the novel became the dominant 

literary form, and painters moved from the artisan class into the middle class.
5
 And, like 

most changes in society, they met with resistance. 

Juliet McMaster observes, ―[n]o novelist makes a man‘s income seem more 

significant than Thackeray.‖
6
 And no novelist paid more attention to art and painters than 

Thackeray. Determining who stood where in relation to whom and how hierarchy was 

performed were engrossing activities for Thackeray. His texts may critique the operations 
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of society, but he does not advocate rebellion or even significant institutional change. 

Thackeray‘s texts adopt the language of political economy to characterize the painter as 

an Other. Ingham observes that rhetoric is used to ―characterize the working classes . . . 

in terms that justify treating them materially and politically in ways that are different 

from the treatment of [the] middle and upper classes.‖
7
 Thackeray employs rhetoric in a 

similar manner, including feminizing the painter. Thackeray‘s work differs from Edward 

Bulwer Lytton‘s and Mary Shelley‘s heavy-handed representations of the painter. The 

reason for this change may be that by the end of the thirties and into the early forties, 

painters had made too many inroads to write them as ingrates or demons. Instead, 

Thackeray‘s texts invoke the voice of paternalism, a strategy to maintain the writer‘s 

authority by urging what Ingham calls an ―acceptance of the existing social structures as 

necessary.‖
 8

 According to Thackeray, painting has its purposes, but challenging society 

is not one of them.  

As a young man, Thackeray had a gentleman‘s education from Charterhouse 

School and Trinity College, Cambridge, and a legacy of about £17,000 at his disposal. 

These funds offered him the means to pursue his interest in art and study painting in 

France. This fortune was soon lost, due to his investment in the journal National 

Standard, bank failures in India, and gambling debts, and Thackeray was required to 

work for a living. Back in England, and writing anonymously at first, Thackeray 

proceeded to establish himself as a literary man, a gentleman who did not engage in 

trade. In her study of nineteenth-century ideologies of gender, Uneven Developments, 
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Mary Poovey points out that although the nineteenth-century writer could align himself 

with a tradition of ―leisured men of letters,‖ he was also connected to eighteenth-century 

―hacks who sold ideas by the word and fought off competitors for every scrap of work.‖
9
 

Peter Shillingsburg outlines Thackeray‘s progression from literary hack, to successful 

novelist and professional man of letters. Shillingsburg describes Thackeray‘s pragmatic 

approach to writing, as well as his frustrations, and draws his title from Thackeray‘s 

portrayal of himself as Pegasus in harness.
10

  

In addition to questions of class were questions of gender. As chapter 3 

demonstrates, by the 1830s, women were prominent poets, novelists, essayists, and 

reviewers. The increasing number of women writers entering the market and finding 

audiences for their work forced nineteenth-century men to contend with the ―perception 

that literature was a profession open to women.‖
11

 Not only was the status of the male 

writer in jeopardy but according to Poovey ―the middle-class male hero‖ was also 

―imperiled.‖
12

 As a result, men sought to confine the scope of acceptable subjects for 

women writers and marginalize their work in order to protect their position of authority. 

As painters increased their public voice, writers adopted this strategy for painters as well. 

Neither attempt was successful, but the sense of urgency underneath the doctrine of 
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separate spheres and the widespread use of myth in representations of the painter reveals 

that these borders were considered important and worth defending, even though they 

were inherently unstable.      

Gordon N. Ray describes Thackeray‘s various noms de plume as deliberate 

attempts to mask his identity.
13

 The persona of Michael Angelo Titmarsh appeared in 

1838 when Fraser‟s Magazine commissioned Thackeray to review the Royal Academy 

exhibition. Thackeray‘s humorous review pokes fun at the long list of painters who have 

received knighthoods. From a discussion of William Etty‘s A Prodigal Son (1838), the 

review devolves into a story, a dialogue, a feast menu, and ends as a newspaper article 

recounting the fact that a draft of the review had been found at midnight in a gutter after 

its author had been removed for drunkeness.
14

 According to Ray, M.A. Titmarsh 

―gradually came more and more to resemble Thackeray himself, until by the middle 

1840s he was practically Thackeray‘s alter ego.‖
15

 His voice ―operated on the bold 

assumption that his readers were alert, intelligent, and literate; he claimed the right to be 

subtle, extravagant, or allusive as he saw fit.‖
16

 Using the form of a personal letter, the 

voice of Titmarsh creates a sense of conspiratorial agreement between writer and reader 

through direct address. In articles and novels, Thackeray used his narrative voice to 

create a sense of community with his reader and reinforce common assumptions.  
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Thackeray‘s 1839 essay ―On the French School of Painting: with Appropriate 

Anecdotes, Illustrations, and Philosophical Disquisitions‖  under the name M.A. Titmarsh, 

uses these techniques to assert the ―incontestable‖ fact that English painting is not equal 

to that of the French.
17

 Initially Thackeray praises the French artist, but he undercuts his 

praise by pointing out French disregard for rules governing class and conduct. Even 

though the French artist is actually a tradesman, he is paid well in France because he 

holds ―a rank in society rather above his merits than below them, being caressed by hosts 

and hostesses in places where titles are laughed at, and a baron is thought of no more 

account than a banker‘s clerk.‖
18

 Written six years after the passage of the First Reform 

Bill (1832) and in the midst of Chartist agitation (1838-39), Thackeray‘s comments 

harness prevailing English anxieties about changes in social class by alluding to popular 

suspicions about France and class rebellion.   

Thackeray‘s article on French art constructs the painter as Other, a connection he 

would establish concretely with the term bohemian in Vanity Fair (1847).
19

 French 

painters exist in a perpetual student-hood of youthful high spirits, and bizarre, even exotic 

fashions. Their evenings are spent in the theater or ―seducing little milliner[s].‖
20

 In 

France, ―[t]he life of the young artist here is the easiest, merriest, dirtiest existence 

possible . . . he arrives at his atelier at a tolerably early hour, and labours among a score 
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of companions as merry and poor as himself.‖
21

 Thackeray glamorizes and eroticizes the 

life of painters while simultaneously representing their actions as strange, their mode of 

dress, beards, and hair as suspect, and their morals inappropriate. The painter‘s 

appearance and behavior set him outside the bounds of middle-class social and economic 

expectations. Thackeray‘s humorous account of French painters and French art glosses 

over the hard-earned reality of a painter‘s life and dismisses works by Eugene Delacroix 

(1798-1863), Paul Delaroche (1797-1856), Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825), and Anne-

Louis Girodet (1767-1824), although they are painters he holds superior to English 

artists.  

Titmarsh‘s discussion of French art concerns class and national identity, 

specifically an idealized masculine British identity. Thackeray draws clear distinctions 

between the painter, a mere student and tradesman, and the writer, a gentleman. 

Thackeray‘s light-hearted persona also reiterates differences between the painter and the 

shared community of narrator and reader. These distinctions are apparent, although 

framed slightly differently, when he considers works from the Italian Renaissance, which 

he addresses in reverential terms. Appropriate to the past, they are too profound for the 

modern age.   

I would not like to be left in a room alone with ―The Moses.‖ How did the 

artist live amongst them, and create them? How did he suffer the painful 

labour of invention? . . . . One cannot imagine him, with our small 

physical endowments and weaknesses, a man like ourselves.
22
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Here again, the artist is not ―like ourselves,‖ ourselves being the writer and his audience 

who share a sense of affinity. ―We‖ have no need to engage with these challenging works 

from another country, another religion, another time. They are impressive, but 

irrelevant.
23

 

Thackeray portrays English art as inferior and the artist as a poor student, but the 

reality of the English art world reveals a more vibrant, complex picture. Middle-class 

audiences saw art appreciation and acquisition as a marker of their economic and social 

mobility and they enjoyed scenes of contemporary life. These factors allowed painters to 

address current social issues and enter the public sphere in more meaningful and more 

lucrative ways. Richard Redgrave, R.A. (1804-1888) brought social issues into the sphere 

of high art. Redgrave is recognized primarily for his works of social realism, even though 

he worked in a wide range of styles. Redgrave joined the staff of the Government School 

of Design in 1847, became Superintendent for Art in 1852, and was appointed Surveyor 

of the Queen‘s Pictures in 1857 and Director of the School of Design in 1874. In 

addition, he was active in the development of the South Kensington Museum, now the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, which opened in 1857. Luke Herrman notes that Redgrave 

and Henry Cole (1808-1882) ―were essentially the controllers of art education in 

Britain.‖
24

 In 1866, with his brother Samuel, Redgrave wrote one of the most 
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comprehensive and ―invaluable‖
 25

 books of British art history, A Century of British 

Painters.
26

 Redgrave was not the first painter to introduce contemporary social themes 

into high art, but modern art historians now recognize him as the most influential artist in 

this genre.
27

 Redgrave‘s work paved the way for late-century social realists, Luke Fildes 

(1843-1927), Frank Holl (1845-1888), and Hubert von Herkomer (1849-1914). His work 

transformed received ideas about who the painter was and what the scope of painting 

could be.  

Richard and Samuel Redgrave‘s A Century of British Painters rejects the myth of 

the painter and embraces the lived experiences of English artists. Art was a commercial 

enterprise.  

[H]e who begins his career by dreaming of Raphael or Titian, but who is 

never able to approach these great examples, need not despair and starve. 

He has a lower and useful sphere open to him. He may find profitable 

employment as a portrait painter, though in the second rank, or as a 

copyist or a teacher; as a draughtsman and designer, his attainment may be 

of infinite value in connecting art with manufacture, the alliance between 
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which is as close as between art and science, and as essential in perfecting 

the works of our artists.
28

  

 

A hierarchy of prestige and value existed in the world of painting, but art offered a range 

of opportunities to the trained artist. Then as now, negotiating the work of art as a 

commodity remained the central challenge facing the professional artist. Whether 

cultivating a patron or several collectors, mounting an individual show, or participating in 

major exhibitions, the painter was involved with the economic activity of nineteenth-

century England.   

Redgrave‘s birth and education contrasts the picturesque life Thackeray ascribes 

to young painters. Instead, his biography illustrates the struggles of the Victorian middle 

class and the mobility a career in painting offered. Redgrave grew up in London, in the 

rough section of Pimlico, and learned the trades necessary to run his father‘s wire fence 

manufacturing business.
29

 He was educated at home and in evening classes while 

working in his father‘s office as bookkeeper and collections agent. His brother and half-

brothers became civil servants, and two of his sisters became governesses. Redgrave‘s 

discipline and focus are apparent in his long career as painter, art educator, art historian, 

and in his choice of a wife. Biographer Elizabeth Boynthorn comments that Rose 

Margaret Redgrave (neé Bacon, 1811-1899) was a woman who came ―from a family of 
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creative, hard-working and certainly strong-minded women.‖
30

 Theirs appears to have 

been a long and successful marriage.    

Redgrave began exhibiting regularly in 1824, primarily landscapes, and works 

from Shakespeare, the Bible, and John Bunyan‘s The Pilgrim‟s Progress (1678). In 1826, 

he attended the school of the Royal Academy. In 1839, his work takes a noticeable shift 

with Quentin Matsys, The Blacksmith of Antwerp, a painting portraying the story of a 

blacksmith who becomes a painter (fig. 4.1). It appeared at the Royal Academy with the 

following reference: ―Quentin Matsys fell in love with the daughter of a painter, but her 

father refused to give her to any but an artist. Quentin set himself to learn the art; he 

painted the well-known picture of the ‗Misers,‘ and won the maiden. Vide Lives of the 

Painters.‖
31

 On the strength of this picture, the Royal Academy elected Redgrave an 

associate member the following year.  

Redgrave‘s painting counters stereotypes about the painter‘s social and sexual 

inferiority.
32

 Quentin Matsys suggests a project similar to Cimabue‟s Celebrated 

Madonna (1853-55) by Frederic Leighton (1830-1896), a painting recognized by art 

historians as a work that asserts art‘s position in society and the cultural authority of the 

painter (fig. 4.2). Redgrave‘s image draws attention to the demure femininity of the 

young woman bathed in sunlight and the astonishment of the old painter amazed at the 
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Fig 4.1  Richard Redgrave, Quentin Matsys, The Blacksmith of Antwerp. 1839, oil on 

canvas, 40 x 50 in. Private Collection. 
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Fig. 4.2  Frederic Leighton, Cimabue's Celebrated Madonna. 1853-1855, oil on canvas, 

87 ½ x 205 ⅛ in. National Art Gallery, London.  
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work of art created to win her hand, but the image of Matsys, palette in hand, rags and 

brushes nearby, dominates the picture as a commanding figure of strength and masculine 

sexuality. Redgrave‘s painting portrays an artisan and an artist moving confidently in the 

world of labor and art. In Masculinities in Victorian Painting, Joseph A. Kestner posits 

that constructions of masculinity were in transition during the nineteenth century.
33

 Even 

though Kestner‘s work focuses on the latter half of the century, Thackeray‘s responses to  

Redgrave‘s paintings in 1839 and 1845 demonstrate that these transitions were negotiated 

earlier in the century.  

Quentin Matsys is also a critique of a patriarchal society that profits from selling 

daughters into marriage. The painting within the painting is a copy of Matsys‘s The 

Money Lenders, a known work by the Flemish master (fig. 4.3), the precise copy of 

Matsys‘s image inside the painting serves as a demonstration of Redgrave‘s skill.
34

 In 

contrast to literary images of the painter as weak and feminine, or irresponsible and a 

seducer of young women, Redgrave defines the contemporary English painter as 

masculine, independent, honorable, economically viable, and concerned with social 

issues.  

Thackeray did not have much to say about Redgrave‘s critique of social issues or 

his redefinition of the English painter. In his 1839 article, ―A Second Lecture on the Fine 

Arts‖ for Fraser‟s Magazine, M.A. Titmarsh comments, ―The great advance of the year 
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Fig. 4.3  Quentin Matsys, The Money Lenders. Museo de Bellas Artes, Bilbao. 
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is in the small historical composition, of which there are many that deserve honorable 

mention. Redgrave‘s ‗Return of Olivia to the Vicar‘ has some very pretty painting and 

feeling in it; ‗Quentin Matsys,‘ by the same artist, is tolerably good.‖
35

 He recognizes 

Redgrave‘s conventional image from The Vicar of Wakefield, but his terse comment on 

Quentin Matsys is notable precisely for its silence.
36

  

However, Redgrave‘s The Poor Teacher (1843) later called The Governess (fig. 

1.3) elicited strong reactions from Thackeray.
 37

 It is a matter of record that this painting 

was revolutionary and excited attention.
38

 Thackeray‘s 1845 article in Fraser‟s Magazine 

is a harsh response to social realism that illustrates his gendered view of painting.  

Of the latter sort [Thackeray refers to ―the namby-pamby quarter‖] there 

are some illustrious examples; and as it is the fashion for critics to award 

prizes, I would for my part cheerfully award the prize of a new silver tea-

spoon to Mr. Redgrave, that champion of suffering female innocence, for 

his ―Governess.‖ That picture is more decidedly spooney than, perhaps, 

any other this present season; and the subject seem to be a favourite with 

the artist. We have had the ―Governess‖ one year before, or a variation of 

her under the name of ―The Teacher," or vice versa. The Teacher‘s young 

pupils are at play in the garden, she sits sadly in the schoolroom, there she 

sits, poor dear! – the piano is open beside her, and (oh harrowing thought!) 

―Home, sweet home!‖ is open in the music –book. She sits and thinks of 

that dear place, with a sheet of black-edged note-paper in her hand. They 

have brought her her tea and bread and butter on a tray. She has drunk the 

tea, she has not tasted the bread and butter. There is pathos for you! There 
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is art! This is, indeed, a love for lollypops with a vengeance, a regular 

babyhood of taste, about which a man with a manly stomach may be 

allowed to protest a little peevishly, and implore the public to give up such 

puling food.
39

  

 

Thackeray‘s attack dismisses the subject matter as utterly inappropriate and unworthy of 

the viewer‘s attention. He finds the reality of women‘s lives, governesses in particular, an 

unsuitable subject for painters and offensive to male viewers. Invoking the language of 

the nursery is a rhetorical strategy to disparage the painting and humorously undermine 

the value of the educated governess. Unlike paintings such as Turner‘s The Fighting 

Temeraire Tugged to her Last Berth to be Broken up (1839) (fig. 2.10), a painting that 

confirms male viewers‘ ideals of English masculinity – victory and technological 

progress – the image of the governess is ―spoony,‖ offering only ―puling food‖ and 

―lollypops,‖ a ―babyhood of taste‖ unfit for a man.  

Thackeray‘s response is strident because Redgrave‘s painting reflected current 

conversations. In The Victorian Governess, Kathryn Hughes documents the extent to 

which the plight of the governess was already in circulation through periodicals and the 

press.
40

 By 1845, it was a topic of fierce debate. The governess‘s ambiguous position as a 

woman of established family with a level of educational attainment, who lived in the 

household yet operated in the market place, was also becoming a subject for woman 

novelists. Elizabeth M. Sewell‘s Amy Herbert appeared in 1844, but the governess was 
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not yet a central figure of the nineteenth-century novel.
41

 Redgrave‘s paintings 

demonstrate his engagement with contentious social issues.
42

  

Thackeray however frames Redgrave‘s work as emotional feminine weakness, 

―driveling, hysterical sentimentality‖ requiring a masculine critic to exert control over 

painters, the work of art, and the viewing experience.  

If we are to cry for every governess who leaves home, what a fund of 

pathos The Times advertisements would afford daily; we might weep 

down whole columns of close type. I have said before I am growing more 

inclined to the pathetic daily, but let us in the name of goodness make a 

stand somewhere, or the namby-pamby of the world will become 

unendurable; and we shall melt away in a deluge of blubber. This 

driveling, hysterical sentimentality, it is surely the critic‘s duty to grin 

down, to shake any man roughly by the shoulder who seems dangerously 

affected by it, and, not sparing his feeling in the least, tell him he is a fool 

for his pains, to have no more respect for those who invent it, but expose 

their error with all the downrightness that is necessary.
43

  

 

Instead of viewing The Governess as a commentary on public life, and the painter as an 

equal authority in cultural production, Thackeray disparages subjects that do not reinforce 

or uplift the middle-class man‘s perception of the world and labels them ―sentimental.‖ 

The male critic becomes an active force in the gallery admonishing foolish viewers and 

demanding that they comply with his critical assessment by representing paintings as 

potential threats to gender identity.    
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The language of Thackeray‘s art reviews and essays, outrageous as it sometimes 

is, reveals a sense of urgency in his resistance to painters who tackled controversial 

themes. As in literature, the trend in painting during the 1840s was to depict 

contemporary subjects. In contrast to his censure of Redgrave, Thackeray‘s warm 

approval of William Powell Frith‘s The Good Pastor, known as The Village Pastor 

(1845), from Goldsmith‘s The Deserted Village (1770) explains his criteria for 

appropriate subjects in painting (fig. 4.4),  

This is the sort of picture that is good to paint nowadays – kindly, 

beautiful, inspiring delicate sympathies, and awakening tender good-

humour. It is a comfort to have such a companion as that in a study to look 

up at when your eyes are tired with work, and to refresh you with its 

gentle, quiet good-fellowship.
44

 

  

In the turbulent 1840s, Thackeray supported paintings that transported the viewer away 

from the difficulties of the world, away from work that produces tired eyes. Painting 

should, above all, soothe the male viewer, not agitate him. The language of his review 

casts the painting and the painter in a feminine role as a ―companion,‖ who will ―refresh‖ 

with ―gentle, quiet good-fellowship.‖ Both fulfill the role of quiet helpmate to the hard- 

working man by supplying an attractive diversion, an image from a fictional text 

comfortably removed from difficulties of reality. On returning once more to Redgrave‘s 

painting, Thackeray contrasts the two pieces,   

That‘s the real sort of sentiment – there‘s no need of a great, clumsy, 

black-edged letter to placard her misery, as it were, after Mr. Redgrave‘s 

fashion; the sentiment is only the more sincere for being unobtrusive, and 

the spectator give his compassion the more readily, because the 

unfortunate object makes no coarse demands upon his pity.
45
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Fig. 4.4  William Powell Frith, The Village Pastor. 1842, oil on canvas. National 

Museums, Sudley House, Liverpool. 
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Paintings and painters, like women, should be unobtrusive and undemanding. Both 

should stay out of the domain of the writer lest they disturb his ability to view the 

feminized painting as an object and the artist as his inferior.  

In her essay ―The Aesthetic of the Mediocre, Thackeray and the Visual Arts,‖ 

Judith Fisher defines Thackeray‘s aesthetic as ―moral choices, not just visual 

preferences.‖
46

 She argues that the reviews demonstrate his concern that high art might 

lure ―viewers to indulge in dangerous passions which would disrupt their social and 

domestic responsibilities,‖ while low art might create ―a falsely romanticized perception 

of life.‖
47

 Thackeray‘s reviews attempt to cajole, instruct, even bully his readers into his 

way of thinking, but they do not, as Fisher also asserts, prove that Thackeray‘s opinion 

was an ―invaluable guide to the growth of middle-class taste.‖
48

 This reading does not 

take into account the work of British painters and the buying practices of the middle-class 

market, many of whom did not agree with Thackeray.
49

 Social realism, and what 

Thackeray terms ―namby-pamby‖ art, were becoming important facets of Victorian art. 

Rather than reading his art reviews as guides to middle-class taste, a more productive 
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path might be to view them as critical attempts to stem the growth of social realism in 

painting.  

Thackeray‘s realism addressed difficult subjects, but from a remove. Mario Praz 

remarks that Thackeray‘s work avoids the direct gaze of either Charles Dickens or 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Thackeray, he writes, stops ―paralysed, when confronted 

with great emotions, either of the sublime kind, or of the lowest, those of the senses.‖
50

 

Terrible events occur in his novels, but readers do not witness them nor do they hear the 

voices of those, usually women, who experience emotional or physical pain. In The 

Newcomes, Barnes Newcome fathers children on a working class girl, abandons her, and 

abuses his wife Clara, but even as characters experience powerful desires and emotions, 

Thackeray keeps emotions firmly under control. 

Instead of treating issues circumspectly, or through the filter of literature, painters 

were addressing the condition of England with increased realism and emotion. Julian 

Treuherz notes, ―critical opinion did much to discourage serious, hard-hitting social 

realism. The prevailing attitude was that such subjects were ugly and inherently 

inartistic.‖
51

 Nevertheless, despite resistance from art reviewers, images of social realism 

increased. Charles West Cope (1811-1890) painted Poor Law Guardians: Board Day – 

Application for Bread (1841). The 1843 Punch cartoon Substance and Shadow by John 

Leech (1817-1864) criticized the mural competition for the Houses of Parliament and 
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chastised painters who did not address issues of contemporary English life (fig. 4.5). The 

poem ―Song of the Shirt‖ (1843) by Thomas Hood (1799-1845) inspired Richard 

Redgrave‘s The Sempstress (1846) (fig. 4.6), and a series of Hogarthian prints by George 

Cruikshank (1792-1878), The Bottle (1847) and The Drunkard‟s Children (1848), were 

explicit depictions of poverty and urban degradation (fig. 4.7).  

Subjects and styles of English painting were changing throughout the 1840s and 

into the 1850s, and so was the identity of the painter. Kestner argues that painters 

employed Carlylean concepts of work and masculinity to elevate their social position. 

They ―drew on Ruskin‘s elevation of morality of art to establish their claim to moral 

respectability, which then translated into ‗social respectability.‘‖
52

 Kestner also notes, 

―[m]yriad other means were devised at the Royal Academy to reinforce art as 

‗masculine.‘‖
53

 Painters, like writers, defended their position from the influx of women, 

for along with Margaret Carpenter, the forties and fifties saw a steady increase in 

professional woman painters and writers.  

In addition, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood formed in 1848. Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti (1828-1882), William Holman Hunt (1827-1910) and John Everett Millais 

(1829-1896), aged twenty, twenty-one, and nineteen respectively, decided to reform 

English art by focusing attentively on Nature and creating works of spiritual depth via 

symbolic elements. Their first public paintings, shown in 1849, were Millais‘s Isabella, 

Hunt‘s Rienzi, and Rossetti‘s Girlhood of Mary Virgin. These paintings were received 
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Fig 4.5  John Leech, ―Substance and Shadow.‖ Punch 5 (1843) 23. Manchester City Art 

Galleries, Manchester. 
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Fig. 4.6  Richard Redgrave, The Sempstress. 1846, oil on canvas, 24 ½ x 29 ¾ in. The 

Forbes Collection, New York. 
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Fig. 4.7  George Cruikshank, ―The husband, in a state of furious drunkenness, kills his 

wife with the instrument of all their misery.‖ 1847 The Bottle, illustration. Victoria & 

Albert, London. 
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favorably, but later paintings such as Millais‘s Christ in the House of His Parents (1850) 

were savaged by the critics and set off a virulent public debate in newspapers and 

journals (fig. 4.8). Yet the steady body of work produced each year by the Pre-

Raphaelites and their followers signaled the existence of a viable new movement that 

continued to influence British and French painters throughout the nineteenth century. 

Significantly, Thackeray did not review or comment on work by the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood.
54

  

Thackeray‘s views were not necessarily representative of public taste; they 

certainly did not reflect the views of painters. Therefore, accepting Thackeray‘s views, 

humorous and numerous as they are, obscures the fault lines and tensions between 

literature and painting during the mid-century and produces a false impression of the 

nineteenth-century English art world. Critics resisted realist art even as it increased 

throughout the century, arguing that painting was not an appropriate venue for troubling 

images of the contemporary world. Social issues were best left to the writer. As late as 

1874, a reviewer complains without irony that the painful subject of Applicants for 

Admission to a Casual Ward (1874) by Luke Fildes is a problem because ―A picture 

cannot be shut up and put away like a book‖ (fig. 1.4).
55

 In 1853, five years after the first 
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Fig. 4.8  John Everett Millias, Christ in the House of His Parents. 1849-1850, oil on 

canvas, 34 x 55 in. Tate, London.  
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Pre-Raphaelite exhibit, Thackeray began to publish The Newcomes, a novel about money, 

the role of art in society, and the artist.
 56

  

The Newcomes is a sprawling novel, originally published in parts over twenty-two 

months from October 1853 to August 1855.
 
 It traces the lives, loves, marriages, and 

deaths of the extended Newcome family from the 1830s through the 1850s. Allusions to 

real people, places, and events occur throughout the novel, reinforcing its verisimilitude. 

The mimesis of the novel extends to its authorship. The frontispiece to the novel shows it 

―edited‖ by one of its characters, Arthur Pendennis, and illustrated by the noted artist 

Richard Doyle (1824-1883).
57

 The Newcomes represent the new order of wealth in 

English society, rising in two generations from traveling peddlers to one of the foremost 

banking families in London. They are poised to marry the beautiful, wealthy Ethel 

Newcome to Lord Kew, the handsome heir of an established, aristocratic family. The 

novel is consumed by the topic of money - earning, spending, saving, losing, buying, 

selling, speculating – each character is tied to economic and social advancement. 

Operating along side the world of business is the world of art, and R.D. McMaster 
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records the novel‘s numerous references to actual artists and works of art.
58

 Two main 

characters, Clive Newcome and John James Ridley, or J. J., are painters. 

Laura Fasick describes J.J. as a true artist, ―that rarity among Thackeray‘s 

characters: a figure treated ‗entirely without irony.‘‖
59

 Juliet McMaster sees J.J. 

representing ―the truth of human ideals.‖
60

 Modern critics seem to agree that Thackeray 

writes J.J. with sincerity, and they accept his idealized representation of art and the artist. 

However, Thackeray‘s portrayal of J.J. conforms to myths that write the painter as Other, 

alien, deformed, and ―feminine‖ to marginalize the relevance of the painter and English 

art. Although it is a realist novel concerned with English society during the first half of 

the nineteenth century, and despite its numerous allusions to art, The Newcomes is silent 

about contemporary developments in the world of English art. In contrast, the novel is 

explicit about the borders between the gentleman‘s inherent masculinity and educated 

respectability (embodied by Clive and Arthur Pendennis), and the painter‘s emasculated 

and inferior artisan status (embodied by J.J.).  

Clive‘s decision to reject established professions such as the military, the law, 

banking, or the Church, and become a painter removes him from the professional world 

of men and makes him unacceptable as a husband. ―‘My dear Clive,‘ remarks Mr. 
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Honeyman, with bland dignity, ‗there are degrees in society which we must respect . You 

surely cannot think of being a professional artist. Such a profession is very well for your 

young protégé: but for you –‗‖ (131). Clive argues that the evidence of Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, Rubens, van Dyck, Titian, Raphael and Velasquez demonstrate that the painter 

can be a gentleman and painting a respectable profession.
61

 From the border of 

respectability, Clive observes abuses of privilege and responsibility by prominent 

members of the respectable professions and views first hand the machinations of the 

marriage-market. Clive serves as a foil to Colonel Newcome‘s rigid naiveté, Sir Brian 

Newcome‘s rampant egoism as a Minister of Parliament, the evil selfishness of banker 

Barnes Newcome, and the moral weakness of Charles Honeyman, a member of the 

clergy.   

Virtually every character in the book reiterates the view that the painter, unlike 

practitioners of other trades, can never be a gentleman. Uncle Hobson Barnes grumbles, 

―I mean I don‘t care what a fellow is if he is a good fellow. But a painter! Hang it- a 

painter‘s no trade at all – I don‘t fancy seeing one of our family sticking up pictures for 

sale. I don‘t like it‖ (195). When Clive falls in love with Ethel Newcome, Arthur 

Pendennis as Thackeray‘s stand-in reiterates Lord Kew‘s warning to Clive: ―You are a 

nice young man, but there are some prizes which are too good for you, and are meant for 

your betters. And you might as well ask the prime minister for the next vacant Garter as 

expect to wear on your breast such a star as Ethel Newcome‖ (315). Even if painters 
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achieve wealth and position, which, by the 1850s they certainly did, women such as Ethel 

Newcome would not, or should not, marry them.   

Clive‘s outsider status allows Thackeray to comment on the ―legitimate‖ 

professions, but it also allows him to enforce the painter‘s inferior social position. Clive‘s 

position as a gentleman thwarts his artistic ambitions, and his desire to be a professional 

painter upsets his position as a gentleman. As an amateur, Clive could enjoy his skill, 

impress his friends and family, and make a satisfying marriage, but from the moment he 

decides to paint for money, Thackeray foreshadows Clive‘s failure. There is no doubt 

about his skill in drawing, but he is unable to execute a successful work in oil. His first 

effort, a grand historical work in the manner of Bulwer Lytton‘s Warner, is a misguided 

and hubristic attempt. The novel reinforces the idea that professional writer and 

gentleman are compatible, but professional artist and gentleman are not. The result is that 

painting fails Clive, and to a larger extent, painting fails the reader. Art will not help 

Clive make his way in the world, nor will art help or guide the reader. Only text by 

Arthur Pendennis creates economic success, respectable social status, and the critical 

understanding necessary and desired by characters and readers.   

Until forced to do so, Clive does not consider painting a trade, which, as 

Thackeray portrays it, it is. In contrast to Clive‘s attractive nonchalance, the two 

professional painters, Gandish and Smee, are caricatures, sources of cynical humor.
62

 

Gandish, the art-school teacher, is lost in the past and tied to historical paintings that he 
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considers the epitome of ―High Art.‖ Smee, a mere portraitist, is constantly grubbing for 

his next commission. Near the end of the novel, as Clive becomes destitute, he manages 

to sell small sketch portraits to military men who purchase them out of respect for his 

father. J.J. purchases his other efforts; in their reversal of economic fortune, he silently 

becomes Clive‘s patron. 

J.J. embodies a new myth of the artist, one that places the painter outside the 

concerns and actions of the world by virtue of his childlike nature, what Codell defines as 

the ―prelapsarian artist.‖
63

 Thackeray uses class and gender to feminize J.J. and 

subordinate him to Clive. Richard Doyle‘s illustrations portray J.J. as frail and doe-

eyed.
64

 His clothing tells readers he is male, but physically he is ―female.‖ Even though 

the boys are of a similar age, J.J. does not mature. Illustrations such as ―Gandish‘s‖ (fig. 

4.9), ―A Meeting in Rhineland,‖ ―To Rome,‖ and ―Letters from England‖ (fig. 4.10), 

emphasize J. J.‘s delicacy and his inferior status. J.J. fulfills the Hephaestean appearance 

of the painter: sickly, ―almost deformed,‖ ―diminutive,‖ ―dirty, and timid and crying, 

whimpering in the kitchen.‖ His mother and father are disappointed in J.J. and consider 

him ―little better than an idiot‖ (122). As he listens to Miss Cann‘s piano playing, his  

imagination offers him an escape, and he imagines fantastic images of knights, beautiful 

ladies, and stories of adventure, which he sets about illustrating (fig. 4.11). His potential 

is not recognized and validated by an older male artist or male patron; instead, it is little 
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Fig. 4.9  Richard Doyle, ―Gandish‘s.‖ The Newcomes, 2 vols., vol. 1. (London: 

Smith Elder & Co., 1869). 
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Fig. 4.10  Richard Doyle, ―Letters from England.‖ The Newcomes, 

2 vols., vol. 2. (London: Smith Elder & Co., 1869). 
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Fig. 4.11 Richard Doyle, ―J.J. in Dreamland.‖ The Newcomes, 2 vols., vol. 1.  

(London: Smith Elder & Co., 1869).   
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Miss Cann who appreciates his talents and intervenes with his parents on his behalf. She 

admonishes them, saying, ―That boy half-witted! He has got more wit in his little finger 

than you have in all your great person! . . . . I tell you that boy is a genius . . . One day I 

am determined he shall dine at Lord Todmorden‘s table, and he shall get the prize at the 

Royal Academy, and be famous, sir – famous!‖ (123). Infantilized by his single-minded 

devotion to painting, J.J. remains asexual. He fulfills Miss Cann‘s prophecy of success 

and fame through his inconsequential but popular art, but he never becomes either a great 

artist or a gentleman.  

Thackeray creates the art world he wants to see, a world where painters create 

positive images of beauty and moral certainty. Unlike Michelangelo or Turner, J.J.‘s 

work never excites great emotion.
65

 J.J.‘s paintings are successful because they are 

innocuous and do not exert undue influence on viewers or threaten viewers‘ 

understandings of the world. Thackeray does not provide exphrastic descriptions of J.J.‘s 

paintings, he simply refers to them in diminutive terms as ―beautiful little pictures‖ (413, 

483). J.J.‘s ―Portrait of a Lady and Child,‖ described as ―the sweetest little picture,‖ is a 

charming, but bland, image of a nineteenth-century Madonna (688). His studio is filled 

with ―numberless beautiful trophies of the graceful victories which he has won – sweet 

flowers of fancy reared by him – kind shapes of beauty which he has devised and 

moulded‖ (689). In light of Thackeray‘s consistent characterization of J.J., Pendennis‘s 
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statement that ―Art is truth: and truth is religion; and its study and practice a daily work 

of pious duty,‖ appears to be a pronouncement that, like Ruskin later in the century, 

removes the painter from the public sphere and consigns him to the domestic or the 

private world of religious retreat (689).  

Codell remarks that Ruskin‘s attempts to control the artist ―was a feminization of 

the artist at a time when artists themselves, especially in their life writings, were insisting 

on representing themselves in masculine, national, and patriarchal roles in Victorian 

culture and trying to attain ‗a similar kind of cultural capital to that claimed by writers.‖
66

 

In Romance and Reality, Landon‘s art authority Morland preached the value of poverty to 

painters. In The Newcomes, J.J. internalizes this idea and extols the benefits of poverty 

and struggle for painters (688). In this way, Thackeray uses J.J. to ―justify treating them 

[artists] materially and politically . . . different from . . . [the] middle and upper 

classes.‖
67

 Thus, myth allows readers to view J.J. as an innocent, an ideal, or a spiritual 

figure, and to avoid seeing what Thackeray is doing in terms of class and gender.   

J.J. is one of the third-rates Thackeray admires; his art is the type of painting 

middle-class audiences should enjoy. J.J.‘s feminine pictures do not disturb, and his art 

does not trespass on the provenance of the writer. J.J.‘s life aligns with Ethel‘s life after 

she renounces her worldly search for a husband to care for Barnes Newcome‘s children. 

In contrast to J.J.‘s and Ethel‘s seclusion, the size and scope of The Newcomes declares 

that the writer‘s world is the masculine public sphere of reality, intellect, reason, and 

commerce.  
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The role of art and painting in culture was one of the central debates of the 

nineteenth century. Thackeray‘s novel attempts to define the role of the painter and assert 

an aesthetic of art, but in light of the paintings that appeared between 1850 and 1855, it 

also seems clear that Thackeray rejected the rise of realism in painting even as he valued 

it in writing. In 1850, two paintings by Gustave Courbet announced the Realist school at 

the Paris Salon, Burial at Ornans and The Stonebreakers (fig. 1.2).
68

 Although French 

realism was not the same as English realism (English realism was less explicit in subject 

or overt in technique), French art strengthened the ideas of English realists. Edwin 

Landseer‘s Windsor Castle in Modern Times (1840-50) portrays the Royal family in a 

casual, and noisy, domestic scene. Millais‘s Mrs. James Wyatt Jnr and her Daughter 

(1850) juxtaposes the flowing lines of the Renaissance Madonna and child with a portrait 

of a Victorian mother holding an active young child on her knee. Ford Madox Brown‘s 

An English Autumn Afternoon, Hampstead – Scenery in 1853, (1852-53, 1855) portrays a 

contemporary landscape with figures, but no deliberate narrative. Walter Howell 

Deverell‘s Irish Vagrants (1853-54) portrayed a narrative of hunger, squalor, and English 

rule. Abraham Solomon‘s First Class – The Meeting: „And at First Meeting Loved‟ 

(1854) revealed, uncomfortably for some viewers, the image of young people taking 

advantage of the intimacy offered by the railway car (fig. 4.12).
69

 England‘s poor were 
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Fig. 4.12  Abraham Solomon, First Class – The Meeting: „And at First Meeting Loved.‟ 

1854, oil on canvas, 27 ⅛ x 38 ⅛ in. National Gallery of Canada. 
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poignantly illustrated in Punch (founded 1841), the Illustrated London News (founded in 

1842), and in Henry Mayhew‘s investigation of urban conditions in London Labour and 

the London Poor (1851-52). British artists were not interested in painting ―little pictures.‖  

The novel is a critique of the political energy of contemporary British painting 

and the social presumption of English painters. Thackeray‘s portrayal of the art world 

silences the voices of painters in order to reinforce the voice of the author. Narrative 

authority rests with Arthur Pendennis. His voice documents, comments, and judiciously 

edits the story as necessary. Fasick is accurate when she observes that, for Thackeray, 

what sets the author apart is the ―ability to confront the sordid reality of the self that is 

inevitably also a confrontation with universally faulty human nature.‖
70

 By virtue of his 

class and gender, the author is capable of disinterest and honest self-reflection. This 

ability elevates him above the painter who, according to Thackeray, is incapable of this 

task without resorting to coarseness or ―namby-pamby‖ sentimentality. Fasick argues that 

for Thackeray, painting ―may be intellectually inferior to writing, but for that very reason  

it is innocent as writing never can be.‖
71

 Painting and painters were gendered feminine by 

Thackeray, for as feminine objects they would remain innocent, quiet, and sheltered from 

the world.  

Nineteenth-century paintings were not neutral and their reviewers were not 

objective. Both sought to influence the direction of art. Thackeray was correct to be 

concerned about the power of the visual image. Paintings produce a physical response, 

they are, as he noted, intoxicating, and like alcohol, in the hands of unmonitored 
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audiences he considered them dangerous; they might be poured too strong or consumed 

in too great an amount. One example was the work of William Etty (1787-1849). 

Although he admires Etty, Thackeray warns his audience to view Etty‘s nudes in 

moderation: ―Look for a while at Mr. Etty‘s pictures, and away you rush, your ‗eyes on 

fire,‘ drunken with the luscious colours that are poured out for you on the liberal canvass, 

and warm with the sight of the beautiful syrens that appear on it.‖
72

 Like Edgeworth, 

Thackeray warns his audience about painting‘s capacity to release powerful emotions, 

―An ordinary man would be whirled away in a fever, or would hobble off this mortal 

stage in a premature gout-fit, if he too early or too often indulged in such tremendous 

drink.‖
73

 For these reasons, paintings required the intervention and judgment of the critic.  

Despite his strong reactions to certain paintings, Thackeray was alive to beauty 

and recognized the cultural significance of many works of art, such as Turner‘s The 

Fighting Temeraire, and The Slave Trade (1840) by Auguste Francois Biard (1799-

1882).
74

 Painting, as Thackeray was well aware, captured feelings and expressed 

intangibles in ways text could not,   

But such things are most difficult to translate into words, -- one lays down 

the pen, and thinks, and thinks. The figures appear, and take their places 

one by one: ranging themselves according to order, in light or in gloom, 

the colours are reflected duly in the little camera obscura of the brain, and 
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the whole picture lies there complete; but can you describe it? No, not if 

pens were pitch-brushes, and words were bladders of paint.
75

 

  

The elusive qualities of painting were both an attraction and a source of difficulty to 

Thackeray and his middle-class audience. Both were interested in narrative and both were 

concerned with moral propriety. By the end of the forties and the beginning of the fifties, 

painters appeared emboldened by increased institutional support and growing avenues for 

exhibiting their work, a rising market for paintings by men and women, and support in 

print from John Ruskin. Painters experimented with subject and style, formed groups 

such as the Clique (1837), the Bristol Society of Artists (c.1840), the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood (1848). Attempts to direct, dissuade, or contain trends in English art such as 

social realism or Pre-Raphaelitism were ultimately unsuccessful, but not for lack of 

effort. 

In a world of increasing doubt, viewers sought in painting an alternative 

expression of spiritual belief and a means to impart moral instruction. For social realists 

such as Richard Redgrave, helping audiences see the world and feel compassion for 

others was a strategy to elicit social change. For Thackeray, art could offer comfort, but it 

could not provide moral guidance, nor could it offer practical solutions. Art could 

confirm accepted opinions, such as the evils of slavery, but as Laura Fasick observes, 

Thackeray denies any correlation between a character‘s aesthetic appreciation and his or 

her ―moral worth.‖
76

 In The Newcomes, the manipulating, grasping Lady Kew appreciates 

art, but the gentle Colonel Newcome has no feeling or understanding for painting. The 
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Newcomes, as Fasick asserts, ―denies art any power of effecting good.‖
77

 Thackeray 

dismisses the efforts of Redgrave, denies John Ruskin‘s connections between art and 

morality, ignores the Pre-Raphaelite attempts to revive early Christian art to marginalize 

contemporary English painting.    

The Newcomes‟s structure, length, and extensive cast of characters led Henry 

James to question the purpose of such novels: ―what do such large loose baggy monsters, 

with their queer elements of the accidental and the arbitrary, artistically mean?‖
78

 George 

Levine argues, ―Thackeray‘s strategy in The Newcomes is to imagine a world that resists 

the falsely explanatory and clarifying controls of art.‖
 79

 Levine‘s explanation appears 

satisfying until one engages with Thackeray‘s literary representations of art and the 

painter, then, connecting literary criticism with art history produces a different 

understanding of the novel. Thackeray had no difficulty applying ―falsely explanatory 

and clarifying controls‖ via myth and the painter. His novel, like his art reviews, was a 

critique of nineteenth-century painting and the intellectual and artistic capacity of the 

English painter. 

Modern audiences should be aware of English art in the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s 

when reading Thackeray‘s representations of art and artists. Thackeray‘s audiences could 

enjoy the humor of his art reviews and then attend art exhibitions to view paintings and 

form independent opinions. Without knowing this alternate viewpoint, readers may come 
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away with a slanted perspective of Thackeray‘s texts and nineteenth-century English 

culture. Although Victorian literary and artistic circles were often close-knit communities 

operating in response to one another, they were not always in harmony. The 1840s and 

1850s were decades of significant invention and experimentation; therefore, in order to 

see either art or literature from this timeframe clearly, it is necessary to consider them 

together.
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CHAPTER 5 

APPROPRIATING MYTH:  

ROBERT BROWNING, DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI,  

AND THE IDEA OF THE PAINTER 

 

Robert Browning (1812-1889) was devoted to painting from an early age and 

admired as an adult for his knowledge of Italian art. Painting and painters were frequent 

themes in his poetry, from ―Pippa Passes‖ (1841) to ―Old ―Pictures in Florence‖ (1853), 

to ―Francis Furini‖ (1887). His most famous painter poems are ―Pictor  Ignotus‖ from 

Dramatic Romances and Lyrics (1845), and ―Fra Lippo Lippi‖ and ―Andrea del Sarto‖ 

from Men and Women (1855). Leonee Ormond considers Browning ―more interested in 

men and their motives than in pure aesthetics‖; however, his biography and the evidence 

of his poetry suggest he was acutely aware of contemporary debates about art.
1
 In ―The 

Context of Browning's Painter Poems: Aesthetics, Polemics, Historics,‖ David DeLaura 

writes, debates ―between pious Pre-Raphaelite and pagan Renaissance – obviously did 

begin to inform Browning‘s explicit framework of thought.‖
2
 Art was an interest of 

Browning‘s and a recurring motif in his poems; therefore, how he wrote the painter has 

much to tell us about Browning and his poetry.  

Nineteenth-century critics remarked that Robert Browning‘s poetry was different 

from that of other writers. Writing in 1864, after Browning was a well-established author, 
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Walter Bagehot observes, ―He puts together things which no one else would have put 

together, and produces on our minds a result which no one else would have produced, or 

tried to produce.‖
3
 Browning‘s views on poetry are apparent in his prompt response to 

John Ruskin‘s letter of 2 December 1855, in which Ruskin details the struggles he 

encountered reading Browning‘s ―Popularity.‖
4
 On 10 December, Browning wrote back,  

You never were more in the wrong than when you professed to say ‗your 

unpleasant things‘ to me. . . . We don‘t read poetry the same way, by the 

same law; it is too clear. I cannot begin writing poetry till my imaginary 

reader has conceded licences to me which you demur at altogether. I know 

that I don‘t make out my conception by my language; all poetry being a 

putting the infinite within the finite. You would have me paint it all plain 

out, which can‘t be; but by various artifices I try to make shift with 

touches and bits of outlines which succeed if they bear the conception 

from me to you. You ought, I think, to keep  pace with the thought 

tripping from ledge to ledge of my ‗glaciers,‘ as you call them; not stand 

poking your alpenstock into the holes, and demonstrating that no foot 

could have stood there; - suppose it sprang over there? In prose you may 

criticize so – because that is the absolute representation of portions of 

truth, what chronicling is to history.
 5

  

  

Browning will not ―paint it all plain.‖ His meaning is purposively elusive; it may even 

remain out of reach. However, it is visible, and readers can find meaning if, unlike 

Ruskin, they don‘t go poking around expecting to find fact – poetry is not history. 

Browning‘s poems are resistant to reader‘s expectations because they are not bound by 
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rules of language or received forms of poetic expression. Browning‘s poetry reveals a 

wider view of form, a view he extends to a wider understanding of humanity. 

Browning‘s compassion is evident in the ―Essay on Shelley‖ (1852). A fervent 

admirer of Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), Browning was asked to contribute the 

introduction to a collection of Shelley‘s unpublished letters by Edward Moxon. Browning 

writes with sensitivity about Shelley‘s weaknesses, but avoids passing judgment on the 

poet‘s life. Browning reminds readers, ―The fact that there is a gold-region is established 

by the finding of one lump, though you miss the vein never so often.‖
 6

   

Browning‘s poetry combines what he calls the objective and the subjective, terms 

he uses in his essay on Shelley.
7
 Browning defines the objective poet as one ―whose 

endeavor has been to reproduce things external.‖
8
 The objective poet is able to see the 

world more clearly than others and present the world so that readers will be able to see 

and understand. For the objective poet, biography is not necessary, ―The man passes, the 
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work remains.‖
9
 The subjective poet is not so much interested in the world as in the 

world beyond vision, ―Not what man sees, but what God sees – the Ideas of Plato . . . . 

and he digs where he stands,-- preferring to seek them in his own soul as the nearest 

reflex of that absolute Mind.‖
10

 For this type of poet, he writes, biography is necessary to 

understand the poet and determine the qualities of his, or her, poetry. The Romantic 

impulse for self-definition, from within, and in the world, was immensely attractive to 

Browning. 

Browning‘s interest in the subjective, in self-definition, in biography, influenced 

his independent views on art and artists. Of Mary Shelley‘s Rambles in Germany and 

Italy in 1840, 1842, and 1843, he writes, ―she is wrong everywhere, that is, not right, not 

seeing what is to see, speaking what one expects to hear – I quarrel with her, for ever, I 

think.‖
11

 In his view, Shelley does not attend to everyday events or value the people she 

encounters. However, ―Her remarks on art, once she lets go of Rio‘s skirts, are 

amazing.‖
12

 Browning also disagreed with art historian Anna Jameson (1794-1860), 

influenced, like Shelley, by Rio‘s work. Elizabeth Barrett wrote to Jameson, ―We both 

cry aloud at what you say of Guercino‘s angels, and never would have said if you had 

been to Fano and seen his divine picture of the ‗Guardian Angel,‘ which affects me every 
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time I think of it.‖
13

 Jameson accepted Rio‘s connections between art and morality and 

condemned paintings by painters such as Fra Lippo Lippi (c.1406-1469) based on the 

artist‘s biography.
14

 Browning, who had first-hand knowledge of Italian art, did not judge 

the poem with the poet or the painting with the painter; indeed, his use of the dramatic 

monologue expressly disconnected that association.  

Browning‘s ability to understand what it is to be human attracted enthusiastic 

readers, such as Elizabeth Barrett (1806-1861) and Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882), 

and found its way into the painter poems. Barrett refers to Browning‘s Bells and 

Pomegranates in ―Lady Geraldine‘s Courtship,‖ published in Poems (1844). The poet-

hero, offering to read to his Lady, suggests ―Or from Browning some ‗Pomegranate,‘ 

which, if cut deep down the middle, / Shows a heart within blood-tinctured, of a veined 

humanity.‖ William Michael Rossetti (1829-1919), recalling Dante Gabriel‘s enthusiasm 

for Browning, wrote, ―from 1847 onward, everything took a secondary place in 

comparison with Browning.‖
15
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Browning‘s unique approach to art and life accounts for his sympathy with Percy 

Bysshe Shelley, the fact that he enjoyed the company of educated, intellectual women 

such as Elizabeth Barrett, Isa Bladgen (1817-1873), Julia Wedgewood (1833-1913), and 

his independent view of art. Even before the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood championed 

early Christian art, Browning admired the work of Italian painters such as Taddeo Gaddi 

(c1300- 1366) and Giorgione (c.1477-1510).
16

 In England and in Italy Browning was an 

active member of the artistic milieu, but in Italy he indulged his interest by actively 

seeking out paintings and collecting early Italian art. Throughout their marriage, the 

Brownings enjoyed the friendship of a wide circle of artists including the American 

painter William Page (1811-1885), the sculptor Harriet Hosmer (1830-1908), and later, 

Frederic Leighton (1830-1896).
17

 However, Browning‘s friendship with Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti and the debate surrounding the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood have unique 

bearings on how Browning employed the figure of the painter. 

In this chapter, I consider Browning‘s painter poems in connection to British art 

between 1845 and 1855. During these years, the question of art and morality was a topic 

of debate and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was a subject of concern. This timeframe 

also encompasses the growing friendship between Browning and Rossetti. I do not 

suggest direct correspondences between Browning and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, 

but I do argue that the friendship was one reason Browning‘s poetry depicts the painter as 
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the poets equal. Browning‘s poems use the Italian Renaissance and its connotations 

concerning morality and artistic achievement to comment on concurrent shifts in British 

art. Set in the past, the poems respond to contemporary transitions in art and introduce the 

painter as a serious literary figure.  

Browning‘s sources have been a focus of intense critical study. Browning read 

Vasari in Italian, toured Italy in 1838 and 1844, and, according to Ormond, conducted ―a 

first-hand, if somewhat haphazard, study of Italian painting.‖
18

 Barbara Melchiori notes, 

―[t]he Italy which really mattered to Browning was the Italy that he found in his library, 

the Italy of the past.‖
19

 During the Browning‘s stay in Paris from 1855-1856, Rossetti and 

Browning visited the Louvre together. Rossetti wrote to William Allingham (1824-1889) 

of his amazement at Browning‘s ―knowledge of early Italian Art beyond that of anyone I 

ever met, -- encyclopaedically beyond that of Ruskin himself.‖
20

 Ormand and DeLaura 

attribute Browning‘s art history to either his ―idiosyncratic and intensely personal‖
21

 

approach to painting, or a deliberate intention to play ―fast and loose with historical 

facts.‖
22

 According to DeLaura, Browning‘s off-hand use of facts in his poetry suggests 

that when it came to aesthetic values he ―could not make up his mind about the issues.‖
23
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Less sanguine about Browning‘s use and misuse of facts is Dougald B. 

MacEachen who, clearly, takes Browning to task for the liberties he takes in ―Andrea del 

Sarto.‖ ―Truth‖ he writes, ―is a precious commodity that is often very hard to acquire, and 

not even an artist has the right to distort or suppress ascertained fact, especially in the 

case of an important historical figure.‖
24

 The picture that appears from these articles is 

troubling: Browning as uninterested in historical fact, or indeterminate in his thinking 

with a decided streak of cruelty. This characterization is difficult to reconcile with his 

biography, his letters, and the evidence of his poetry.
25

  

Interpretations of Browning‘s painter poems demonstrate not only the range of 

possibilities the poems suggest, but also how critics read Browning. Over time, they seem 

to have become more sympathetic. Richard Altick considers ―Pictor Ignotus‖ a sour-

grapes lament by a failed painter.
26

 Stefan Hawlin suggests Browning uses the failed 

painter to ―celebrat[e] his own sense of originality‖ in the midst of changing styles of 
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poetry.
27

 In contrast, J.B. Bullen draws connections between the poem and Vasari‘s ―Life 

of Fra Bartolommeo di San Marco‖ and finds the poem concerned with ―spiritual 

integrity rather than artistic excellence.‖
28

 Lee Erickson finds it a ―tremendous advance‖ 

in Browning‘s poetry, for by turning to painters, Browning avoids the problem of trying 

to write ―the subject-poet‘s internal conflict.‖ Earlier attempts to do so, Erickson writes, 

ended up ―making his own poetry an inchoate image of the psychological and artistic 

turmoil he depicts.‖
29

 Laurence Lerner finds no irony in the poem; the painter ―seems 

totally aware, as capable as author or reader of knowing himself.‖
30

   

 There is less debate about ―Fra Lippo Lippi.‖ DeLaura finds it part of 

Browning‘s project ―to rehabilitate, so far as possible, a misprized person,‖ and argues 

that the poem is a response to Anna Jameson and Alexis François Rio who insist that 

beauty is found ―in something beyond the visible.‖
31

 Browning, DeLaura writes, wanted 

―God to be evident in the world, in its vitality and abundance.‖
32

 Roger Sharrock finds 
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the poem a ―vehicle for a parable of historical transition.‖
33

 Most critics agree it is 

Browning‘s clearest statement on art and agree with George Eliot who wrote, ―we are 

grateful that Browning chose this medium: we would rather have ‗Fra Lippo Lippi‘ than 

an essay on Realism in Art.‖
34

  

―Andrea del Sarto‖ unites modern critics in often savage readings of the painter. 

At the extreme is Roma King who reads Andrea as ―totally depraved‖ and considers his 

painting for money ―totally damning to the artist.‖
35

 Less strident, Erik Gray finds 

Andrea a humorous figure similar to Shakespeare‘s Don Armado from Love‟s Labours 

Lost.36
 Catherine Maxwell also finds Andrea a failure, but she describes his failure as ―a 

way of presenting the imagination in its elusiveness,‖ success always just out of reach.
37

 

Disapproval of the painter runs through these and other readings of the poem. I suggest 

that this approach overlooks Browning‘s interest in how history and art intertwine in the 

idea of the painter.  
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History and art are dominant themes in the painter poems; therefore, the 

discrepancies between Vasari and Browning‘s poems are worth considering. Although art 

historians draw attention to the literary qualities of Vasari‘s text, literary criticism seems 

to approach the poems as an appropriation of a factual text.
38

 Just as Browning‘s 

knowledge of art and painters must be taken into account, so too must the problematic 

aspects of the Renaissance in the nineteenth century outlined in chapter 1.
39

 Finally, 

modern readings of the painter poems overlook Browning‘s propensity to question the 

certainty of a single truth, a single vision of history. Even though Browning seems to 

uphold negative myths of the painter, there are important differences. First, the form of 

the dramatic monologue puts the painter in control. Form asserts the painter‘s subjectivity 

and agency. Second, Browning‘s friendship with Rossetti and the changes in English art 

color his representations of painters. For Browning, the painter is a serious figure and an 

equal.   

In 1847, Rossetti wrote to Browning to ask if he was the author of ―Pauline, a 

Fragment of a Confession‖ (1833); it appeared to have a close resemblance to 

―Paracelsus‖ (1835), which he admired immensely.
40

 Browning responded graciously, 
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admitting authorship, but it was not until 1851 that the two men met.
41

 Writing to 

William Sharp, Browning later recalled ―When I heard he was a painter I insisted on 

calling on him, though he declared he had nothing to show me – which was far enough 

from the case.‖
42

 From 1851 to 1872, Browning and Rossetti enjoyed a mutually 

satisfying friendship. While in London in 1855, preparing Men and Women for the press, 

Browning sat for a portrait by Rossetti and by 1856 Rossetti‘s long, chatty letters suggest 

the quality of their friendship. Arthur Adrian finds in the letters of 1856 evidence that 

Rossetti was calling on the Brownings regularly, writing to Robert Browning with a 

―light touch and easy familiarity.‖
43

 However, over the years, through seclusion, drug and 

alcohol use, and the sad history of his love for Elizabeth Siddal (1829-1862), Rossetti 

came to embody and advance the persona of the Bohemian or degenerate painter. In 

1872, Rossetti had a breakdown and began taking chloral and whiskey. He felt himself 

attacked by Browning‘s ―Fifine at the Fair,‖ and snubbed by the poet. Biographers of 

both men chronicle the end of the friendship, for it was a significant break.
44
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Although their friendship was not life-long, it was an important connection for 

both men. William Michael Rossetti believed that Dante Gabriel‘s enthusiasm helped 

Browning‘s reputation, ―I am fully of the opinion that Gabriel‘s early preaching forth of 

Browning counted in the long run for a great deal.‖
45

 It certainly did not hurt Browning to 

be lionized by one of the most talked about painters of the day while the Pre-Raphaelite 

Brotherhood was influencing the course of English art. Furthermore, aspects of Rossetti‘s 

interests and concerns have their echoes in Browning‘s poems. These concerns include 

the value of realism, the need for spirituality in art, the conflict of the marketplace, and 

the role of human connection and the physical in creativity. All these were intertwined 

with flawed humanity, for Browning does not stop at the surface or write the painter as an 

avant-garde Other, he looks beneath and shows the depths. Poet and painter were 

subjective and objective.
46

  

Between 1850 and 1852, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood set off a significant 

debate about art. People who never thought about art or painters could not avoid their 

names; the press was full of exhibition reviews, editorial comments, and letters to the 

editor disparaging or supporting Pre-Raphaelite art.
47

 For Browning, in Italy, there would 

be no ignoring the flurry of articles in the Times denouncing the Pre-Raphaelite 
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Brotherhood or Ruskin‘s letters of support. The rhetoric of the reviews shows that critical 

reactions were triggered by larger issues then painting‘s subjects, forms, or use of color. 

In 1851, The Times reviewer fumed, "the authors of these offensive and absurd 

productions have contrived to combine the puerility or infancy of their art with the 

uppishness and self-sufficiency of a different period of life.‖
48

 In a similar vein, 

Blackwood‟s Edinburgh Magazine declared,  

Affectation, however, is a more suitable word for the mountebank 

proceedings of a small number of artists, who, stimulated by their own 

conceit . . . are endeavoring to set up a school of their own. . . . And they 

have accordingly set to work to imitate those early masters . . . in their 

errors, crudities, and imperfections – renouncing, in fact, the progress that 

since then has been made; rejecting the experience of centuries, to revert 

for models, not to art in its prime, but to art in its uncultivated infancy.
49

 

  

The reviews of 1850 and 1851 display a mixture of class anxieties, religious fears, and 

serious concerns about the degrading effects of realism on art.
50
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As discussed in earlier chapters, painting was connected to ideas of class, and 

critics worried about its potential for rebellion. The idea of an organized group of young 

artists advancing a different point of view through art appeared to disrupt established 

relationships of patron/artist, gentlemen/artisan, and the, until now, undisputed value of 

old art over new art. A single independent artist like the eccentric Turner could either be 

dismissed by the press or admired as an isolated genius, but a group of ―mountebank‖ 

artists ―renouncing experience‖ presented a different problem: a problem of authority. 

Even more infuriating, the Royal Academy encouraged them by accepting their work. 

The visual challenge of their paintings and the aesthetic philosophy of the first issue of 

The Germ: Thoughts towards Nature in Poetry, Literature, and Art, expanded the role of 

the British painter. Millias, Hunt, and Rossetti enacted the changing role of the British 

painter and the changing nature of English art.
51

  

Subjective expression, what Browning admired in Shelley‘s poetry, was not a 

recognizable element of English painting. The English school was objective, didactic, an 

art where history painting, landscape, portraiture, and narrative were valued. In contrast, 

Rossetti‘s short story ―Hand and Soul‖ asserts that the soul of the painter, his subjective 

expression as opposed to the requirements of patron or critic, was the true goal of art.  

                                                                                                                                                       

1984), 77. Published in conjunction with the exhibition ―The Pre-Raphaelites‖ shown at 

the Tate Gallery. 

   
51

 The Germ, ―Conducted principally by Artists,‖ was an effort to place the 

discourse of art in the hands of artists, as seen in essays such as ―The Subject in Art, 

(No.1)‖ by John L. Tupper, and ―On the Mechanism of a Historical Picture: Part I. the 

Design‖ by Ford Madox Brown. Only four issues were published in 1850 before the 

journal ended. 
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Published in the first issue of The Germ, ―Hand and Soul‖ is the story of a 

thirteenth-century Italian painter named Chiaro dell‘ Erma.
52

 A fictional biography, 

including footnotes, some readers mistook it for the history of a real painter. In the story, 

a young man describes his encounter with a painting and his attempt to recover the 

history of its forgotten artist, for ―little heed is taken of that which men hold to have been 

surpassed‖ (23). The story is a manifesto of Pre-Raphaelite purpose in narrative form. 

The Pre-Raphaelites admired early Italian art for simplicity of execution and religious 

belief. They sought to revive religious art through close attention to nature and to evoke 

spiritual aspects of art through their use of symbols.    

The climax occurs when a feud erupts between two rival families in front of 

frescoes by Chiaro dell‘ Erma, allegories of Peace. By the end of the fight, ―there was so 

much blood cast up the walls on a sudden that it ran in long streams down Chiaro‘s 

paintings‖ (28). At this moment of crisis, the painter‘s Soul appears to him in the shape of 

a woman, saying ―seek thine own conscience (not thy mind‘s conscience, but thine 

heart‘s) and all shall approve and suffice‖(30). She restores his faith in himself and his 

faith in God, and asks him to ―paint me thus, as I am, to know me: weak, as I am, and in 

the weeds of this time; only with eyes which seek out labour, and with a faith, not 

learned, yet jealous of prayer. Do this; so shall thy soul stand before thee always, and 

perplex thee no more‖ (31).  

David Peters Corbett finds ―Hand and Soul‖ as a statement on art ―unconvincing‖  

because it ―reduces the complex question of what contemporary art might be to the 

                                                   
52

 [Dante Gabriel Rossetti], "Hand and Soul," The Germ 1, no. 1 (1850): 23-33.  
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interiority of the artist.‖ It is ―an assertion of aspiration rather than a demonstration.‖
53

 I 

would argue this is precisely Rossetti‘s point, and a concept supported by Browning‘s 

painter poems. English painting was many things, but it was not a self-reflexive art form, 

its focus was external and objective. Rossetti‘s story proposes that painters express 

interiority on canvas.
54

    

Browning‘s painters are closer to Chiaro dell‘ Erma than representations of the 

painter by Bulwer Lytton, Shelley, or Hemans because the form of the dramatic 

monologue allows Browning to create, as M. W. MacCallum observes, ―[a] certain 

dramatic understanding of the person speaking, which implies a certain dramatic 

sympathy with him.‖
55

 Similar to first-person narration, the form of the dramatic 

monologue creates ―facts from within,‖ and this quality is why, as Robert Langbaum 

writes, the dramatic monologue is ―poetry of sympathy.‖
56

 By incorporating the reader as 

an imagined character and initiating a conversation through direct address, the dramatic 

monologue reduces distance between poem and audience. Readers must understand what 

the speaker says and recognize how the speaker reveals his nature. As Isobel Armstrong 

has argued, dramatic monologues pretend to speak, but as written language they are 

                                                   
53

 David Peters Corbett, "'A Soul of the Age': Rossetti's Words and Images, 1848-

73," in Writing the Pre-Raphaelites, ed. Michaela Giebelhausen and Tim Barringer 

(Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 87. 

 
54

 The combination of iconography and interior meditation in Rossetti‘s paintings 

and Pre-Raphaelitism belongs to the history of Symbolism, a movement in painting that 

developed during the 1880s. Robert Goldwater describes Symbolism as ―the final stage 

of realism.‖ Robert Goldwater, Symbolism (Boulder: Westview Press, 1998), 1. 

 
55

 Quoted in Langbaum, "The Dramatic Monologue: Sympathy Versus 

Judgment," 525.  

 
56

 Ibid., 526. 
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processed by the reader as ―forms of knowledge rather than . . . expressive emotion.‖
57

 

Placing painters in control of the poems, Browning validates the painter‘s voice as a form 

of knowledge. Readers are expected to learn from the painter.
58

 The dramatic monologue 

portrays a complete person, not a stereotype, thus Browning‘s painters appear before 

readers as individuals, not objects, as members of a wider community, not isolated 

creatures of myth. They become subjects who create art in relation to themselves, to 

others, and to God.   

The first line of ―Pictor Ignotus,‖ ―I could have painted pictures like that youth‘s / 

Ye praise so,‖ suggests a tone of petty jealousy; however, the range of emotions and the 

narrative that follows complicates this opening impression.
59

 The painter‘s obscurity is 

the consequence of his choices, and as the poem unfolds, the speaker explains his 

decisions. Significantly, he does not assign blame for his lowly status, stating 

emphatically ―No bar / Stayed me‖ (2-3) and ―Never did fate forbid me‖ (4). His agency 

                                                   
57

 Armstrong observes in Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics that 

although dramatic monologues ―pretend to be speech, they are writing – not actually 

heard, but read. . . . But it is through this process that they become forms of knowledge 

rather than the expressive emotion which Mill distinguished from truth‖ (154). For John 

Stuart Mill (1806-1873), poetry is the ordered expression of interior emotion, an inward 

state of being that is overheard. However, because the dramatic monologue has a real and 

an imagined audience, Browning‘s poetry, Armstrong argues, is about ―acting and taking 

action, the construction of roles and their connection with volition and agency which 

relates people to the world‖ (138). Isobel Armstrong, Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics 

and Politics (London: Routledge, 1993). 

 
58

 In a letter to John Ruskin, Browning asks, ―Is the business of it [poetry] to tell 

people what they know already, as they know it? . . . . It is all teaching, on the contrary, 

and the people hate to be taught.‖ Browning to Ruskin, 10 Dec. 1855. Browning, Robert 

Browning: The Major Works, 692. 
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 Robert Browning, Robert Browning's Poetry, ed. James F. Loucks and Andrew 

M. Stauffer, 2nd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 2007). All poetry citations are from this 

edition. 
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is clear. As a result, judgment is difficult in ―Pictor Ignotus,‖ unlike the murderous guilt 

revealed by speakers in Browning‘s ―My Last Duchess‖ and ―Porphyria‘s Lover,‖ or the 

virulent hatred for a fellow monk in ―Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister.‖  

At issue are idealized images of the human body captured in the luscious, yet 

spiritually empty, figures of sixteenth-century art, such as the Venus of Urbino by Titian 

(1488-1576) (fig. 5.1). These images, ―Each face obedient to its passion‘s law, / Each 

passion clear proclaimed without a tongue‖ (15-16), are desired by the wider world. 

Painting could lead the speaker to a life of international acclaim, and the painter‘s desire 

for fame is so strong that he admits he would forego heaven for such earthly immortality.  

Oh, thus to live, I and my picture linked 

With love about, and praise, till life should end,  

And then not go to heaven, but linger here, 

Here on earth, earth‘s every man my friend,‖ (36-39) 

 

Unlike poems where the time or setting is indeterminate, the head note for ―Pictor 

Ignotus‖ is clear, ―Florence, 15—.‖ During the 1500s, painters began using canvas 

regularly, rather than the usual forms of fresco or painting on wood. Canvas was portable, 

it could move throughout the world. This development prompted new questions 

concerning the role of the painter and the role of art. Mobility was not the issue in 

England during the 1840s, but as artists experimented with social realism and pushed for 

increased cultural authority the purpose of painting was a source of debate. ―Pictor 

Ignotus‖ argues that secular art which does not fulfill a larger purpose than the merely 

decorative remains spiritually empty. This view corresponds with the social realism of 

Redgrave and the aesthetics of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. 

 In the second half of the poem, Browning recreates the confusion and pain 

produced by this new world of art and its subsequent criticism. The familiar world of  
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Fig. 5.1  Titian, Venus of Urbino. 1538, oil on canvas, 47 x 65 in.  Ufizzi Gallery, 

Florence. 
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―loving trusting ones‖ (45) is replaced by ―cold faces‖ who ―press on me and judge me‖ 

(46-47). Critics judge the painter with his work. The body of the artist is connected to the 

image and both are judged. He tries to remain unseen: ―Though I stooped/ Shrinking, as 

from the soldiery a nun, /They drew me forth, and spite of me . . . enough!‖ (47-49). The 

allusions in these lines echo the unspoken violence found in ―Porphyria‘s Lover‖ and 

―My Last Duchess.‖ As a result, it is difficult to reconcile ―Pictor Ignotus‖ with 

interpretations that consider the speaker unreliable. The painter compares his treatment at 

the hands of the critics to that of a nun overpowered by soldiers, juxtaposing her holy 

virginity with the institutionalized violence of the military. After they draw the painter 

forth, the line is silenced by ellipses, followed by the cry ―enough!‖ (49)  

In an environment where pictures become ―household-stuff‖ (51) and critical 

judgments are based on ―This I love, or this I hate, / This likes me more, and this affects 

me less‖ (55-56), artistic production becomes linked to sexual sacrilege and a form of 

prostitution. The painter refers to the type of criticism found in Thackeray‘s 1845 reviews 

praising imaginative art that arouses only pleasurable sensations through idealized images 

and disparaging paintings that ask more of the viewer. The only recourse for the artist is 

to remove his work from this arena, ―At least no merchant traffics in my heart‖ (62). He 

chooses to continue his religious iconography and returns to the ―monotonous . . . endless 

cloisters and eternal aisles‖ (58-59) that nevertheless come closer to the human soul‘s 

search for the divine. The poem ends as the painter turns to the next rising artist with the 

unanswered questions ―holds their praise its worth? / Blown harshly, keeps the trump its 

golden cry? / Tastes sweet the water with such specks of earth?‖ (70-72) The poem asks 
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and answers whether it is possible for artists to please the public without compromising 

their goals or their integrity. The implied answer is ―no.‖
60

 

Following his marriage in 1846 and subsequent move to Italy, Browning wrote 

the poems for Men and Women (1855). The two painter poems in this collection, ―Fra 

Lippo Lippi‖ and ―Andrea del Sarto,‖ emphasize the energy of the painter and link the 

artist to the community and to God. In contrast to Vasari‘s mythologized, uncontrollable 

―celestial‖ painter, who, due to his innate potential for ―madness‖ and ―danger‖ (437) 

requires delicate persuasion, ―Fra Lippo Lippi‖ presents a sane person who speaks with 

authority and exhibits rational decision-making. The poem argues the case for realism in 

painting while the form of the dramatic monologue enacts realism through language.
 61

 

Ostensibly about the nighttime antics of Fra Lippo Lippi, differences between the 

poem and Vasari‘s narrative reveal how the dramatic monologue functions as, what 

Armstrong calls, a ―form of knowledge.‖ In Lives of the Painters, Giorgio Vasari 
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 Written before the Browning/Rossetti friendship began, the poem nevertheless 

evokes Rossetti‘s reluctance to exhibit and speaks to Browning‘s capacity for 

understanding. Rossetti did not submit The Girlhood of Mary Virgin (1849) to the Royal 

Academy. Fearing rejection, he purchased exhibition space at The Free Exhibition. 

Plampin observes that this move ―has been portrayed by them [members of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood] as an impulsive and even cowardly choice‖ (196). Plampin 

writes that Rossetti encouraged the myth of the reclusive artist. His work, ―seen by only a 

select few, was the very pinnacle of the movement. In part, this ‗myth‘ enabled Rossetti 

to survive in the following decades without the regular public exhibition which was vital 

to other artists.‖ Matthew Plampin, "Exhibiting the Avant-Garde: The Development of 

the Pre-Raphaelite 'Brand'," in Writing the Pre-Raphaelites, ed. Michaela Giebelhausen 

and Tim Barringer (Burlington: Ashgate, 2009), 196-97. 
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 DeLaura asks ―Does any other Victorian author promote sympathy for, 

and grant genuine insight to, a sexually promiscuous character – and one who has no 

intention of curbing his irregular appetites?‖(382) Rossetti‘s poem ―Jenny‖ (1848; 1870) 

comes to mind. Both Rossetti and Browning disassociate the morality of the speaker and 

the morality of the artist from assessments of the work of art.   
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describes Lippo Lippi‘s humble beginning, an orphan taken in by Carmelite friars after 

his aunt could no longer support him. Browning takes this single comment and connects 

experience to the adult‘s art, drawing attention to the way physical and experiential 

knowledge connects to realism. 

I was a baby when my mother died 

And father died and left me in the street.  

I starved there, God knows how, a year or two 

On fig-skins, melon-parings, rinds and shucks,  

Refuse and rubbish . . . (81-85). 

 

The physical need for food is the reason Lippo Lippi joins the friars; he will do and say 

anything to avoid starvation, noting that it is far easier to renounce ―the world, its pride 

and greed,/ Palace, farm, villa, shop and banking-house‖ (98-99) when one‘s belly is full. 

His participation in religious life comes from physical need, not religious belief. 

But, mind you, when a boy starves in the streets 

Eight years together, as my fortune was,  

Watching folk‘s faces to know who will fling 

The bit of half-stripped grape bunch he desires,  

And who will curse or kick him for his pains (112-16) 

 

Physical experience is how we learn about the world. Thus, experience and observation 

translate into paintings, as ―soul and sense of him grow sharp alike‖ (124). Soul and 

sense together enable Lippo Lippi to create images that evoke the search for the divine.  

Browning also turns Vasari‘s brief comment about Lippo Lippi drawing in his 

schoolbooks into a vivid expression of latent creativity, and an exasperating challenge for 

the monks.
62

 Instead of absorbing the education the monks‘ value, words and text, Lippo 

Lippi learns a parallel but equally valuable education, one of image.  

I drew men‘s faces on my copy-books,  
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 Vasari, Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, 435-36. 
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Scrawled them within the antiphonary‘s marge,  

Joined legs and arms to the long music-notes,  

Found eyes and nose and chin for A‘s and B‘s,  

And made a string of pictures of the world 

Betwixt the ins and outs of verb and noun,  

On the wall, the bench, the door. The monks looked black. (129-135). 

  

Artistic expression is a force as strong as a child‘s hunger or the urge for physical release: 

―my head being crammed, the walls a blank/ Never was such prompt disemburdening‖ 

(143-44). The palpable sense of relief suggests an almost sexual or scatological release as 

the poem tumbles out in one long sentence (145-62). Rather than a bloodless divine gift, 

painting is both physical release and spiritual awakening.  

In addition to linking the physical and the spiritual in artistic creativity, ―Fra 

Lippo Lippi‖ addresses formal aspects of painting such as color and composition, 

elements central to the work of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and British realists.
63

 

Lippo Lippi complains that colors have been used carelessly, unconnected to their real 

values and therefore lacking their full meaning. The poem argues, again, like the Pre-

Raphaelites, that all elements of the painting should be imbued with meaning. The Prior 

makes him rub out his too realistic painting, but Lippo Lippi demands to know why 

painting should not show exterior flesh and interior being through the nuances of color, 

gesture, and expression.  

A fine way to paint soul, by painting body 

So ill, the eye can‘t stop there, must go further 

And can‘t fare worse! Thus, yellow does for white 

When what you put for yellow‘s simply black,  

                                                   
63

 In addition to detailed attention to nature, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood used 

a white ground, a technique of fresco painting that resulted in brighter colors. Color is 

significant in Rossetti‘s Ecce Ancilla Domini! (1849-50) as a conveyor of meaning. 

Rossetti used white and the primary colors red, blue, and yellow to convey virginity. See 

Alan Bowness, "Introduction," in The Pre-Raphaelites, ed. Leslie Parris (London: The 

Tate Gallery and Allen Lane, 1984), 17. 
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And any sort of meaning looks intense 

When all beside itself means and looks nought.  

Why can‘t a painter lift each foot in turn,  

Left foot and right foot, go a double step,  

Make his flesh liker and his soul more like. (199-207) 

 

The poem argues that attention to detail would create a stronger experience of the real, 

and thus, a stronger experience of the divine. Only through realist portrayals of the body, 

nature, and the world could painting reveal the depth and breadth of the soul. Realism 

becomes a form of religious devotion because it makes aspects of humanity and the world 

visible. Through the immediacy of vision, humanity might learn to help and love one 

another,  

For, don‘t you mark? we‘re made so that we love 

First when we see them painted, things we have passed 

Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;  

And so they are better, painted – better to us,  

Which is the same thing. Art was given for that;  

God uses us to help each other so,  

Lending our minds out . . . (300-306) 

   

Through realism, the painter could be a catalyst for spiritual revelation and social change; 

therefore, artists must be active in the world, painting the world as it is, ―careless what 

comes of it‖ (294). Wonder is not enough. The artist must ―do as well as say‖ (293). 

Whether caring for hungry orphans, worshiping God, working, eating, drinking, or 

having sex, body and soul are good, and it is the painter‘s task to show it. ―This world‘s 

no blot for us, / Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good: / To find its meaning is 

my meat and drink‖ (113-115). A further element of the argument that painter‘s should 

portray the world as it is, is implied by the poem‘s action – painters such as Lippo Lippi 

cannot remain aloof from the world or cloistered in a monastery. 
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Once released, Lippo Lippi turns to the guards with an ambiguous final 

admonition: ―Don‘t fear me!‖ (392). His words could be either simple reassurance, he 

knows his way home in the dark and will be safe, or a statement of independence. Either 

way, audiences should not be afraid of what the painter might create. They should not 

fear art that makes the world visible.  

Literary critics savage Andrea del Sarto‘s weaknesses. However, the choices 

Browning makes in relation to Vasari‘s text complicate straightforward readings of the 

poem. Andrea del Sarto was Giorgio Vasari‘s teacher. Vasari‘s biography emphasizes 

Andrea‘s numerous, excellent paintings, his reputation in Italy before, during, and after 

his trip to France, and his numerous commissions from wealthy patrons.
64

 Vasari 

recounts that Andrea‘s skill was such that he painted a copy of a Raphael portrait which 

remained undetected until Vasari revealed that it was the work of his teacher (844-45).
 

Vasari seems frustrated by Andrea‘s obvious genius, coupled with an apparent lack of 

ambition, observing that he asked ―the most paltry prices for his labours‖ (831) and lived 

―poorly enough in Florence . . . without bettering himself a whit‖ (836). Vasari describes 

Andrea as ―a mild and guileless fellow,‖ (826) a ―timid fellow‖ (853), but an artist ―who 

thought more of honour than of profit‖ (827). According to Vasari, the trip to France 

―brought him from one extreme of wretchedness to the other extreme of bliss‖ (837); 

however, his wife Lucrezia del Fede caused him to leave the French court, delay his 

return, and spend the French King‘s money (838). Their poverty was her fault. Vasari 
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 Del Sarto means ―the tailor,‖ a reference to Andrea‘s father‘s occupation. I 

follow Vasari‘s and Antonio Natali‘s lead and refer to Andrea del Sarto, the man, as 

Andrea. Page references are from Vasari, Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. 

New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1996. 
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writes that with this marriage Andrea also ―undertook other [annoyances] such as that of 

letting himself be harassed now by jealousy, now by one thing, and now by another‖ 

(831). Lucrezia distracts him from his work and her image reoccurs in his paintings 

(836).
65

   

Browning draws on Vasari‘s narrative, but he heightens Andrea‘s virtues and 

darkens his sins. In the dramatic monologue, readers ―hear‖ Andrea‘s voice rather than 

read Vasari‘s narrative. This technique emphasizes Andrea‘s dignity and his capacity for 

self-reflection, it creates a more complex character than the picture Vasari gives. In 

Browning‘s hands, Andrea‘s agency is clear; the painter states, ―I regret little, I would 

change still less‖ (245). Andrea consciously reveals his flaws, unlike the speakers in ―My 

Last Duchess‖ or ―Porphyria‘s Lover‖ who, unaware, reveal themselves to the reader. 

Furthermore, Andrea is forthright about the fact that he paints for money and for 

Lucrezia‘s smiles. Readers critique Andrea for desiring payment and craving love, but the 

poem does not, ―While hand and eye and something of a heart / Are left me, work‘s my 

ware, and what‘s it worth?‖ (224-225). Both Vasari and Browning are clear that painting 

is a business. Through stops, starts, and questions, as if in conversation with the silent 

Lucrezia, the painter reflects honestly and gently on his life, his art, and his love. He is, 

quite rightfully, proud of his talent, ―At any rate ‗t is easy, all of it! / No sketches first, no 

studies, that‘s long past: / I do what many dream of, all their lives‖ (67-69). And despite 

the image of ―A common greyness‖ (35), he is thinking about his next painting.  

                                                   
65

 Natali observes that there are differences in Vasari‘s treatment of Lucrezia 

between the 1550 and 1568 editions; the 1568 is harsher (125). Natali also argues that the 

fact that Andrea left for the French court one month after marrying his beloved Lucrezia, 

and was gone for one year, may account for his desire to return to Italy (120). Antonio 

Natali, Andrea Del Sarto, trans. Jeffrey Jennings (New York: Abbeville Press, 1999). 
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―Andrea del Sarto‖ emphasizes that the moniker ―faultless‖ is ironic, for neither 

the painter nor his art are faultless. Vasari writes that Andrea lacked ―fire and boldness of 

spirit‖ (823), but Browning writes competitiveness between Andrea and Raphael (119). 

Andrea‘s drawings are life-like, but something is missing. Raphael‘s drawings may have 

faults, but the ―soul is right‖ (113). Browning also reinforces the myth of the 

untrustworthy painter by turning Vasari‘s portrayal of careless abandon or accidental 

squandering (838), into theft: ―I took his coin, was tempted and complied, / And built this 

house and sinned, and all is said‖ (248-49). After enjoying the attention of the French 

court, Andrea betrays the King‘s trust by spending his money.
66

 Browning heightens 

Andrea‘s sins even further with the line ―My father and my mother died of want‖ (250), a 

detail that does not occur in Vasari‘s Lives. However, despite this list of faults, the poem 

portrays an artist who knows who he is and what he does, ―I, painting from myself and to 

myself, / Know what I do, am unmoved by men‘s blame / Or their praise either‖ (90-92). 

The evidence of his art is such that Andrea keeps company with Leonardo, Raphael, and 

Michelangelo on earth, and will do so in heaven (263), further suggesting that it is a 

mistake to confuse the work of art with the morality of the artist.  

Andrea is far from faultless, and neither is his wife/model/muse. By emphasizing 

Andrea‘s relationship with Lucrezia, ―Andrea del Sarto‖ denies the myth of the painter 

inspired by love to create images of symbolic joining. He paints to give her money.  

I might have done it for you. So it seems: 

Perhaps not. All is as God over-rules.  

Beside, incentives come from the soul‘s self; 
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 Natali attributes Andrea‘s ability to buy land and build a house to payments 

earned in France and the ―immediate earnings from his new Florentine commissions,‖ not 

theft. Natali also denies Vasari‘s assertion that there was any reduction in prestige, 

commissions, or earning potential upon his return from France. Ibid., 125. 
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      The rest avail not. Why do I need you? (132- 135) 

 

Browning‘s poem portrays an artist wrestling with questions of creativity. What is the 

beloved‘s role? Does she have any responsibility for his art? How much comes from 

within, and how much from the external world and human connections? Significantly, 

these questions remain unanswered. The mutual support Browning and Elizabeth Barrett 

shared is evident in their letters and in biographies of both authors, but not everyone is so 

lucky. Is there a cost to creativity, the poem seems to ask, if the artist must live without 

support? Or not? 

Vasari does not say who is subject to jealousy in the marriage, but Browning 

applies it to Lucrezia. Insinuations of infidelity are further evidence of her failure to 

support Andrea as a female muse. Her alleged transgressions are frequent subjects of 

commentary, particularly the lines ―My face, my moon, my everybody‘s moon, / Which 

everybody looks on and calls his‖ (29-30). Yet sexual jealousy is not a powerful emotion 

in the poem. Andrea does not seem upset by the presence of the ―friend‖ or ―cousin.‖ He 

would like her to stay, but he is also aware that he is complicit in turning Lucrezia into an 

object. The subject of numerous paintings, images of her face and body are owned, 

bought, and sold. Yet, she belongs to no one: ―While she looks – no one‘s‖ (32). In a 

similar fashion, the Duchess in ―My Last Duchess‖ defies the Duke‘s attempt to control 

her image. Furthermore, unlike Vasari, who blames Lucrezia, Browning maintains her 

subjectivity. As in ―Pictor Ignotus,‖ the painter is responsible for his choices.  

Questions raised by ―Andrea del Sarto‖ include who writes art and who writes 

history? Is Vasari the last word? Are Andrea‘s paintings? What happens when art 

historians make judgments based on written, and then rewritten, histories? Browning 
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clearly did not treat Vasari‘s history as definitive. Browning‘s approach to Vasari‘s text 

was that of a malleable fiction, and it questions the reliability of art histories that draw 

conclusions based on moral judgment. Browning‘s facts may not have been precise 

because as Browning wrote to Ruskin, poetry should not be approached in the same 

manner as history.
 67

 Rather than a condemnation of moral failure, the poem explores 

how a man might negotiate his public and private personas, how he might negotiate life 

and art. Above all, the poem argues that the struggles of the painter are worth attending 

to.
68

 
 
 

A fascinating recent development in art history is Antonio Natali‘s work arguing 

against the bias of Vasari‘s account and reinforcing the agency Browning‘s poem accords 

the painter. Natali asks,    

If we can justify seeing as timid an artist who, barely twenty years old, 

took on the task of painting a fresco cycle in one of Florence‘s most 

prestigious sacred institutions; if cowardly is the proper term to describe a 

man who gained and then accepted the invitation of Francis I, king of 

France, to attend his court (and this without knowing for how long, in a 

period when the majority of his Florentine colleagues were loath to leave 

their native city); if a painter who, in a climate of rigid orthodoxy and 
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 Browning to Ruskin, Paris, 10 Dec. 1855 in Browning, Robert Browning: The 

Major Works, 691. 
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 Browning‘s three painter poems were written during a surge of interest in art 

and artists which occurred during the 1840s and 1850s, as evidenced by a flurry of books, 

articles, and determined efforts to write a systematic history of art. Works published at 

that time include Anna Jameson‘s Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters, and of the 

Progress of Painting in Italy (2 vols. 1845), Sir Charles Eastlake‘s Materials for a 

History of Oil Painting (1847), Lord Lindsay‘s Sketches of the History of Christian Art (2 

vols., 1847) and John Ruskin‘s Modern Painters (vol. 1, 1843; vol. 2, 1846) and Stones 

of Venice (vols. 1-3, 1851-53), and Mrs. Jonathan Foster‘s translation of Vasari‘s Lives of 

the Painters (1850). In addition, the American writer Elizabeth Ellet published Women 

Artists in all Ages and Countries (1859).  
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accusations of heresy, repeatedly invested his sacred images with bold 

theological content might be called fearful or apprehensive.
69

 

 

It seems an alternate view of Andrea is possible. Even though Browning does not 

mention specific paintings in the poem, living in Italy, and touring churches and galleries, 

he would have seen, among other works, the technical skill and emotional depth of 

Andrea del Sarto‘s work in the fresco cycle of St. John the Baptist at the Chiostro dello 

Scalzo (the Cloister of the Barefoot). We cannot know for certain which paintings 

Browning saw in Italy, but the Dulwich Picture Gallery had a copy of Andrea del Sarto‘s 

Holy Family. Furthermore, in his study Browning and Italy, Jacob Korg asserts that 

Browning ―had easy access to many of Del Sarto‘s paintings in Florence.‖
70

 Images such 

as Annunciation (fig. 5.2), Pieta (fig. 5.3), and the altar piece Noli me tangere (fig. 5.4) 

are noteworthy for their rich emotional range, a central component of Robert Browning‘s 

poems. A more nuanced reading of ―Andrea del Sarto‖ aligns Browning‘s familiarity 

with Italian art and his knowledge of the personal lives and daily struggles of painters 

such as Rossetti and William Page.  

In Dared and Done, a biography of the Browning‘s courtship and marriage, Julia 

Markus recounts that while Browning was writing the poems for Men and Women, he 

was sitting for a portrait by the American painter William Page. During this period the 

Page marriage was disintegrating, due to Sarah Page‘s public relationship with a young 

Italian gentleman. Page ―passively‖ accepted his wife‘s behavior.
71

 Browning wrote to  
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Fig. 5.2  Andrea del Sarto, Annunciation. 1512-1513, oil on wood, 72 x 72 ½ in.  

Galleria Paltina, Florence. 
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Fig. 5.3  Andrea del Sarto, Pietà. 1519-1520. Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. 
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Fig. 5.4  Andrea del Sarto, Noli me tangere. 1510, oil on wood, 69 ¼ x 61 in. Museo del 

Cenacolo di San Salvi, Florence. 
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Page in support, ―I am not in apprehension as I should be did I know you less. No more is 

laid on any of us than he can bear. You must be an example to weaker men: and what 

gifts you have, and will ever have!‖
72

 Painting was to be Page‘s solace. It is difficult to 

envision Browning writing ―Andrea del Sarto‖ as either a joke or as an indictment of the 

artist in light of his friend‘s difficulties, particularly when compared to the supportive 

nature of his and Barrett Browning‘s marriage. Instead, the poem seems to use layers 

from the lives of Andrea del Sarto, Rossetti, Page, and Browning to consider universal 

questions about what constitutes success and failure.  

Ah, but a man‘s reach should exceed his grasp,  

Or what‘s a heaven for? All is silver-grey  

Placid and perfect with my art: the worse! 

I know both what I want and what might gain,  

And yet how profitless to know, to sigh 

―Had I been two, another and myself,  

Our head would have o‘erlooked the world!‖ No doubt. (97-103) 

 

Andrea‘s love is painful, challenging, disappointing, but he does not consider his art nor 

his life a failure. Through his love for Lucrezia, his paintings depict a real woman, not an 

idealized image. And as a real woman, not the perfect muse of myth, she brings love and 

pain into his life; she brings the ―real‖ into his art.   

You beautiful Lucrezia that are mine! 

―Rafael did this, Andrea painted that;  

The Roman‘s is the better when you pray,  

But still the other‘s Virgin was his wife – ― 

Men will excuse me . . . (176-180) 

 

Andrea observes, ―A common greyness silvers everything, -- / All in a twilight‖ (35-36), 

yet there is strength and perseverance in the painter. He is all too human: strong and 

weak, a success and a failure, a cuckold and a loving husband. The poem closes as 
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Andrea reiterates to Lucrezia that she remains his choice and ends with the words ―Go, 

my Love.‖ He knows she will return.   

Similarities between the imagery in ―Andrea del Sarto‖ and ―One Word More,‖ 

the final poem of Men and Woman, also make it difficult to read the poem as an 

indictment of Andrea del Sarto. In ―One Word More,‖ Browning addresses Barrett 

Browning in his own voice. He writes of his desire ―So to be the man and leave the artist, 

/ Gain the man‘s joy, miss the artist‘s sorrow‖ (71-72). The poem recognizes that they 

both experience a public and a private world, and thus he refers to her as ―my moon of 

poets.‖ ―Ah, but that‘s the world‘s side, there‘s the wonder, / Thus they see you,  praise 

you, think they know you!‖ (188-90). He too had a wife whose name circulated in public. 

On his part, Browning writes, 

 But the best is when I glide from out them,  

Cross a step or two of dubious twilight,  

Come out on the other side, the novel 

Silent silver lights and darks undreamed of, 

Where I hush and bless myself with silence. (193-197) 

 

The image of twilight and silver in both poems is valuable for it speaks to the realities of 

marriage, its earned pain of love and sorrow, rather than the bright, hot colors of 

courtship. 

  Browning avoids certain components of myth in his painter poems but employs 

the artist‘s myth as ―a system of communication . . . a mode of signification.‖
73

 Evoking 

the history of myth and the cumbersome baggage of ideas surrounding painters, he alters 

them to present the painter as an equal. The three painters are not deformed, 

otherworldly, ―feminized,‖ or harmless eccentrics, familiar attributes which appear to 
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celebrate the painter but more often serve to denigrate him as weak, childish, laughable, 

or cruel. Such renderings allow the painter and his or her work to be marginalized as 

hubristic, licentious, or merely decorative. These characterizations distance the painter 

from social issues and make art irrelevant, and Browning will have none of it. His poems 

show painters as historical figures, real men with real desires, not creatures of myth or 

objects of curiosity; they are forms of knowledge. ―Pictor Ignotus‖ addresses the 

marketplace. ―Fra Lippo Lippi‖ asserts the value of realism and connects spirit and body. 

―Andrea del Sarto‖ reveals a self considering the complex relationship between creativity 

and sustaining human relationships. The Italian painter in Browning‘s poems is a 

masculine figure and the English poet‘s equal.  

Just as Browning‘s painters are formed by a multitude of influences and 

experiences, so too was Browning. We cannot know why his painters are so unlike those 

of the writers of his time, but there are suggestions. In addition to his admiration for 

Shelley, he enjoyed the friendship of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Browning‘s poems reflect 

his understanding for the talented, flawed artist sixteen years his junior, and for painters 

identified by their art or confined by myth. The form of the dramatic monologue unites 

poetry and painting into practices of compassion and action. Through his ―touches and 

bits of outline,‖ Browning uses language to evoke the clarity of painting. And rather than 

further indictments of the painter‘s character, ―Pictor Ignotus,‖ ―Fra Lippo Lippi,‖ and 

―Andrea del Sarto‖ reflect important transitions in English art during the 1840s and 

1850s: realism, the challenge of the market, and painters‘ attempts to control their 

representation and the discourse of art. 
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In The Victorian Artist, Julie Codell documents the economic rise of the Victorian 

painter and the artist‘s increasing cultural authority. She observes, ―[b]y the end of the 

nineteenth century, artists spoke for themselves and controlled a significant portion of the 

art discourse by publishing theories, lectures, interviews, autobiographies, and photos of 

themselves.‖
74

 Unlike the status of British artists in the early decades, Codell argues that 

by the 1870s, ―art production and consumption became translated into acts of national 

identity and unity.‖
75

 Furthermore, ―artists could be represented as having agency as 

citizens, national representatives, and authorities not only on art but also on national 

cultural and English identity.‖
76

 This picture of the artist in English culture is one of 

social advancement and economic success. However, Codell also observes that during the 

late-Victorian period the artist‘s role in society remained unstable.
77

 Therefore, even 

though Victorian painters in the second half of the century began to control their image 

through biography and began to present themselves as useful contributing members of 

England‘s culture, it required active efforts on their part to create and maintain this 

position.   

The painter‘s portrayal in fiction is part of this contradictory picture. Despite 

advances in the British painter‘s status at home and abroad and the cultural value of 

British art, literary representations of the artist, overall, remained pejorative. The painter 
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was an outsider in dress, appearance, and habits, unable to conform, undesirable as a 

marriage prospect, whose suspect morals and improvident ways led to emotional and 

undignified outbursts. Persistent attention in literature to the painter‘s body, his 

eccentricities, sexual availability, or physical isolation, served to draw attention away 

from the artist‘s work and place the artist on display. Antonia Losano observes the 

effectiveness of this strategy in The Woman Painter in Victorian Literature, but she 

neglects to mention that critics and authors applied this approach to men as well as to 

women painters.   

For literary scholars, discrepancies between fictional painters and real painters are 

revealing. If literature is the means by which a culture explains itself, and if the 

production and consumption of English art became symbols of ―national identity and 

unity,‖ then one might expect to find representations of painters as figures of an artistic 

English identity.
 78

 But this is not the case. Mid-century texts by men and women writers 

marginalize painters. Charles Lever‘s The Martins of Cro‟ Martin (1856) includes the 

painter Simmy Crow, a ―poor, ignorant, feeble‖ caricature who faints when bitten by a 

dog and cannot remember an address.
79

 The first sensation novel of the era, The Woman 

in White (1859-60) by Wilkie Collins, follows the sensual drawing teacher Walter 

Hartright into the ominous violence of the criminal world. Late-Victorian fiction lies 

outside the scope of this project, but a brief list of titles and characters gestures at 

persistent representations of the painter. In Middlemarch (1871-72), George Eliot‘s 

painter Naumann, hungry for Dorothea‘s image, tricks her husband Casuabon into 
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allowing her to pose for him. Will Ladislaw‘s initial desire to be a painter is a sign of his 

immaturity and misdirection, similar to Clive Newcome, and Dorothea, frustrated by 

Italian art, exclaims at ―this immense expense of art, that seems to lie outside life and 

make it no better for the world.‖
80

 In fiction, the painter remained suspect. He was 

humorous or ineffectual; he was an eccentric on the margin of respectability, and painting 

remained a failed enterprise.
81

   

The question of the woman painter is even more complex as the century 

progressed. Once the professional woman painter emerged in Anne Brontë‘s Tenant of 

Wildfell Hall (1848), and Dinah Craik‘s Olive (1850), she functioned as a powerful 

feminist figure, but she was also adapted to fit the artist‘s myth and domestic ideology. 

Helen Graham‘s paintings remain within acceptable feminine borders; her landscapes 

circulate out of necessity, not ambition. Olive can become a painter because of her 

deformity. Like her Hephaestaen teacher Michael Vanbrugh, she is ―one of those who, 

shut out from human ties, are the more free to work the glorious work of genius.‖
82

 Of 

the utopian world of ―Sisters in Art‖ (1852), attributed to Anna Mary Howitt (1824-

1884), Antonia Losano writes, it is ―a world where high art is impractical – both 

economically and spiritually.‖
83

 Miss Angel (1876) by Anne Thackeray Ritchie (1837-
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1919) is a fictional biography of Angelica Kauffman that appraises, cruelly at times, the 

life and art of one of the founders of the Royal Academy. In fin de siècle novels by Mary 

Augusta Ward (1851-1920) and Ella Hepworth Dixon (1857-1932), young women give 

up painting as a fruitless endeavor unsuited for the modern world. Despite the work of 

women painters such as Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon, Rosa Brett (1829-1882), Lady 

Elizabeth Butler (1846-1933), to name just a few, the literary myth of the woman painter 

remains the abused wife Helen Graham, reinforced by Nameless and Friendless by Emily 

Mary Osborn (1828-1925) (fig. 5.5). The absence of professional women painters in 

literature, and in literature by women, is significant because their few portrayals 

supported dominant views that women could not and did not paint professionally, even 

though the evidence was clear that they could, and they did.  

In the nineteenth century, literary representations of the painter responded to the 

world of British art, and as a result, the painter in English literature registers shifting 

meanings. David Wilkie‘s realism drew attention to the everyday. Margaret Carpenter‘s 

paintings, multiple canvasses noticed year after year in major reviews of Royal Academy 

exhibitions, demonstrate that the professional woman painter was not the anomaly 

literature suggests. Richard Redgrave transformed high art into pointed social criticism 

without resorting to Hogarthian caricature. The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood redirected 

the trajectory of British art and began to wrest the discourse of art away from critics and 

place it in the hands of artists.  
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Fig. 5.5  Emily Mary Osborn, Nameless and Friendless. 1857, oil on canvas,  

34 x 44 in. Private Collection. 
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Painters were creating one history of nineteenth-century British art, but authors 

were writing a different one. The question of who is writing, and when, occurs whenever 

we read a work with a painter in it. Neither nineteenth-century British art nor literature 

was neutral. The world of British art was too varied, too volatile a subject, and too 

multitudinous in its forms, styles, and meanings for assumptions about nineteenth-century 

art and the painter to inform our reading of the artist in literature. Between 1800 and 

1855, writer, painter, poet, and artist were highly unsettled terms with significant 

connotations regarding class, gender, and national identity. For these reasons, we must 

resist reading literary representations of painters without comment. To do so, elides 

gradations of hierarchy in nineteenth-century British culture and avoids important 

differentiations within the category artist.  
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